
COUNTY OF SAN MATEO 
PLANNING AND BUILDING DEPARTMENT 

 
 

DATE:  February 8, 2017 
 
TO: Planning Commission 
 
FROM: Planning Staff 
 
SUBJECT: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  Consideration of a Use Permit to replace an 

existing 38-foot 7-inch tall utility pole with a new 47-foot 6-inch tall joint 
utility pole and to install a new wireless telecommunications facility on the 
new pole located in the public right-of-way in front of 231 Cuesta Real in 
the unincorporated La Honda area of San Mateo County. (Appeal of the 
Zoning Hearing Officer’s approval of the project). 

 
 County File Number:  PLN 2016-00216 
 
 
PROPOSAL 
 
The applicant proposes to replace an existing 38-foot 7-inch utility pole with a new 
47-foot 6-inch joint utility pole located in the public right-of-way in front of 231 Cuesta 
Real.  Joint utility poles are poles that are shared, by mutual agreement, between cable 
and telecommunication service providers and utilities.  The new joint utility pole will 
replace the existing utility pole currently used by PG&E in the same location.  A new 
wireless telecommunications facility owned by ExteNet Systems, Inc. will be installed on 
the new joint utility pole and be used by PG&E and AT&T.  The new facility will consist 
of two panel antennas mounted on the pole and extending from 33 feet to a maximum 
of 37 feet in height from existing grade and four equipment clusters will be located at the 
bottom base of the new joint utility pole between 7 feet and 15 feet from existing grade.  
No grading or tree removal is proposed. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Planning Commission deny the appeal and uphold the decision of the Zoning 
Hearing Officer to approve the Use Permit, County File Number PLN 2016-00216, by 
making the required findings and adopting the conditions of approval listed in 
Attachment A. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
The project site is located in the public right-of-way along Cuesta Real, east of the 
intersection of Canada Vista in the unincorporated La Honda area.  The existing utility 
pole is on the north side of the right-of-way in front of 231 Cuesta Real.  The 
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surrounding area is a single-family residential neighborhood.  The proposal to replace 
the existing 38-foot 7-inch utility pole with a new 47-foot 6-inch joint utility pole, as 
proposed and conditioned, complies with the applicable policies and standards of the 
General Plan, Zoning Regulations, and Wireless Telecommunication Facilities (WTF) 
Ordinance. 
 
History:  Use Permits for similar proposals by the same applicant were presented to the 
Zoning Hearing Officer (ZHO) on March 19, 2015 and April 16, 2015.  On the third 
public hearing on November 19, 2015, the ZHO recommended the applicant research 
an alternative project location.  The current project was presented to the ZHO on 
October 20, 2016 as the alternative to the two proposals.  After discussion which 
included comments from the public in opposition of the project and responses from the 
applicant, the ZHO made the findings and approved the project subject to the conditions 
of approval in Attachment A.  The decision of the ZHO was appealed on November 3, 
2016. 
 
Point of Appeal Regarding Alternative Sites and Co-Location:  The appellant states that 
evidence submitted by the applicant is insufficient in determining the infeasibility of 
alternative sites and co-location.  The appellant submitted quantitative data and analysis 
to show that Verizon Wireless facilities within the subject area, but outside residential 
areas, provide adequate coverage.  Staff determined that the analysis submitted by the 
applicant was sufficient in justifying the proposed site location as the primary candidate 
to fill the gap in service coverage.  The applicant complied with all the applicable 
requirements and provided an analysis of alternative sites presented by the affected 
community. 
 
Point of Appeal Regarding Community Engagement:  The appellant states that the 
applicant did not engage with the entire La Honda community.  The noticing 
requirement for use permit applications is a newspaper publication of general circulation 
in the County or postal card notice to owners of properties within 300 feet of the exterior 
limits of the project location.  Staff complied with both requirements.  Although not a 
County requirement, the applicant voluntarily invited those in attendance at the public 
hearing on November 19, 2015 for the previous two alternative site proposals (PLN 
2014-00395 and PLN 2014-00396) to the subject site location.  At that time, there was 
no opposition expressed.  It is not a County requirement for the applicant to engage with 
the entire community in the affected area. 
 
Point of Appeal Regarding Intrusiveness of Proposed Site Location:  Although the 
proposed site location is the least visually intrusive of the alternative sites analyzed, 
the appellant states that the intrusion is still significant.  The project complies by using 
colors and materials that blend in with the surrounding environment and a radio 
frequency level that complies with standards limiting public exposure to radio frequency 
energy.  The proposed antennas will be at the same height as the existing utility pole 
which is out of sight from the natural view of any drivers, pedestrians, or private property 
owners in the surrounding area.  No trees or vegetation are proposed for removal. 
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Point of Appeal Regarding Inconsistencies in Application:  The appellant states that the 
applicant has not complied with California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) 
regulations and should not be categorically exempt from the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA). The appellant also states that there are errors in the application.  
The County does not require the applicant to prove compliance with CPUC regulations 
or other applicable regulatory bodies.  The applicant is only required to submit evidence 
of licenses and registrations from applicable regulatory bodies prior to initiating 
operation of the wireless telecommunication facility.  Staff has reviewed the project with 
County Counsel and determined it be categorically exempt from CEQA.  The errors in 
the application are also minor and do not change the accuracy of the analysis submitted 
by the applicant. 
 
CJM:aow – CJMAA0726_WAU.DOCX 
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COUNTY OF SAN MATEO 
PLANNING AND BUILDING DEPARTMENT 

 
 

DATE:  February 8, 2017 
 
TO: Planning Commission 
 
FROM: Planning Staff 
 
SUBJECT: Consideration of a Use Permit, pursuant to Sections 6500 and 6510 of 

the San Mateo County Zoning Regulations, to replace an existing 38-foot 
7-inch tall utility pole with a new 47-foot 6-inch tall joint utility pole and to 
install a new wireless telecommunication facility on the new pole located 
in the public right-of-way in front of 231 Cuesta Real in the unincorporated 
La Honda area of San Mateo County. (Appeal of the Zoning Hearing 
Officer’s approval of the project). 

 
 County File Number:  PLN 2016-00216 (ExteNet Systems, Inc.) 
 
 
PROPOSAL 
 
The applicant proposes to replace an existing 38-foot 7-inch utility pole with a new 
47-foot 6-inch joint utility pole located in the public right-of-way in front of 231 Cuesta 
Real.  Joint utility poles are poles that are shared, by mutual agreement, between cable 
and telecommunication service providers and utilities.  The new joint utility pole will 
replace the existing utility pole currently used by PG&E in the same location.  A new 
wireless telecommunication facility owned by ExteNet Systems, Inc. will be installed on 
the new joint utility pole and be used by PG&E and AT&T.  The new facility will consist 
of two (2) panel antennas mounted on the pole and extending from 33 feet to a 
maximum of 37 feet in height from existing grade and four (4) equipment clusters will be 
located at the bottom base of the new joint utility pole between 7 feet and 15 feet from 
existing grade.  No grading or tree removal is proposed. 
 
History 
 
On March 19, 2015, the Zoning Hearing Officer (ZHO) considered requests for Use 
Permits for similar proposals by Extenet Systems, Inc., owner of the proposed 
equipment for the subject application, both involving the replacement of an existing 
utility pole with a taller joint utility pole and a new wireless telecommunication facility 
mounted on each pole.  The locations were in public right-of-ways; one in front of 
150 Canada Vista and the other in front of 170 Cuesta Real.  The ZHO continued both 
projects to allow time for interested parties to review the project information, correct 
public hearing notices, and allow time for the applicant to arrange for an engineer to 
attend the next public hearing. 
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On April 16, 2015, the projects were considered by the ZHO and continued again to a 
future date to allow time to submit justification as to why the joint utility poles exceed the 
maximum height allowed in the zoning district and written documentation showing that 
wireless telecommunication facilities within 2.5 miles of the project location were 
contacted for the opportunity to co-locate.  The projects were considered again on 
November 19, 2015, with the ZHO recommending that the applicant research an 
alternative project location. 
 
After researching alternative locations and consulting with the neighboring community, 
the subject application was considered by the ZHO on October 20, 2016 and presented 
as the primary candidate for locating the proposed wireless telecommunication facility.  
During the public hearing, the public had the opportunity to comment.  Several speakers 
opposed the project for reasons such as the proposed location, its visual impact, 
insufficient data regarding alternative sites outside the residential areas, the applicant’s 
communication with the affected community, and the application materials submitted.  
The applicant also presented and responded to comments and questions. 
 
After the discussion, the ZHO made the findings and approved the project subject to 
conditions of approval (see Attachment A). 
 
On November 3, 2016, an appeal of the ZHO’s decision was made to the Planning 
Commission. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Planning Commission deny the appeal and uphold the decision of the Zoning 
Hearing Officer to approve the Use Permit, County File Number PLN 2016-00216, by 
making the required findings and adopting the conditions of approval listed in 
Attachment A. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Report Prepared By:  Carmelisa Morales, Project Planner, 650/363-1873 
 
Appellant:  David W. Ehrhardt 
 
Applicant:  ExteNet Systems, Inc. 
 
Land Owner:  Public Right-of-Way (San Mateo County Department of Public Works) 
 
Pole Owner:  Pacific Gas and Electric 
 
Location:  Public Right-of-Way in front of 231 Cuesta Real 
 
APN:  None (Public Right-of-Way in front of 083-043-420) 
 
Sphere-of-Influence:  None 
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Existing Land Use:  Utility Pole in the Public Right-of-Way 
 
General Plan Designation:  Low Density Residential Rural 
 
Zone:  R-1/S-10 (Single-Family Residential/Minimum Lot Size 20,000 Square Feet) 
 
Flood Zone:  Zone X (area of minimal flood risk); FEMA Panel No. 06081C 0384E; 
effective October 2012 
 
Environmental Evaluation:  Categorically exempt under provisions of Class 3, Section 
15303, of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines for construction 
of a new small structure and installation of small new equipment and a facility in a small 
structure. 
 
Setting:  The project site is located in the public right-of-way along Cuesta Real, 
approximately 420 feet east of the intersection of Canada Vista in the unincorporated 
La Honda area.  The existing 38-foot 7-inch tall utility pole is on the north side of the 
right-of-way in front of 231 Cuesta Real.  The surrounding area is an urbanized single-
family residential neighborhood.  Mature trees and vegetation fall between the public 
right-of-way and the private property lines. 
 
Chronology: 
 
Date  Action 
 
March 19, 2015 - Two alternative site proposals (PLN 2014-00395 and 

PLN 2014-00396) presented at public hearing.  Projects 
continued by Zoning Hearing Officer (ZHO). 

 
April 16, 2015 - Second public hearing.  Hearing continued by ZHO. 
 
November 19, 2015 - Third public hearing.  Hearing continued by ZHO (these two 

proposals are currently on hold.  Condition of Approval No. 20 
in Attachment A will require the applicant to close these two 
proposals if this current proposal is approved). 

 
May 24, 2016 - Use permit application for the current proposal submitted. 
 
August 2, 2016 - Application deemed complete. 
 
October 20, 2016 - Hearing approved by ZHO at public hearing. 
 
November 3, 2016 - Appeal filed by the Appellant to the County. 
 
February 8, 2017 - Planning Commission public hearing date. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
A. KEY ISSUES 
 
 1. Compliance with the General Plan 
 
  Staff has determined that the project complies with all applicable County 

General Plan policies, specifically: 
 
  Visual Quality Policies 
 
  Policy 4.21 (Utility Structures) requires minimizing adverse visual impacts 

generated by utility structures.  The project site is located within the public 
right-of-way along a residential road within a single-family residential area.  
Although the new joint utility pole will be 8 feet 11inches taller than the 
existing utility pole, existing vegetation and trees between the public right-of-
way and adjacent private property lines buffer the proposed project from 
residential areas.  The proposed antennas, located 33 to 37 feet above 
ground, will also be surrounded by existing trees and be above the natural 
view of any drivers, pedestrians, or private property owners in the 
surrounding area.  Four equipment clusters (two remote radio units, one 
baseband unit cabinet, and one disconnect switch) will be located on the 
lower half of the new joint utility pole.  To ensure visual impacts are 
minimized, the equipment clusters will be similar in scale and appearance to 
equipment typically found on utility poles and be painted brown to match the 
wood material of the new joint utility pole. 

 
 2. Compliance with Zoning Regulations 
 
  The proposed project area is located within the public right-of-way in the 

R-1/S-10 Zoning District.  The zoning district standards, with the exception 
of height, are not applicable since the site is located within the Cuesta Real 
public right-of-way. 

 
  The maximum height allowed in the R-1/S-10 Zoning District is 36 feet.  

The proposed project involves replacing an existing 38-foot 7-inch utility 
pole and installing a new wireless telecommunication facility on the new joint 
utility pole, resulting in a maximum pole height of 47 feet 6 inches. 

 
  Section 6512.2.l.2 (Development And Design Standards For New Wireless 

Telecommunication Facilities That Are Not Co-Location Facilities) of the San 
Mateo County Zoning Regulations states, in any Residential (R) District, that 
no monopole or antenna shall exceed the maximum height for structures 
allowed in that district, except that new equipment on an existing facility in 
the public right-of-way shall be allowed to exceed the maximum height for 
structures allowed in that district by 10% of the height of the existing facility, 
or by five feet, whichever is less.  Although the utility pole will be replaced, 
the new joint utility pole will remain in the same location and serve its 
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original use as a PG&E facility.  The increase in height of the new joint utility 
pole from 38 feet 7 inches to 47 feet 6 inches will allow the equipment used 
by PG&E to comply with California Public Utilities Commission regulations 
and principles of electrical safety that County regulations do not seek to 
contradict.  The new equipment for the wireless telecommunication facility 
will be in compliance with this section by maintaining a maximum height of 
37 feet. 

 
 3. Compliance with Wireless Telecommunication Facilities Ordinance 
 
  Staff has reviewed the project against the provisions of the Wireless 

Telecommunication Facilities (WTF) Ordinance and determined that the 
project complies with the applicable standards discussed below: 

 
  a. Development and Design Standards 
 
   Section 6512.2.A states that new wireless telecommunication 

facilities shall be prohibited in a Sensitive Habitat, as defined by 
Policy 1.8 of the General Plan (Definition of Sensitive Habitats) 
for facilities proposed outside of the Coastal Zone. 

 
   The project is not located in a sensitive habitat, as defined by Policy 

1.8 of the General Plan.  The new joint utility pole will replace the 
existing utility pole and be in the same location. 

 
   Section 6512.2.B prohibits new wireless telecommunication 

facilities from being located in areas zoned Residential (R), 
unless the applicant demonstrates that a review has been 
conducted of other options and no other sites or combination of 
sites allow feasible service or adequate capacity and coverage. 

 
   The proposed facility will be located on a new joint utility pole within a 

public right-of-way in the R-1/S-10 Zoning District.  The applicant 
chose the proposed location to adequately provide AT&T wireless 
voice and data coverage to the surrounding area where there is 
currently a significant gap in service coverage.  The proposed facility 
is a part of a larger Distribution Antenna System (DAS) providing 
coverage to the La Honda area that is very difficult to cover using 
traditional macro wireless telecommunication facilities due to local 
topography and mature vegetation.  The proposed facility will cover 
transient traffic along the roadways and provide in-building service to 
the surrounding residences (e. g. coverage accessible inside 
residences and other buildings). 

 
   Alternative locations were submitted in 2014 under PLN 2014-00395 

and PLN 2014-00396, but continued by the Zoning Hearing Officer 
(ZHO) for the applicant to research alternative sites.  After the 
applicant conducted research as directed by the ZHO, the current 
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proposal was selected as the primary alternative candidate.  Condition 
of Approval No. 20 in Attachment A will require the applicant to close 
the proposals for these two alternative locations if this current proposal 
is approved. 

 
   In the Extenet La Honda Node 61G Alternative Site Analysis (see 

Attachment C), the applicant has identified and researched alternative 
sites within a 2.5-mile radius.  The analysis includes eighteen 
alternative locations, which include the two locations presented in 
2014.  The two locations would both need to be constructed to fill the 
wireless coverage gap, and in addition to the outcome of their projects 
in 2014, they were ruled out as viable candidates.  The other sixteen 
alternative locations were ruled out due to additional impacts that may 
be presented if chosen, which may require the relocation of existing 
transformers, and tree trimming or removal.  Other challenges were 
presented for these alternative locations such as inadequate space on 
the existing poles, limited climbing space for maintenance, inability to 
co-locate, topographical challenges, and increased intrusiveness on 
the surrounding neighborhoods.  A macro antenna farm at 155 Sears 
Ranch Road was the only one tower site found within a 2.5-mile 
radius.  However, placing the proposed facility at the macro antenna 
farm would not fill the significant gap in coverage.  Two alternative 
locations in the eastern portion of the neighborhood were also 
proposed by the La Honda community, but the nearby trees and 
terrain would prevent the facility from working effectively. 

 
   Among the researched locations, the proposed location is the least 

intrusive and will fill the significant wireless coverage gap necessary to 
provide adequate wireless and data coverage. 

 
   Section 6512.2.C prohibits new wireless telecommunication 

facilities to be located in areas where co-location on existing 
facilities would provide equivalent coverage with less 
environmental impacts. 

 
   The applicant was unable to identify any existing wireless facilities 

within a 2.5-mile radius that would either allow co-location or provide 
coverage to the target area.  The only viable alternative location is the 
existing macro antenna farm at 155 Sears Ranch Road.  However, as 
discussed in the section above, this alternative site is not feasible due 
to its inability to fill the significant gap in coverage. 

 
   Section 6512.2.D requires new wireless telecommunication 

facilities to be constructed so as to accommodate co-location, 
and must be made available for co-location. 
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   Future co-location is technically feasible as long as the proposed 
facility complies with California Public Utilities Commission General 
Order 95 (GO95) engineering requirements.  However, it would be 
difficult to comply with the GO95 safety and separation requirements 
if another wireless facility were to be installed at this location.  
Therefore, the applicant does not expect future co-location. 

 
   Sections 6512.2.E and F seek to minimize and mitigate visual 

impacts from public views by siting new facilities outside of 
public view, using natural vegetation for screening, painting 
equipment to blend with existing landscaping, and designing 
the facility to blend in with the surrounding environment. 

 
   The proposed facility includes two panel antennas located at a 

maximum height of 37 feet mounted on a new joint utility pole located 
in a public right-of-way.  The new joint utility pole will replace the 
existing utility pole in the same location.  The antennas will be above 
the natural view of any drivers, pedestrians, or private property owners 
in the surrounding area.  No trees or vegetation are proposed for 
removal.  The new joint utility pole will be constructed of wood material 
and the four equipment clusters and antennas will be painted brown to 
match the utility pole as recommended in Condition of Approval No. 4 
(see Attachment A). 

 
   Section 6512.2.G requires that the exterior of wireless 

telecommunication facilities be constructed of non-reflective 
materials. 

 
   The proposed facility will be constructed of non-reflective materials.  

As discussed in the section above, the facility will be painted brown to 
match the brown wood material of the new joint utility pole. 

 
   Section 6512.2.H requires that wireless telecommunication 

facilities comply with all the requirements of the underlying 
zoning district, including, but not limited to, setbacks. 

 
   As discussed in Section 2, Compliance with Zoning Regulations, the 

proposed facility will comply with all requirements of the R-1/S-10 
Zoning District.  The new joint utility pole will be in the same location 
as the existing utility pole in the public right-of-way and is not subject 
to the development standards for setbacks. 

 
   Section 6512.2.I.2 allows in any Residential (R) district that new 

equipment on an existing facility in the public right-of-way shall 
be allowed to exceed the maximum height for structures allowed 
in that district by 10% of the height of the existing facility, or by 
five feet, whichever is less. 
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   The maximum height allowed in the R-1/S-10 Zoning District is 
36 feet.  The proposed project involves replacing an existing 38-foot 
7inch tall utility pole and installing a new wireless telecommunication 
facility on the new joint utility pole, resulting in a maximum height of 
47 feet 6 inches.  As discussed in Section A.2, the new equipment for 
the wireless telecommunication facility will be in compliance with this 
section by maintaining a maximum height of 37 feet. 

 
  b. Performance Standards 
 
   The proposed project meets the required standards of Section 6512.3 

(Performance Standards for New Wireless Telecommunication 
Facilities That Are Not Co-Location Facilities) for lighting, licensing, 
provision of a permanent power source, timely removal of the facility, 
and visual resource protection.  There is no lighting proposed, proper 
licenses will be obtained from both the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) and the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC), power for the facility will be provided by PG&E, visual impact 
will be minimal, and conditions of approval will require maintenance 
and/or removal of the facility when no longer in operation.  
Furthermore, road access to the project site is existing and no noise in 
excess of San Mateo County’s Noise Ordinance will be produced.  
Conditions of Approval Nos. 8-19 were added to ensure compliance 
with the performance standards of this section (see Attachment A). 

 
 4. Compliance with Use Permit Findings 
 
  For the use permit to be approved by the Zoning Hearing Officer, the 

following findings must be made: 
 
  a. That the establishment, maintenance and/or conducting of the 

use will not, under the circumstances of this particular case, be 
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property or 
improvements in said neighborhood. 

 
   Cellular communications facilities, such as this proposed project, 

require the submittal and review of radio frequency (RF) reports to 
ensure that the RF emissions from the proposed antennas do not 
exceed the Federal Communications Commission public exposure 
limits.  The applicant submitted a radio frequency report prepared by 
Hammett & Edison, Inc., dated May 19, 2016 confirming that the 
proposed facility will comply with the prevailing standards for limiting 
public exposure to radio frequency energy and thus will not cause a 
significant impact on the environment (see Attachment D).  The report 
states that the maximum RF level at ground level is calculated to be 
1.6% of the applicable public exposure limit.  The maximum calculated 
level at the second-floor elevation of the nearby residences is 4.6% of 
the public exposure limit.  It should be noted that these results include 
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several “worst-case” assumptions and therefore are expected to 
overstate actual power density levels from the proposed operation.  
Due to the location of the mounted antennas, they will not be 
accessible to the general public and therefore no mitigation measures 
are necessary to comply with the FCC public exposure guidelines.  
To ensure compliance with occupational exposure limitations, as 
recommended by Hammett & Edison, Inc., Staff has included 
Condition of Approval No. 19 for the posting of explanatory warning 
signs at the antennas and/or on the pole below the antennas, readily 
visible from any angle of approach to persons who may need to work 
within the area (see Attachment A). 

 
   Furthermore, the proposed facility will be unmanned, operate at all 

times, and be serviced once a year by an AT&T technician.  The 
proposed facility will not generate significant traffic, noise, or 
intensification of use of the site. 

 
   With the discussion above, Staff has determined that the proposed 

project will not have a negative environmental, health, or visual impact 
on persons or property within the project vicinity. 

 
  b. That this telecommunication facility is necessary for the public 

health, safety, convenience or welfare of the community. 
 
   Staff has determined that installation of a cellular facility at this 

location will allow for increased clarity, range, and capacity of the 
existing cellular network and will enhance services for the public.  The 
proposed facility is the least intrusive option available to close the 
significant AT&T service gap in this area of La Honda.  The proposed 
facility will use existing utility infrastructure and add small equipment 
without disturbing the character of the neighborhood. 

 
B. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
 
 This project is categorically exempt pursuant to Section 15303, Class 3, of the 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) related to the construction of a new, 
small structure and installation of small new equipment and a facility in a small 
structure. 

 
C. CONCERNS OF THE APPELLANT 
 
 An appeal of the decision made by the Zoning Hearing Officer (ZHO) was filed on 

November 3, 2016 (see Attachments F through I).  The applicant submitted a 
response letter and a radio frequency (RF) statement prepared by the project’s 
AT&T RF engineer responding to the concerns of the appellant (see Attachments 
J and K respectively).  The concerns of the appellant are summarized below with 
staff’s response following each point. 
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 Inadequate Analysis of Alternative Sites and Lack of Evidence against Co-
Location 

 
 1. In the ExteNet La Honda Node 61G Alternative Site Analysis 

(alternative site analysis) there is no evidence that proves the 
inadequacy of Nodes 61F, 61L, 61N, and 61O (see Attachment C).  
It states that they are more intrusive than the proposed site, but are 
potentially viable.  (No. 1.1 of Attachment H.) 

 
  Section 6512.5.B.11 of the Wireless Telecommunication Ordinance states 

that the applicant must identify existing wireless telecommunication facilities 
within a 2.5-mile radius of the proposed location and explain why co-
location on these existing facilities, if any, is not feasible.  The applicant is 
required to provide a list of all existing structures considered as alternatives 
to the proposed location and a written explanation as to why the alternatives 
considered are either unacceptable or infeasible.  As discussed in Section 
A.3.a above, the applicant has fulfilled this requirement.  Nodes 61F, 61L, 
61N, and 61O are more visually intrusive than the currently proposed site.  
They are more noticeable at eye level and to neighboring residences due to 
the lack of natural vegetation surrounding it.  The project site was chosen 
because it was not only the primary candidate to adequately fill the AT&T 
coverage gap, specifically in-building coverage, but also because it was the 
least intrusive site out of all the potentially viable yet intrusive alternative 
sites. 

 
 2. The applicant did not identify alternative sites in the periphery of the 

town away from residential buildings. (No. 1.3 of Attachment H). 
 
  As stated in the applicant’s response letter (see Attachment J), the applicant 

identified 18 alternative sites in the alternative site analysis (see Attachment 
C) and informally evaluated many other sites including alternative sites that 
could reasonably provide coverage to the intended area.  The analysis 
concluded that the proposed site is the primary candidate. 

 
 
 3. The proposed antennas have similar specifications to antennas used 

for Verizon Wireless facilities at the macro antenna farm at 155 Sears 
Ranch Road.  Quantitative data was not included to support the 
infeasibility of this location. Co-location also cannot be excluded 
based on the characteristics and cost of equipment.  (No. 1 and 3 of 
Attachment G, No. 1.3 and 1.5 of Attachment H, and concerns from 
Attachment I).  

 
  The applicable regulations do not require the applicant to submit a 

comparison of the proposed wireless telecommunication facility (WTF) and 
other nearby facilities of other carriers such as Verizon Wireless.  As stated 
in the applicant’s response letter, the FCC and governing courts have 
rejected the “one provider” argument in favor of the “own coverage rule” that 
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each carrier is entitled to provide overlapping coverage to an area (see 
Attachment J).  AT&T relies on different frequencies and technologies that 
do not result in the same propagation as Verizon Wireless.  The applicant is 
not required to use the same frequencies and technologies as other 
carriers.  Therefore, this concern cannot be legally used to determine the 
approval of this project. 

 
  As discussed in the alternative site analysis, the macro antenna farm at 

155 Sears Ranch Road was the only tower site found within a 2.5-mile 
radius (see Attachment C).  The propagation maps in the alternative site 
analysis show that a significant gap in coverage exists and that it cannot be 
adequately filled by co-locating at the macro antenna farm.  A radio 
frequency (RF) statement prepared by Brian Williams, the project’s AT&T 
RF engineer, also includes propagation maps that shows the coverage gap 
and how the installation of the proposed WTF will be advantageous to the 
affected area (see Attachment K).  Since the applicant focused on the viable 
18 alternative sites, no quantitative data was submitted for the macro 
antenna farm for this location. 

 
 4. The analysis of the two alternative sites located near a water tank east 

of the community does not provide quantitative data on the antennas 
that were used to analyze the infeasibility of these locations. (No. 1.6 
of Attachment H). 

 
  The applicant conclusively demonstrated that placing the proposed facility 

anywhere near the water tanks would not fill the coverage gap in the 
alternative site analysis which is the main objective of the subject 
application (see Attachment C).  Staff determined this was sufficient in 
justifying why a location near the water tanks is not desirable. 

 
 5. No combination of sites has been considered as an alternative to the 

proposed site. (No. 1.7 of Attachment H). 
 
  The “History” section above provides information regarding the applicant’s 

two proposals submitted in 2014 to install wireless telecommunication 
facilities located within the residential areas of La Honda that would both be 
used to fill the AT&T coverage gap.  At the third public hearing on 
November 19, 2015 for these two proposals, the ZHO recommended that 
the applicant research alternative sites.  In May 2016, the applicant 
submitted the subject application in response to the recommendation of the 
ZHO.  The current proposal is now only one location proposed within a 
residentially zoned area.  In conjunction with the proposed site, the 
applicant has a separate proposal submitted to the State of California, 
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) to install a WTF on a utility pole 
located at 8865 La Honda Road, a location outside the La Honda residential 
area. 
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 6. Technical analysis prepared by Dr. Angelo Dragone was submitted 
with the appeal that provides evidence of 4G LTE reception at 217 
sites, more than 40 of which are in the AT&T coverage gap (see 
Attachments H and I).  Dr. Dragone’s analysis proves there are viable 
alternative sites other than the current site proposed.  (No. 2 from 
Attachment G and concerns from Attachment I.)  

 
  The appellant provided evidence of adequate outdoor coverage through 

Verizon Wireless facilities in the subject area (see Attachment G through I). 
As addressed in the applicant’s response letter (see Attachment J) and 
discussed in Section D.3 above, by law, the existence of 4G LTE coverage 
from another carrier cannot be used to prohibit coverage from the proposed 
carrier.  In addition, the applicant chose the proposed location due to its 
ability to provide adequate in-building coverage to the subject area.  In-
transit and outdoor service are considered inadequate service coverage and 
constitutes a service gap.  Although the applicant’s main objective is to 
provide adequate in-building coverage, the alternative site analysis and 
AT&T Mobility Radio Frequency Statement (RF statement) provide 
propagation maps that show the existing in-building, in-transit, and outdoor 
service and how the proposed location would significantly increase the 
coverage in all three categories (see Attachments C and K respectively). 

 
  The RF statement further discusses how AT&T’s existing infrastructure in 

the area does not adequately serve its customers in the subject area or 
address the rapidly increasing data usage.  AT&T’s 4G LTE service 
coverage has also not been fully deployed in this area.  The proposed site is 
required to ensure AT&T customers receive reliable in-building service.  
AT&T uses industry standard propagation tools to identify the areas in its 
network where signal strength is too weak to provide reliable in-building 
service quality.  This information is developed from sources including terrain 
and clutter databases and propagation modeling that stimulates signal 
propagation in the presence of terrain and clutter variation.  The RF 
statement provides analysis and visual evidence of inadequate in-building 
coverage and how the proposed location is the least intrusive and most 
viable site to fill the coverage gap in the subject area. 

 
 Failure to Engage the Community 
 
 7. The applicant did not engage with the entire La Honda community.  

Instead, the applicant had private meetings with a few individuals who 
do not represent the entire community.  (No. 2 of Attachment H). 

 
  The applicable regulations do not require the applicant to inform and meet 

with the entire community affected by the project.  Pursuant to Section 6503 
of the San Mateo County Zoning Regulations, notice for use permit 
applications shall be done by either one publication in a newspaper of 
general circulation in the County within ten days preceding the public 
hearing date or by mailing a postal card notice not less than ten days prior 
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to the date of the public hearing to the owners of property within 300 feet of 
the exterior limits of the project location.  Staff complied with this 
requirement by publishing the project information in the San Mateo County 
Times and mailing out the required public notices to owners within the 
required radius from the project location.  Both noticing methods included 
the project planner’s contact information. 

 
  Although not a requirement by the County, the applicant voluntarily invited 

all those in attendance at the public hearing on November 19, 2015 to the 
current project site location in December 2015.  The applicant also met with 
residents living near the project location.  At that time, the community 
members and neighbors did not express any objections to the proposal.  It 
was not until shortly before they submitted for the current project site that a 
community member expressed opposition due to health reasons.  Since the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has exclusive jurisdiction of 
the airwaves and associated health concerns, the applicant chose to 
continue with the submittal of the project proposed. 

 
 Intrusiveness of Proposed Site Location 
 
 8. The proposed site location is the least visually intrusive of the 

alternative sites analyzed, but is still significant.  The WTF proposed 
will not be hidden by vegetation, is extremely close to residences, and 
can be seen from the inside of nearby residences and front patio 
areas.  The WTF will be visible from every angle as a pedestrian walks 
on La Cuesta Real, a road many residents frequent daily. (No 3. of 
Attachment H). 

 
  Pursuant to Section 6512.2.I.2 of the Wireless Telecommunication Facilities 

Ordinance and as discussed in Section A.3.a above, the project is in 
compliance with all applicable regulations.  The proposed antennas will be 
at approximately the same height as the existing utility pole and above the 
natural view of any drivers, pedestrians, or private property owners in the 
surrounding area.  The new joint utility pole will be constructed of wood 
material and the four equipment clusters and antennas will be non-reflective 
and painted brown to match the pole.  In addition, no trees or vegetation are 
proposed for removal which lessens the visual impact of the new, taller joint 
utility pole.  Compared to alternative sites that may not only require a taller 
pole, but also tree or vegetation removal to install the new WTF, the current 
proposal is presented as the most viable. 

 
  The new WTF will be located near existing residences in a residentially 

zoned area.  However, as discussed in Section A.2 above, the project 
complies with applicable zoning regulations and is not subject to the 
development standards for setbacks due to its location in the public right-of-
way.  To ensure safety to residents within the surrounding vicinity of the 
project area, the applicant submitted a required radio frequency (RF) report 
to ensure the proposed antennas do not exceed the FCC mandated public 
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exposure limits (see Attachment D). The RF report confirms the proposed 
WTF complies with prevailing standards for limiting public exposure to RF 
energy and will not cause a significant impact on the environment. 

 
 Inconsistencies in Application 
 
 9. There are errors in the alternative site analysis submitted (see 

Attachment C).  (No. 1.1 and 4 of Attachment H). 
 
  These errors were the following: the same photo used for two sites (Nodes 

61B and 61C) and failure to analyze the two previously proposed locations 
from 2014.  The applicant confirmed at the public hearing on October 20, 
2016 that this was a mistake, but the justification for each of those sites 
were correct.  The information on the pages for Nodes 61B and 61C are 
correct.  The analysis of the two locations proposed in 2014 would also not 
change the outcome of the analysis since the ZHO recommended on 
November 19, 2015 that the applicant research alternative sites instead.  
The applicant has chosen the proposed site as the alternative to those two 
sites.  The errors are minor and do not change the accuracy of the analysis. 

 
 10. An Initial Study/ Mitigated Negative Declaration was prepared for each 

of the applicant’s initial two proposals from 2014.  According to a 
Public Utilities Commission document in the application, a 
modification of the Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 
allows the Commission Energy Division (CED) to grant CEQA 
exemptions to the applicant after their review of the project. No 
evidence was submitted to confirm approval from the CED.  The 
applicant also claims in a document also submitted that the project is 
categorically exempted based on previous court decisions that does 
not adequately justify the project’s exemption. (No. 4 of Attachment H). 

 
  The appellant is referring to the Application of ClearLinx Network 

Corporation (U-6959-C) for a Modification to its Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity in Order to Provide Competitive Local 
Exchange, Access and Non-Dominant Interexchange Services, a document 
submitted by the applicant to explain their role and ownership in relation to 
this project.  ExteNet Systems, Inc. (the applicant) owns the proposed 
equipment and applicable portions of the utility pole.  The applicant is 
required to comply with all the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC) regulations and requirements in the document.  Evidence of 
compliance with these regulations and requirements is not a requirement of 
the Wireless Telecommunication Facilities (WTF) Ordinance.  Pursuant to 
Section 6512.3.B of the WTF Ordinance and as conditioned under Condition 
of Approval No. 9 in Attachment A, the applicant is only required to submit 
evidence of licenses and registrations from the FCC, CPUC, and any other 
applicable regulatory bodies prior to initiating the operation of the wireless 
telecommunication facility. 
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  Furthermore, Staff consulted County Counsel to determine if this project is 
categorically exempt from CEQA.  County Counsel determined that this 
project is categorically exempt pursuant to Section 15303, Class 3, of the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) related to the construction of a 
new, small structure and installation of small new equipment and a facility in 
a small structure. 

 
 11. The photo simulations submitted do not accurately show guy wires 

(see Attachment E).  (No. 4 of Attachment H). 
 
  The photo simulations submitted accurately depict the applicant’s proposal.  

The project does not include guy wires.  Guy wires are installed and 
removed pursuant to CPUC General Order 95 safety requirements. 

 
D. REVIEWING AGENCIES 
 

 Approve Conditions Deny 

Building Inspection Section X   

Cal-Fire X   

Department of Public Works X X  
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
A. Recommended Findings and Conditions of Approval 
B. Project Plans 
C. ExteNet La Honda Node 61G Alternative Site Analysis 
D. Radio Frequency Radiation Report prepared by Hammett & Edison, Inc., 

dated May 19, 2016 
E. Photo Simulations 
F. Appeal Application and Supplemental Letter prepared by David W. Ehrhardt 
G. Attachment No. 1 of Appeal 
H. Attachment No. 2 of Appeal (letter prepared by Dr. Angelo Dragone) 
I. Attachment No. 3 of Appeal (additional technical evidence) (Please note:  Due to 

size constraints, only the Planning Commission is receiving a complete copy of 
this document.  This document can be viewed and downloaded from the San 
Mateo County Planning and Building Department website at:  
http://planning.smcgov.org/events/planning-commission-hearing-feb-8-2017 

 
J. Appeal Response Letter prepared by Matthew S. Yergovich of ExteNet Systems, 

Inc., dated December 7, 2016 
K. AT&T Mobility Radio Frequency Statement prepared by AT&T Radio Frequency 

Engineer Brian Williams, dated November 22, 2016 
 
CJM:aow – CJMAA0725_WAU.DOCX 
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Attachment A 
 

County of San Mateo 
Planning and Building Department 

 
RECOMMENDED FINDINGS AND CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

 
 
Permit or Project File Number:  PLN 2016-00216 Hearing Date:  February 8, 2017 
 
Prepared By: Carmelisa Morales For Adoption By:  Planning Commission 
 Project Planner 
 
 
RECOMMENDED FINDINGS 
 
Regarding the Environmental Review, Find: 
 
1. That this project is categorically exempt from environmental review, per Class 3, 

Section 15303, of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines for 
construction of a new, small structure and installation of small new equipment and 
a facility in a small structure. 

 
Regarding the Use Permit, Find: 
 
2. That the establishment, maintenance, and/or conducting of the use will not, under 

the circumstances of this particular case, be detrimental to the public welfare or 
injurious to the property or improvements in said neighborhood because the 
project will meet current Federal Communications Commission (FCC) standards 
as shown in the radio frequency radiation report and has been conditioned to 
maintain a valid FCC and California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) license. 

 
3. That this telecommunications facility is necessary for the public health, safety, 

convenience, or welfare of the community in that installing a cellular facility at this 
location will provide increased and improved cellular coverage in the area for 
residents, commuters, and emergency personnel. 

 
RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
 
Current Planning Section 
 
1. This approval applies only to the proposal, documents, and plans described in this 

report and submitted to and approved by the Zoning Hearing Officer on May 20, 
2016.  Minor revisions or modifications may be approved by the Community 
Development Director if they are consistent with the intent of and in substantial 
conformance with this approval. 
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2. This use permit shall be for the proposed project only.  Any change or change in 
intensity of use shall require an amendment to the use permit.  Amendment to this 
use permit requires an application for amendment, payment of applicable fees, 
and consideration at a public hearing. 

 
3. This permit shall be valid for ten (10) years until February 8, 2027.  If the applicant 

seeks to renew this permit, renewal shall be applied for six (6) months prior to 
expiration with the Planning and Building Department and shall be accompanied 
by the renewal application and fee applicable at that time.  Renewal of this permit 
shall be considered at a public hearing. 

 
4. The applicant shall paint the proposed antennas brown and the equipment 

cabinets shall be painted a non-reflective color to match the utility pole.  Two 
copies of color samples shall be submitted to the Current Planning Section at the 
time of application for a building permit.  Color verification will be confirmed by the 
Current Planning Section prior to a final inspection for the building permit. 

 
5. During project construction, the applicant shall, pursuant to Chapter 4.100 of the 

San Mateo County Ordinance Code, minimize the transport and discharge of 
stormwater runoff from the construction site into storm drain systems by: 

 
 a. Stabilizing all denuded areas and maintaining erosion control measures 

continuously between October 1 and April 30.  Stabilizing shall include both 
proactive measures, such as the placement of hay bales or coir netting, and 
passive measures, such as revegetating disturbed areas with plants 
propagated from seed collected in the immediate area. 

 
 b. Storing, handling, and disposing of construction materials and wastes 

properly, so as to prevent their contact with stormwater. 
 
 c. Controlling and preventing the discharge of all potential pollutants, including 

pavement cutting wastes, paints, concrete, petroleum products, chemicals, 
wash water or sediments, and non-stormwater discharges to storm drains 
and watercourses. 

 
 d. Avoiding cleaning, fueling, or maintaining vehicles on-site, except in a 

designated area where wash water is contained and treated. 
 
 e. Delineating with field markers clearing limits, easements, setbacks, sensitive 

or critical areas, buffer zones, trees, and drainage courses. 
 
 f. Protecting adjacent properties and undisturbed areas from construction 

impacts using vegetative buffer strips, sediment barriers or filters, dikes, 
mulching, or other measures as appropriate. 

 
 g. Performing clearing and earth-moving activities only during dry weather. 
 
 h. Limiting and timing application of pesticides and fertilizers to prevent 

polluted runoff. 
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 i. Limiting construction access routes and stabilizing designated access 
points. 

 
 j. Avoiding tracking dirt or other materials off-site; cleaning off-site paved 

areas and sidewalks using dry sweeping methods. 
 
 k. The contractor shall train and provide instruction to all employees and 

subcontractors regarding the construction best management practices. 
 
6. This permit does not allow for the removal of any trees.  Any tree removal will 

require a separate permitting process. 
 
7. The applicant shall not enter into a contract with the landowner or lessee which 

reserves for one company exclusive use of structures on this site for 
telecommunications facilities. 

 
8. The wireless telecommunication facility shall not be lighted or marked unless 

required by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) or the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA). 

 
9. The applicant shall file, receive, and maintain all necessary licenses and 

registrations from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the California 
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), and any other applicable regulatory bodies 
prior to initiating the operation of the wireless telecommunication facility.  The 
applicant shall supply the Planning and Building Department with evidence of 
each of these licenses and registrations.  If any required license is ever revoked, 
the applicant shall inform the Planning and Building Department of the revocation 
within ten (10) days of receiving notice of such revocation. 

 
10. Once a use permit is obtained, the applicant shall obtain a building permit and 

build in accordance with the approved plans. 
 
11. The project’s final inspection approval shall be dependent upon the applicant 

obtaining a permanent and operable power connection from the applicable energy 
provider. 

 
12. The wireless telecommunication facility and all equipment associated with it shall 

be removed in its entirety by the applicant within 90 days if the FCC and/or CPUC 
license and registration are revoked or the facility is abandoned or no longer 
needed, and the site shall be restored and revegetated to blend with the 
surrounding area.  The owner and/or operator of the wireless telecommunication 
facility shall notify the County Planning Department upon abandonment of the 
facility.  Restoration and revegetation shall be completed within two (2) months of 
the removal of the facility. 

 
13. Wireless telecommunication facilities shall be maintained by the permittee(s) and 

subsequent owners in a manner that implements visual resource protection 
requirements of Section 6512.2.E and F above (e.g., landscape maintenance and 
painting), as well as all other applicable zoning standards and permit conditions. 
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14. Noise sources associated with demolition, construction, repair, remodeling, or 
grading of any real property shall be limited to the hours from 7:00 a.m. to 
6:00 p.m., weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Saturdays.  Said activities are 
prohibited on Sundays, Thanksgiving, and Christmas (San Mateo Ordinance Code 
Section 4.88.360). 

 
15. If a diesel generator is proposed at the building permit stage, the applicant shall 

provide written documentation as to why the installation of options such as 
electricity, natural gas, solar, wind or other renewable energy sources is not 
feasible.  The use of diesel generators or any other emergency backup energy 
source shall comply with the San Mateo County Noise Ordinance. 

 
16. If technically practical and without creating any interruption in commercial service 

caused by electronic magnetic interference (EMI), floor space, tower space and/or 
rack space for equipment in a wireless telecommunication facility shall be made 
available to the County for public safety communication use. 

 
17. To reduce the impact of construction activities within the public right-of-way and/or 

on neighboring properties, the applicant shall ensure that no construction-related 
vehicles impede through traffic along Cuesta Real, Canada Vista, or other public 
right-of-ways. 

 
18. To reduce the impact of potential traffic hazards from service visits to the facility, 

the applicant shall ensure that no vehicles related to the service and/or 
maintenance of the cellular facility impede through traffic along Cuesta Real, 
Canada Vista, or other public right-of-ways. 

 
19. To limit human exposure to radio frequency energy, explanatory signs are 

required to be posted at the antennas and/or on the pole below the antennas, 
readily visible from any angle of approach to persons who might need to work 
within the project area. 

 
20. Prior to final inspection for the building permit, the applicant must contact the 

Project Planner to close the two alternative site proposals under PLN 2014-00395 
and PLN 2014-00396. 

 
Department of Public Works 
 
21. No proposed construction work within the County right-of-way shall begin until 

County requirements for the issuance of an encroachment permit, including 
review of the plans, have been met and an encroachment permit issued.  The 
applicant shall contact a Department of Public Works Inspector 48 hours prior to 
commencing work in the right-of-way. 

 
CJM:aow – CJMAA0725_WAU.DOCX 
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To: San Mateo County Planning and Building Department 

455 County Center 

Redwood City, CA 94063 

21st of December 2016 

 

Re: Appeal PLN2016-00216 

 

 
The purpose of this report is to expand the technical explanations and evidence in support of the 

arguments stated in appeal application presented by David Ehrhardt in quality of president of the Cuesta 

La Honda Board of Directors on November 13th 2016 and in the analysis (“Analysis”) presented by Dr. 

Angelo Dragone on October 19th 2016 to San Mateo County Planning and Building Department, attached 

to the appeal application. 

Given the analysis in the appeal application, the following additional information is presented: 

An AT&T document describing the guidelines to design LTE network (referred to as “AT&T guidelines” in 

the following) can be found on internet (ND-00369) and is attached to this letter. Some important 

information can be extracted from this document.  

1) AT&T key performance parameters 

 

The key performance parameter that AT&T uses to determine the required 4G LTE signals levels 

are reported parameter in paragraph 1.2 page 11.  

The minimum required RSRP signal level is declared to be -113dBm in 95% of the area (note 

dBm has a negative sign, so for instance -90dBm is stronger than -113dBm). This number is also 

consistent to what indicated by AT&T in several “Build-out Demonstration and Engineering 

Justification” reports to the FCC (one example is attached to this letter but many more can be 

find on the FCC website. The value is indicate in Table 1, last row) . 

The qualitative simulated coverage maps from Sears Ranch Rd., presented by Extenet in the 

application, do not indicate this minimum required signal level but we have to assume Extenet 

believes that in the supposed gap indicated in the maps the RSRP level is below -113dBm.  

This is in clear contradiction with the Verizon data measured by Dr. Dragone presented to the 

County, from which is evident that signal levels around -90dBm can be achieved in the supposed 

uncovered area.  

Note that the data presented by Dr. Dragone are not measured inside the houses, so don’t take 

into account the building attenuation. Sampling in a few houses Dr. Dragone found that the 

signal degraded by not more than 5dBm. This number is consistent with the “in-building 

attenuation coefficients declared in the AT&T design guidelines. According to the classifications 

in Appendix 1 of the AT&T guidelines, La Honda has to be classified as “Rural, with trees”. From 

figure 26 on page 46 of the AT&T guideline it can be seen that the indoor attenuation 

considered by AT&T in areas classified as “Rural with trees” is 6dB.  
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As a consequence we need to assume that in the supposed gap Extenet believes that the RSRP 

level outside the building is not more than 6dB higher than the minimum require signal level of -

113dBm. In other words we have to assume Extenet believes that in the supposed gap indicated 

in the maps outside the building the RSRP level is below -107dBm which is again quite lower 

than the measured Verizon signal.  

 

As a consequence, we have to conclude that Extenet simulation is too conservative because 

the models used do not model perfectly the propagation in La Honda or that the additional 

input parameters in terms of number of antennas and power are not equivalent to what is 

used by Verizon. In either case Extenet documentation fails to prove that colocation is not 

feasible. 

 

2) Propagation laws and propagation models 

 

From the AT&T guidelines we also have some information on the model used to simulate the 

coverage maps.  

 

In general propagation is governed by the Friis equation: 

 

𝑃𝑟 =
𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡𝐺𝑟

𝐿𝑝
     

 

where: 

 

𝑃𝑟   is the received power 

𝑃𝑡  is the transmitted power 

𝐺𝑡  is the gain of the transmitting antenna (function of the direction) 

𝐺𝑟  is the gain of the receiving antenna (function of the direction) 

𝐿𝑝  is the attenuation due to the environment 

 

Note that in “free space” when the effects of the environment are not considered: 

 

𝐿𝑝 =  (
4𝜋𝑑𝑓

𝑐
)2   

 

Where c is the speed of light (a constant), d is the distance between the transmitter and the 

receiver and f is the frequency.  

 

Thus in “free-space”:  

 

𝑃𝑟 = 𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡𝐺𝑟(
𝑐

4𝜋𝑑𝑓
)

2
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So in general from this law of physics it is apparent that for a given transmitted power, 

characteristics of antennas and distance, if the frequency is higher the received power is lower. 

In other words higher frequencies, like in the case of Verizon versus AT&T, propagate less and 

thus for AT&T is easier to cover the same area that Verizon covers. Furthermore from the same 

formula we can deduct that to achieve the same coverage of Verizon from Sears Ranch given 

that the characteristics of the receivers don’t change (all cell phones are comparable), AT&T 

propagating at lower frequency would need less Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) which 

is the product of the transmitted power and the gain of the transmitted antenna: 

 

 𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃 = 𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡. 

 

Given the difference in frequency between AT&T and Verizon and noticing the quadratic 

dependence on the frequency, to achieve the same coverage AT&T could use an EIRP about a 

factor 6 lower than what is needed by Verizon. 

  

It is important to note obviously the territory characteristics are the same for Verizon and AT&T 

and when we take into consideration the geography of the territory and all possible attenuating 

factors (clutter) the Friis formula becomes more complicated although the same dependencies 

remains.  

To properly design the antennas a model for the attenuation needs to be used. In the AT&T 

guidelines, some information on the adopted model is reported in paragraph 2.4.  

Obviously this model it is not well representative of the propagation in the La Honda area as 

its results are contradicted by the measurements, unless the EIRP used in the simulation is 

lower than the Verizon one. No information on the EIRP levels used for the simulation has 

been presented. 

Furthermore given that Verizon can cover the supposed gap with excellent levels and give the 

law of physics above there is no reason why AT&T could not reach the same EIRPlevel as 

Verizon. 

 

3) EIRP levels 

 

The EIRP level used by Extenet in the simulation from Sears Ranch Rd has not been disclosed 

and also the EIRP level used by Verizon for its 4G LTE transmission is not known to us, but there 

is no reason why AT&T could not reach the same EIRP and if that was the case this constitutes a 

reasonable argument against co-location. 

As explained previously: 

 

 𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃 = 𝑃𝑡𝐺𝑡. 
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The parameter 𝐺𝑡 in a given direction depends on the gain, radiation pattern of the antennas, its 

orientation in space (elevation, azimuth and tilt). Verizon uses at Sears Ranch two arrays of 

three Andrew SBNHH1D65B antennas, located at 77’ with zero degrees of tilt. One array has an 

azimuth of 50 degrees and the other an azimuth of 140 degrees (data can be found at the 

County). These antennas have a gain of !18dBi, a 65 degree 

horizontal beam-width and a +/-45 degree polarization 

(datasheet can be found online).  

Paragraph 1.3 of the AT&T guidelines indicates the 

parameters of choice in the design that can be used. Among 

which, elevation, azimuth, tilt, number of elements. The 

antennas can be chosen in a list of approved ones several of 

which have similar specifications to the Andrew 

SBNHH1D65B. Also the Kathrein 800-10764 antennas 

proposed by Extenet for node 61G have similar 

characteristics. These antennas have a gain of ~14.5dBi, a 65 

degree horizontal beam-width and a +/-45 degree 

polarization (datasheet can be found online). The gain of the 

Kathrein 800-10764 is a factor 1.5 lower that the Andrew SBNHH1D65B, thus to achieve similar 

EIRP a factor 1.5 higher power would be required. But since AT&T requires an EIRP a factor 6 

lower than Verizon, even whit these antennas AT&T would require half of the power needed by 

Verizon to achieve the same coverage.  

Finally Verizon uses Ericsson RRUS12 remote radio units while Extenet has proposed to use 

Ericsson RRUS11. These radio units are also comparable in specification and transmitting power 

capabilities (datasheet can be found online). 

 

In conclusion there is no indication that AT&T could not achieve the same performances of 

Verizon from Sears Ranch with properly designed antennas.  

 

We ask the planning commission to take into consideration this additional evidence which we believe is 

important to demonstrate why PLN2016-00216 fails to demonstrate that co-location at Sears Ranch is 

not feasible and thus should be rejected. 
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LTE RF Network Design Guidelines 
 

 

AT&T Mobility Network Services Document: ND-00369 Rev. 1.1   May 2010

Overview 

This document provides the minimum guidelines that should be followed for all the AT&T Long 
Term Evolution (LTE) network designs. 

 

IMPORTANT: This document supports the following policy letter(s):  

- None 

Any changes to this document must go through the network document update process 
outlined at http://ns.cingular.net/createpl.aspx prior to publishing to the Network 
Document Library.   
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0. About This Document 

This document provides guidance that should be used by the design teams in carrying out the 
designs of the LTE markets. The set of guidance makes use of the following: 

- Builds on any previous LTE proxy design initiatives and lessons learned 

- Makes use of vendor specific parameters and LTE specific simulations to accurately model the 
LTE network 

- Introduces the use of LTE-based demand/traffic maps to enhance the LTE design decisions 

- Introduces many design options that were not used for the UMTS designs but are deemed 
important towards the delivery of a best in class LTE network 

- Provides an end-to-end design process needed towards the successful rollout of LTE 

 
All the design assumptions, design input, design options, design reviews and design output listed in 
this document are integral components of the end-to-end LTE design process needed towards 
making sure that the design goals of the LTE network are met. 

0.1 Purpose 

This document is written to complement ―Attachments I and H‖ of the LTE contract with the OEM 
vendors. It serves as a guide for the market RF design teams to use in designing the LTE network 
in a consistent way to meet the company‘s goal for the LTE network as well as meeting the capacity 
and performance targets outlined in ―Attachments I and H‖ of the LTE contract. This document 
outlines the minimum set of considerations that should be used for the LTE network designs within 
AT&T Mobility.  As always this document serves, above all, as a guide with the intent that certain 
situations and business needs will require further guidance and case by case decisions will be 
made in order to facilitate the timely launch of the LTE networks with a quality product meeting the 
currently defined goals of the network. 

0.2 Scope 

This document provides a guideline for designing the AT&T LTE RF network. It provides the LTE 
design goals, provides guidelines on the use of propagation models for the 700 MHz and AWS 
frequency bands, antenna choices to consider for the LTE designs, the various LTE design 
optimization options allowed, RF planning tool settings; traffic spreading, as well as the LTE design 
output and deliverables. The document does not include the vendor specific LTE parameters. 
However, it provides the steps needed in configuring the projects with the vendor specific LTE 
parameters. 

0.3 Audience 

The audience for this document includes all RF engineers participating in the initial LTE RF Design, 
RF engineering management, Construction and Engineering (C&E), Project Management, OEM 
vendors and all those individuals involved in project support. 
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0.4 Related Documentation 

The following documents are related to this document: 

NOTE:  

LTE Infrastructure Contracts – Attachments I 
and H 

Network Element Naming Standards (ND-00067) 

UMTS RF Design Guidelines (ND-00311) 

3GPP TS 36.101-880 

3GPP TS 36.211-890 

3GPP TS 36.214-870 

0.5 Acronyms and Terms 

The following acronyms and terms are used in this document: 

3GPP 3
rd Generation Partnership Project 

ACP Automatic Cell Planning 
ANR Automatic Neighbor Relation 
A&P Architecture and Planning (AT&T Group) 
BAU Business as Usual 
BBU Base Band Unit (see also MU) 
BW Bandwidth 
DFCD Definitive Final Cluster Design 

DFFT Discrete Fast Fourier Transform 

DL Down Link 
EDT Electrical Down Tilt 
E-UTRAN Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network 

FDD Frequency Division Duplex 
Feeder Hardline Feeder such as COAX.  Contrast to jumper. 
FNP Fundamental Network Planning (AT&T Group) 
FTP File Transfer Protocol 
HBW Horizontal Beamwidth 
HQ Headquarters 

IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 
IP3 3rd Order Intercept 
Jumper A short portion (typically flexible) of RF cabling 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 
HS High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) 
LTE Long Term Evolution 
MDT Mechanical Down Tilt 
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MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output 
MU Main Unit (Distributed eNode-B)  also known as BBU 

NF Noise Figure 
OOBE Out of Band Emissions 
PICD Preliminary Initial Cluster Design 
SPM Standard Propagation Model 
RAN Radio Access Network 
RB Resource Block 
RFDS Radio Frequency Data Sheet 
RH Radio Head (part of Distributed eNode-B) 
RSRP Reference Signal Received Power 
RSRQ Reference Signal Received Quality 
SON Self-Organizing Network 
TMA Tower Mounted Amplifier 
UE User Equipment 
UL Up Link 
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
VBW Vertical Beamwidth 
VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol 
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0.6 Trademarks 

The trademarks used in this document are the property of their respective owners. 

0.7 Conventions 

The following conventions are used throughout this document: 

 N/A 

0.8 Contacts 

For questions or comments about this document's technical content or to request changes to 
the document, contact: 
 

 
Julius Fodje,   NP&E - National RAN, RF Design & Planning 
Desk:         (678) 867-4676 
Wireless:   (404) 345-3625 
E-mail:       JF6313@att.com 

 

 
Robert Clark,   NP&E - National RAN, RF Design & Planning 
Desk:         (707) 258-5358 
Wireless:   (707) 228-5983 
E-mail:       RC6164@att.com  
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1. LTE Network Design Goals, Targets and Options 

1.1 LTE Design Goals 

 
In our effort to deliver the best network by championing the end-to-end customer experience and 
do it while maintaining an industry leading cost structure, the main goals of the LTE Radio Access 
Network (RAN) design contained within this document has been outlined to include but not limited 
to the following: 

 
Provide outstanding service to the customer:  

- Subscribers can access, retain, and meet the quality of service targets on the network - 
ARQ (accessibility, retainability and quality) for both data and voice  

- RF design should provide a high probability that our subscribers can meet or exceed 
throughput targets where they work, live and travel in the LTE network.  The RF Design 
should provide the necessary Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) Reference 
Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) and Signal-to-Interference + Noise Ratio (SINR) for an 
increased probability for higher order modulation coding schemes, required for higher 
user throughput.  

- The design should provide a network with a high probability of having a consistent user 
experience across the entire geographic footprint of the LTE network. 

 
Maximize the efficiency of deployed network resources 

- Maximize capacity and coverage by creating dominance and eliminating co-channel 
coverage overlay. 

- Maximize system capacity by reducing the level and number of interferers through design 
optimization.   

- Carry out a cost-benefit analysis in all design and design optimization decisions in order 
to deliver the most efficient network design to AT&T 

- Determine the optimum network configuration with the minimum number of network 
resources to meet the projected demand, performance and capacity targets 

 
Provide an efficient inter-technology overlay LTE network 

- Provide a design that minimizes the impact to the core network (transport, processor 
load, excessive signaling, etc.)  

- Minimize inter-technology (GSM/UMTS/LTE) and inter-layer (within LTE) transitions 
- Provide an LTE network where users stay on the LTE network as much as possible and 

do not transition to UMTS/GSM in both LTE idle and active modes 
 
These LTE design goals can be realized through an end-to-end LTE design process. The end-to-
end design process for LTE is divided into three phases with a review carried out in each phase 
of the design process. The three phases are: 
 
Phase 1 Initial LTE Baseline Design Effort: The key objective of this phase of the end-to-

end design process is the early identification of long lead time network 
enhancement items. This facilitates the early start of work on those items so as 
to have a high probability of the enhancement items being ready when LTE is 
rolled out. It also forms the basis for the initial submission of the scoping RFDS 
for C&E staging activities. 

 
Phase 2 Preliminary LTE RF Design: The key objective of this phase of the end-to-end 

design process is the refinement of the initial baseline design effort with more 
detail LTE specific analysis with the primary goal of producing the best LTE 
network design possible. This phase of the design leads to the development of 
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the preliminary initial cluster design (PICD) for LTE which forms the basis of the 
review package towards LTE design acceptance and certification in line with the 
performance targets of the LTE contracts. In this phase of the design, as a result 
of the LTE design refinement, revisions are made to the subset of initially issued 
scoping RFDS' that are significantly different to those previously issued in Phase 
1 and re-issued for C&E scoping. 

 
 
Phase 3 Final LTE RF Design: This is final phase of the design that takes into 

consideration all the feedback from the C&E teams and the various design 
review and audit teams. This is the design that leads to a definitive final cluster 
design (DFCD) for LTE. At this stage, the design is an implementable design 
based on do-ability feedback from C&E. The final RFDS for LTE is released at 
this stage and all the punch list items collected and documented.  

 
The details of how each phase of the end-to-end design process will be accomplished are 
covered in subsequent sections in this document. First, in an attempt to make sure that the LTE 
designs meet the design goals outlined above, a set of design key performance indicators have 
been established that will form the basis of gauging the quality of the network designs. The 
design key performance indicators and targets are as outlined in the next section of this 
document. 

1.2 LTE Key Performance Indicators and Design Targets 

As LTE is still a developing technology, it is important to note that as more field trials are carried 
out and results validated against AT&T's LTE network performance goals, the design targets 
outlined in this section are subject to change. 

The quality of the LTE RF design will be evaluated using Atoll1. This will be based on a 
combination of area predictions and Monte Carlo simulations. It is important to note that the 
emphasis of the design evaluation will be on focusing where demand is and where potential LTE 
users are located. The following are a non comprehensive list of key performance indicators that 
will be used to validate the quality of the LTE RF network design. 

Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) 

Reference signal received power (RSRP) identifies the signal level of the Reference 
Signal. It is defined as the linear average over the power contributions of the resource 
elements that carry cell-specific reference signals within the considered measurement 
frequency bandwidth. 

Design KPI for RSRP: 

10MHz Channel Bandwidth (700MHz & AWS): -113dBm 

5MHz Channel Bandwidth (700MHz & AWS): -113 dBm 

A minimum of 95% of the weighted average of the LTE design service area (Cluster or 
Polygon) must meet the RSRP targets specified above. The criterion of 95% is based on 
a weighting using the same clutter weights used for traffic spreading. The target specified 
above is after taking into consideration the indoor loss values (see section 4.5) assigned 
per clutter type (In-building losses enabled). 

Note: The targets for AWS are only applicable in cases where the AWS design is being 
carried out as a standalone design and not be used as an isolated hotspot capacity layer 
over an existing 700 MHz layer LTE network.  

                                                      
1  Atoll version 2.8.x is used for designs. All references to Atoll in this document are based on Atoll 2.8.x. 
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Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) 

Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) identifies the quality of the Reference Signal. 
It is defined as the ratio N×RSRP/(E-UTRA carrier RSSI), where N is the number of RB"s 
of the E-UTRA carrier RSSI measurement bandwidth. The measurements in the 
numerator and denominator shall be made over the same set of resource blocks. 

E-UTRA Carrier Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), comprises the linear average 
of the total received power observed only in OFDM symbols containing reference 
symbols for antenna port 0, in the measurement bandwidth, over N number of resource 
blocks by the UE from all sources, including co-channel serving and non-serving cells, 
adjacent channel interference, thermal noise etc. The Design KPI is based on traffic 
load—traffic load is discussed later in Sections 3.5 and 5.5. 

Design KPI for RSRQ: 

2 Transmit Paths: 

50% Load:   -15 dB 

100% Load:   - 18 dB 

A minimum of 95% of the weighted average of the LTE design service area (Cluster or 
Polygon) must meet the RSRQ targets specified above. The criterion of 95% is based on 
a weighting using the same clutter weights used for traffic spreading.  

Overlapping Zones (Number of Servers) 

The overlapping zones (number of servers) criteria are used to establish the quality of the 
RF propagation environment from an interference point of view. The goal of the number 
of servers‘ criteria is to establish dominance and reduce the waste of network resources 
and degraded network performance that may occur when multiple servers exist in the 
same geographic area.  The calculation is based on the Reference Signal (RS) signal 
levels of the servers.  

Design KPI for Overlapping Zones (Number of Servers): 

Within 5 dB of the best server  

% area with 4 or more servers should be < 2%. 

% of area with 2 or more servers should be < 30%. 

Within 10dB of the best server 

% of area with 7 or more servers should be < 2%. 

The calculation is based on area importance. The clutter weights used for traffic 
spreading establishes the importance of the geographic area. The idea here is to focus 
the LTE design where LTE users are located (for example, core urban areas, convention 
centers, major stadiums, etc.) instead of areas within the LTE polygon with no users (for 
example, schrublands, forests, etc.)  

DL Cell Aggregate Throughput 

The DL Cell Aggregate throughput (Effective RLC Aggregate Throughput) is the sum of 
the throughputs to all the users in the cell at an instant in time. This is to be measured 
following Monte Carlo simulations only.  

Design KPI for DL Cell Aggregate Throughput: 

10MHz Channel Bandwidth: 13.4 Mbps per cell 
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5MHz Channel Bandwidth: 6.7 Mbps per cell 

A minimum of 90% of the cells in the LTE design reference area (Cluster or Polygon) 
should have the DL Cell Aggregate Throughput (Effective RLC Aggregate Throughput) 
exceeding the minimum design KPI values specified above. 

No cells should have Aggregate DL Throughput (Effective RLC Aggregate Throughput) 
less than 50% of this KPI target. 

DL Cell Edge User Throughput 

The DL Cell Edge User Throughput (Effective RLC Aggregate Throughput) is established 
as the minimum throughput for users at the cell edge of the network at 50% loading. This 
is to be measured following Monte Carlo simulations only.  

Design KPI for DL Cell Edge User Throughput: 

10MHz Channel Bandwidth: 1000 kbps per user 

5MHz Channel Bandwidth: 500 kbps per user 

A minimum of 90% of all users in the LTE design reference area should have the DL Cell 
Edge User Throughput (Effective RLC Aggregate Throughput) exceeding the minimum 
design KPI values specified above. 

No more than 2% of the users should have a DL Cell Edge User Throughput (Effective 
RLC Aggregate Throughput) less than 50% of this KPI target. 

All the statistics for the LTE designs must be generated on a cluster by cluster or super cluster 
basis following the criteria defined later in the document.  
 
In addition to the quantitative evaluation of the LTE design using the KPIs stated above, a 
qualitative evaluation of the design will also be carried out as outlined in the design evaluation 
section of this document. The exit criteria of a design are met when both the quantitative (KPIs) 
and qualitative evaluation of the designs are successfully completed. 

 

1.3 Design Options 
 
While the goals and design targets specified above may be aggressive, options have been 
approved for consideration in the design that when used properly, will lead to a more efficient 
network compared to the existing 3G network. Therefore, in the quest to produce the best 
network possible in a cost-effective manner while meeting the goal to launch an excellent LTE 
network on schedule, the following design optimization options have been approved for 
consideration as part of the entire LTE design process. 

 Design Option Degree of Freedom Allowed 

1 Site Relocations Relocations are allowed for a maximum of 10% of the final LTE 
sites when compared to their current UMTS site locations 

2 LTE Overlay Site 
Sparsing 

There is no limit on site sparsing of LTE sites on existing UMTS 
sites as long as the performance targets and goals of the LTE 
network are met and the forecasted demand is carried by the final 
network design. The key driver is that a quality design is done. 

3 Radiation Center 
Changes 

Radiation center changes are allowed for a maximum of 10% of the 
final LTE sites when compared to their current UMTS site radiation 
centers 
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4 Antenna Type Antenna type changes are allowed. 100% of the antennas should 
come from the AT&T approved antenna list. The choice of antenna 
should not be limited by antenna size but by what will bring out the 
best LTE network performance. 

5 Antenna Azimuth 100% flexibility on antenna azimuth changes is allowed as long as 
the recommended minimum separation or isolation between sectors 
is maintained.  

6 Antenna Tilts 100% flexibility on antenna tilt optimization is allowed 

7 Shared Antenna 
Systems 

No design sites should share antennas with UMTS or GSM unless 
pre-approved by A&P and HQ RAN. 

8 "Remotely Located2" 
Radio Heads (RH) 

Remotely located RHs should be used as needed for distributed 
remote transmitter locations. This will bring the transmitter closer to 
the users to provide a uniform user experience and increased 
coverage and capacity. The number of RHs should not exceed the 
maximum allowed per MU. 

 

Any other design option not outlined above should be discussed with the HQ RAN design review 
team member responsible for the market where the design is being done before it is used as part of 
the design. 

                                                      
2  The term ―Remotely Located‖ is reserved for situations where the RH is located at a different address or would 
require a different USID from the USID used for the MU. 
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2. LTE RF Design Input  

 In this section of the guidelines, all the design input information is outlined and the expectations 
of how the material is to be used are presented. 

2.1 Project and Work Environment 
 

There are three distinct possibilities of projects to be used for LTE designs. 

1. Markets with LTE Proxy Design Projects: These are the first set of projects that should 
be used for the LTE design analysis. 

2. Markets or areas without LTE proxy projects but within the existing UMTS coverage 
areas: For these markets or areas without an LTE proxy project, their corresponding 
UMTS projects are to be converted to LTE and used for LTE designs. 

3. Markets or areas without LTE proxy projects and without an existing UMTS project: For 
these markets/areas, the LTE designs are to be carried out using the GSM sites as the 
baseline for LTE site selection. 

LTE project templates have been created with the current set of vendor parameters and stored in 
the master Atoll-Oracle database to be uses as the foundation for all the LTE network designs. 
The project templates are as follows: 

WR CR SER NER 

WR_AK_UMT6_LTE CR_AROK_LTE SER_AL_ LTE NER_NEW_ENGLAND_LTE 
WR_AK_UMT8_LTE CR_CHIC_LTE SER_CAROLINAS_LTE NER_NEW_YORK_STATE_LTE 
WR_AZ_LTE CR_CNIL_LTE SER_GA_ LTE NER_NY_METRO_NJ_LTE 
WR_CO_LTE CR_DET_LTE SER_KY_ LTE NER_PHILADELPHIA_LTE 
WR_HI_LTE CR_IND_LTE SER_LA_ LTE NER_THE_VIRGINIAS_LTE 
WR_ID_LTE CR_KS_LTE SER_MS_ LTE NER_WASHINGTON_BALTIMORE_LTE 
WR_LA_LTE CR_MIIND_LTE SER_NFL_ LTE   
WR_LV_LTE CR_MN_LTE SER_PR_ LTE   
WR_MT_LTE CR_MO_LTE SER_SFL_ LTE   
WR_NM_LTE CR_NEIA_LTE SER_TN_ LTE   
WR_OR_LTE CR_NTX_LTE     
WR_SD_LTE CR_OHPA_LTE     
WR_SFSA_LTE CR_OMI_LTE     
WR_UT_LTE CR_STX_LTE     
WR_WA_LTE CR_WSC_LTE     

WR_WY_LTE       
 

All the LTE project templates are accessible via the Atoll GeoSelector on the thin client server. In 
order to carry out an LTE design the corresponding market's template should be used for the 
analysis. 

1. Get a copy of the LTE project template from the master database via the ―Geo Selector‖ 

in Atoll and save it in the individual work folder on the H: drive 

2. Carry out all design work on the H: drive and not in the F:\ drive. The F:\Common folder 
should only be used for the temporary exchange of work files 

3. Once the design is complete and ready for review, a copy of the LTE design *.atl file only 
with the prediction layers should be transferred to the review folder created on the 
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F:\common shared folder. The review folder is located at: 
F:\Common\LTE_Design_Reviews. 

Access to data above is only available to those on the AT&T intranet with an Atoll access 
account. For any work being done remotely, obtaining the information set must be 
coordinated through the AT&T local market's LTE RF design lead. 

2.2 Frequency Band 
 
Prior to the start of each LTE design for a market, the LTE band (or bands) for which a design (or 
designs) is required will be confirmed by AT&T. This information will be made available when 
resources are being requested to support a market's LTE design activities but not later than the 
LTE design Kickoff meeting. The decision of which band (or bands) to use will be governed by the 
LTE rollout strategy of AT&T. 

However, at this time, only the 700 MHz and Advanced Wireless Services (AWS) frequency 
bands will be considered for LTE. The LTE designs should therefore be carried out for the 700 
MHz and/or Advanced Wireless Services (AWS) frequency bands only. At the moment, the 
priorities of the designs for each market are based on the following spectrum and spectrum depth 
availability.  

1. 10 MHz allocation in 700 MHz Band 
2. 5 MHz allocation in 700 MHz Band 
3. 10 MHz allocation in 2100 Band 
4. 5 MHz allocation in 2100 Band 

 

The 700 MHz band and the AWS bands are as depicted below: 

 
Figure 1: 700 MHz band frequency block and bandwidth allocation. AT&T holds lower B 

and C block licenses 
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Figure 2: AWS band frequency block and bandwidth allocation across A, B, C, D, E and F 

block licenses. 

All the frequency bands have been configured in the master Atoll project template. The 
corresponding frequency band table is as shown below. The frequency band table properties 
should not be modified as these may affect the properties of the cells table entry and hence the 
accuracy of the simulations. 

 

 
Figure 3: Pre-configured Frequency Band Table in Atoll 

The pre-defined frequency band table has been configured to comply with the 3GPP LTE 
standards and should not be changed or modified. To fully understand how the table has been 
configured, it is important to re-visit the 3GPP LTE standard to understand some of the key 
parameters. 

 

2.3 Technical Details behind the Frequency Band Table 

The following covers certain key technical details behind many of the key LTE parameters from 
the 3GPP LTE standards and reflected in the ATOLL Frequency Band Table. 

Sampling Frequency:  
The rate at which sampling of signals is carried out. Its origin is the WCDMA chip rate: 
3.84 Mcps. The same clock that generates 3.84 Mcps chip rate in WCDMA can be used 
to generate various sampling frequencies in LTE: 

 
1.92 MHz = 0.5 x 3.84 Mcps 
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3.84 MHz = 1 x 3.84 Mcps 
7.68 MHz = 2 x 3.84 Mcps 
15.36 MHz = 4 x 3.84 Mcps 
23.04 MHz = 6 x 3.84 Mcps 
30.72 MHz = 8 x 3.84 Mcps 

 
These are the values that have been configured in the frequency band table in Atoll for 
use in the designs with a focus on the spectrum depth that is currently available to AT&T 
and is being used for the current LTE design initiatives. 

 
Time: 

The basic unit of time in LTE is derived from the highest sampling frequency: 30.72 MHz. 
 

Ts = 1/30720000 = 32.552 ns 
 
All the time-domain parameters are multiples of this unit time: 

Frame = 307200 x Ts = 10 ms 
Subframe (TTI) = 30720 x Ts = 1 ms 
Slot = 15360 x Ts = 0.5 ms 
OFDM Symbol = 2048 x Ts = 66.67 us 

 
Frequency: 

The OFDM symbol duration corresponds to the subcarrier spacing in the frequency 
domain: 

f = 1/(2048 x Ts) = 15000 Hz 
 

The subcarrier spacing is linked with the sampling frequency as follows: 
 
FFT Size x Subcarrier Spacing = Sampling Frequency 
128 x 15000 = 1.92 MHz 
256 x 15000 = 3.84 MHz 
512 x 15000 = 7.68 MHz 
1024x 15000 = 15.36 MHz 
1536 x 15000 = 23.04 MHz 
2048 x 15000 = 30.72 MHz 
 

The FFT Size is the size of the IFFT/DFFT components. These are available in / operate 
in blocks of multiples of 2. The smallest FFT block used in LTE is of size 64, which is 
used for decoding the Synchronization Signals (transmitted using 62 subcarriers). 
 
Transmitting as many subcarriers as the FFT size with each subcarrier being 15000 Hz 
apart from its adjacent ones, would require as much bandwidth as the sampling 
frequency. However, it has been opted to transmit less numbers of subcarriers so as to 
limit the transmission bandwidth to a nominal value. The following table gives the 
numbers of ―used‖ subcarriers corresponding to each FFT size: 

 
FFT Size  Used Subcarriers 

128    72 
256    180 
512    300 
1024    600 
1536    900 
2048    1200 
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Each of these numbers of used subcarriers corresponds to a "Transmission Bandwidth". 
The mapping between the "Transmission Bandwidth" to "Used Subcarriers" is as 
presented below: 
 

Used Subcarriers  Transmission Bandwidth 
72    72 x 15000 = 1.08 MHz 
180   180 x 15000 = 2.7 MHz 
300   300 x 15000 = 4.5 MHz 
600   600 x 15000 = 9 MHz 
900   900 x 15000 = 13.5 MHz 
1200   1200 x 15000 = 18 MHz 

 
Nominal carrier bandwidths corresponding to each used bandwidth have been defined by 
the 3GPP and the mapping is as shown below: 
 

Transmission Bandwidth  Nominal Carrier Bandwidth 
1.08 MHz   1.4 MHz 
2.7 MHz   3 MHz 
4.5 MHz   5 MHz 
9 MHz   10 MHz 
13.5 MHz   15 MHz 
18 MHz   20 MHz 

 
The difference between the used and the nominal bandwidth is considered to serve as 
guard bands on the upper and lower sides of the spectrum. This becomes an important 
consideration when detail analysis on system performance relative to other systems (for 
example, MediaFlo) is being carried out. However, for the normal day-to-day LTE design 
analysis, this type of precision analysis is not needed. Hence, the frequency band 
configuration has been standardized with the "Nominal Carrier Bandwidth". Custom fields 
have been added to the frequency band table in Atoll to capture the "Transmission 
Bandwidth" information for reference only. For completion, the Evolved Absolute Radio 
Frequency Channel Number (EARFCN) for both the uplink and the downlink has been 
added to the frequency band tables. 

 
Resource Blocks: 

The last step of the frequency band table configuration is that of the resource blocks (12 
consecutive subcarriers) associated with each "Nominal Carrier Bandwidth". The 
corresponding mapping table is provided below: 

 
Nominal Carrier Bandwidth Number of Frequency Blocks 

1.4 MHz   6 
3 MHz    15 
5 MHz    25 
10 MHz    50 
15 MHz    75 
20 MHz    100 

 

To minimize the possibility of errors with the LTE designs, the frequency band table has been 
standardized based on the different design possibilities currently available for AT&T and taking 
into consideration the spectrum depth available at this time. Additionally, entries for 700 MHz with 
a 1 MHz offset have been added to the frequency to cater for the coexistence of the AT&T LTE 
network with MediaFlo. Details on all aspects of the coexistence of the AT&T LTE network with 
MediaFlo and what to do in each case is included later in this document in the chapter called 
―MediaFlo Coexistence with the AT&T LTE Network‖. 
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As can be seen, due diligence has been used towards configuring the content of the frequency 
band table. Information from the frequency band table will also be used to feed other processes 
that may have been developed based on the standards established and pre-configured in the 
table. The table should therefore not be changed except specifically requested to do so by the 
HQ RAN Design team.  

 

2.4 RF Propagation Models for LTE Designs 
 
Unlike other design initiatives in the past, the LTE designs are being carried out using pre-
calibrated propagation models. The models have been tuned using a consistent process across 
all AT&T markets. Newfield Wireless is the third party vendor that has been outsourced by AT&T 
for the tuning and delivery of the propagation models. Only the Newfield Wireless-tuned and 
validated 700 MHz and AWS Band propagation models are therefore to be used for all the LTE-
based designs. These models are tuned with the latest geo-data consisting of 38/39 clutter 
classes. No other models are to be used. To maintain the accuracy of the models for all LTE 
design work steps must be taken by the markets that the following are adhered to: 

o The propagation models are properly assigned for all the transmitters in the market 

o The propagation models are not to be renamed or changed in any way from what is delivered 
by Newfield Wireless. 

The calibrated propagation models are based on the Forsk Atoll Standard Propagation Models 
(SPM). The Atoll SPM model is a derivative of the Hata formula. The SPM formula is follows: 

 

 
Where: 

 
The following should be noted about the propagation models delivered for use in the LTE 
designs. 
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 The calibrated models are area models and are not designed for individual sectors 
 Each model was calibrated using  approximately 13 sectors; the process of identifying the 

area of applicability of each model takes place after all data has been collected; 
therefore, the number of sectors per model may be greater or less than 13.  

 As part of the calibration process, sanity checks are carried out on the data and invalid 
data is discarded from the calibration. 

Despite the fact that it is expected that 700 MHz and AWS models will be in place at the start of 
the LTE design, there is a remote possibility that designs for some markets may be started prior 
to the availability of the 700 MHz or AWS calibrated propagation models. In this case, the K1 
values of the market‘s existing tuned 850MHz and 1900MHz calibrated and approved 
propagation models should be adjusted and used for the LTE designs.  

Note that in areas where the 700 MHz and AWS models are not available, only the Newfield 
Wireless-tuned and validated 850 MHz and 1900 MHz propagation models are to be adjusted 
and used for these specific the LTE-based designs areas. These models are tuned with the same 
set of geo-data consisting of 38/39 clutter classes as would have been the case with the 700 MHz 
or AWS models. For consistency and to keep a reference of the original models within the same 
project for comparative analyses, the standard model adjustment process that is allowed to be 
used is as follows: 

o Import (copy and paste) the existing 850 MHz and 1900 MHz tuned propagation models into 
the LTE project 

o Create duplicate copies of all the 850 MHz and 1900 MHz tuned propagation models 

o Rename the copies of the duplicated models only to existing_name_700ADJ and 
existing_name_AWSADJ. This will show that the model have been adjusted for 700 MHz and 
AWS frequency band. 

o Adjust the K1 values of the new models by using the following correction factors 

For the 700 MHz frequency band, the K1 adjustment is carried out at the center frequency 
between the B and C blocks (722 MHz). That is: 

850

722
log2011 850700 MHzMHz KK  

Therefore, 

4.111 850700 MHzMHz KK  

Where K1 is a constant offset in dB in the propagation model 

 

For the AWS frequency band, the K1 adjustment is carried out at the center frequency of the 
AWS band (2132.5 MHz): 

1900

5.2132
log2011 1900 MHzAWS KK  

Therefore, 

0.111 1900KK AW S  

Where K1 is a constant offset in dB in the propagation model 

The adjusted models should be used in the LTE design until such a time that the 700 MHz and 
AWS specific calibrated models become available. 
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Note: Ray Tracing models that are better suited for dense urban area designs are not covered in 
this document. For all dense urban area designs, a task force made up of the AT&T market, 
Design Vendor/OEM, HQ RAN and A&P should discuss and come up with the best design plan 
for the dense urban area. Until Ray Tracing modeling becomes available for general use for the 
LTE designs, the foundation of what needs to be considered for the dense urban LTE designs is 
included in section 4.7. 

 

2.5 Geo Data  
 
All the designs should use the latest set of geo-data supplied by AT&T. The geo-data consists of: 

o 25m resolution for both terrain (DTM) and clutter class data 

o A minimum of 38 clutter (Land Use) classes for all markets  

 
The following snapshot shows an example of the clutter class data available for the LTE designs. 
 

 
Figure 4: Sample 25m resolution Clutter Classes available in Atoll for LTE Designs 
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Figure 5: Sample 25m resolution DTM available in Atoll for LTE Designs  

All issues associated with terrain and clutter data inaccuracies must be reported to the AT&T HQ 
RAN Design team so that the issues can be addressed by the supplier. The terrain and clutter 
files should not be edited locally in an attempt to correct issues as the accuracy of the edits 
cannot be guaranteed. 
 

 

2.6 Candidate Sites for LTE Design 
 
All the existing on-Air UMTS and/or GSM ONLY sites plus all the planned sites due to come on 
air 45 days before the expected LTE launch date of any markets LTE network and within the 
market‘s LTE design polygon are to be considered as candidates for site selection for the LTE 
design. The design team is allowed to carry out site relocations of existing sites up to the limit 
outlined under the design options section. The LTE network performance targets, service offering 
and traffic demands are the key drivers that determine how sites are selected from the portfolio of 
the LTE candidate sites. 

It is important to note that some sites (typically high sites or sites on high ground relative to other 
sites) will not be suitable for use in the LTE network as they will by nature of their height or 
location cause excessive interference to the surrounding sites. 

If any new site build (currently planned for UMTS/GSM) is expected to come on air less than (<) 
45 days before the expected LTE launch date for the market, it should not be considered in the 
LTE network design due to a high probability of the site not being ready for the Go/No-Go KPI 
reviews. 

When the existing candidate sites do not resolve all the LTE performance issues after taking into 
consideration the approved design options, the following additional candidate site portfolio 
databases should then be considered as possible options: 

 AT&T Asset Locations 
 American Tower Corporation (ATC) sites 
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 Crown Castle Sites 

Atoll compatible databases (MapInfo tables) have been created with these site locations to 
facilitate the design process. All the MapInfo tables are located on the Atoll thin client server at 
F:\GlobalData\CommonGeoDataLayers\. 
 

2.7 LTE Design Polygon 
 
The "LTE design polygon" for the markets is maintained by the National RF GIS team. These 
polygons form the basis for the required service areas for LTE and provide an indication of where 
LTE designs are to be carried out. The polygon files have been converted for use in Atoll. The 
Atoll compatible files are located on the Atoll thin client server at F:\GlobalData\LTE Polygons. 
Due to the importance of the LTE polygons in relationship to all the LTE design decisions, it is 
extremely important that the reference polygon is not changed in any way whatsoever by the LTE 
design team.  The LTE polygon will be reviewed with HQ RAN as part of the Kickoff meeting.  All 
LTE polygon issues must be routed to the Fundamental Network Planning (FNP) team via the HQ 
RAN Design Review team so that the issue can be addressed accordingly.  See Section 6.1.1 for 
specific details on how to evaluate the Design Polygon and how to request changes to the design 
polygon. 
 
 

 
Figure 6: LTE polygons vector file on the Atoll server 

 
By importing polygon vector file into Atoll, a reference is available to aid in the initial design 
decisions. All the LTE designs and reference statistics will be computed using the LTE design 
polygon (or as divided into clusters or super clusters) as a reference.  

 

2.8 Broadband Antennas and Antenna Patterns 
 
All broadband antennas to be used for the designs should come from the AT&T approved 
antenna list. Please note that when selecting antennas from the approved vendor list, the 
guidance on antenna selection provided later in this document should be used. The availability of 
an antenna on the approved vendor list does not necessarily mean that the choice of that 
antenna is good in all design scenarios. Likewise, if an antenna (for example, narrower horizontal 
beamwidth antennas) is not currently on the approved vendor list but their benefits are 
demonstrated, the situation should be raised to HQ RAN so that an effort can be made to have 
that included in the approved list. 
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Currently, four vendors have been approved as providers for LTE broadband antennas. The four 
vendors are: 

1. Andrew 
2. Kathrein Scala 
3. Powerwave 
4. KMW 

 

The antenna patterns from these three vendors to use in the LTE designs should come from the 
AT&T Antenna pattern library only. The broadband antennas approved for use are as follows: 

Andrew: 

Model/Part Number Description 

LNX-6514DS-R2M single broadband (700/850 MHz) X-polarization, dual-port, 6‘ 65-deg 

LNX-8511DS-R2M single broadband (700/850 MHz) X-polarization, dual-port, 4‘ 85-deg 

DBXNH-6565B-R2M dual broadband (700/850 and AWS/PCS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
6‘ 65-deg 

DBXNH-8585A-R2M dual broadband (700/850 and AWS/PCS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
4‘ 85-deg 

 

Kathrein Scala: 

Model/Part Number Description 

800-10734 K single broadband (700/850 MHz) X-polarization, dual-port, 4‘ 65-deg 

800-10735 K single broadband (700/850 MHz) X-polarization, dual-port, 6‘ 65-deg 

800-10701 K single broadband (700/850 MHz) X-polarization, dual-port, 4‘ 85-deg 

800-10764 K dual broadband (700/850 and AWS/PCS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
4‘ 65-deg 

800-10765 K dual broadband (700/850 and AWS/PCS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
6‘ 65-deg 

800-10721 K dual broadband (700/850 and AWS/PCS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
4‘ 85-deg 

800-10722 K dual broadband (700/850 and AWS/PCS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
6‘ 85-deg 

 

Powerwave: 

Model/Part Number Description 

P65-16-XL-R single broadband (700/850 MHz) X-polarization, dual-port, 6‘ 65-deg 
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P90-14-XL-R single broadband (700/850 MHz) X-polarization, dual-port, 4‘ 85-deg 

P65-15-XLH-RR dual broadband (700/850 and AWS/PCS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
4‘ 65-deg 

P65-16-XLH-RR dual broadband (700/850 and AWS/PCS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
6‘ 65-deg 

P90-14-XLH-RR dual broadband (700/850 and AWS/PCS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
4‘ 85-deg 

 

KMW: 

Model/Part Number Description 

AM-X-CD-14-65-00T-RET dual broadband (700/850 and PCS/AWS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
4‘ 65-deg 

AM-X-CD-16-65-00T-RET dual broadband (700/850 and PCS/AWS) X-polarization, quad-port, 
6‘ 65-deg 

AM-X-CW-14-65-00T-RET single broadband (700/850) X-polarization, dual-port, 4‘ 65-deg 

AM-X-CW-16-65-00T-RET single broadband (700/850) X-polarization, dual-port, 6‘ 65-deg 

 

For all the antennas, the beamwidth and electrical tilts vary per frequency band. It is therefore 
important to also refer to the antenna specification datasheet when selecting a particular antenna 
for use with any LTE design. The detail specification of the antennas (including the beamwidth 
and tilt variation at different frequencies) together with the complete approved antenna list can be 
found at the following location. 

http://ns.cingular.net/sites/RFEng/tools_d.aspx 

Only the approved antenna patterns in the AT&T Atoll antenna pattern library on the thin client 
server should be used for any LTE-based design exercise. The library is located on the Atoll thin 
client server at F:\GlobalData\Antenna_Library. Patterns should not be downloaded from any 
other source and used for any AT&T designs. 

The antenna pattern names or pattern properties are not to be renamed or changed in any way 
from what is delivered in the antenna library. 

To maintain the accuracy of the antenna patterns and to avoid errors associated with 
manipulating the pattern data, the antenna patterns are included in all the project templates as a 
default.  

2.9 Feedline/Jumper Replacement 

 
If the feeder (COAX) has a loss greater than 2 dB for the band that LTE is deployed on (or at 700 
MHz if a dual band deployment), then every effort must be made to ensure that the RH on the site 
is deployed at the top of the tower. This will ensure that the link budget is not compromised 
thereby compromising the quality of the reference signal and the indoor coverage levels. 
 
In situations where the feedback from C&E is that the RH cannot be deployed at the top of the 
structure closer to the antennas, then every effort must be made to replace the feeders so as to 

http://ns.cingular.net/sites/RFEng/tools_d.aspx
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bring the total loss to less than 2 dB.  When tower top placement is not possible, then the LTE 
feeders should be 1 5/8‖ minimum diameter. 
 
When simulations at the design load level show per user failures for the cell (best server) due to 
insufficient coverage (even if feeder is less than 2 dB loss) and lower per user throughput and 
lower aggregate DL cell throughput compared to the design targets, then effort must be made to 
reduce feedline loss using tower top RH placement or feedline replacement.  
 
All losses in the link (feeder, jumper, TMA, Diplexer, Rx-tray, Bias-T, etc) have to be reflected in 
the Atoll planning tool.  Feeder losses and TMA gains are explicitly accounted for in Atoll.  All 
other losses will have to be combined as one loss factor and added into the transmitters 
―Miscellaneous Loss‖ field. All miscellaneous hardware losses should be less than 1.0 dB. 
 
To ensure consistency across all projects and reduce the possibility of errors, all the approved 
feeder types and their associated loss/m (loss/ft) have been pre-configured in the project 
templates for both 700 MHz and AWS. The design teams should use the feeders properties as-is. 
A depiction of the pre-configured table is as shown below. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Partial Depiction of Pre-Configured Feeder Equipment Table in Atoll. 
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2.10 TMA Requirements and TMA Settings in the Atoll 

 
The guideline on the use of TMAs in the LTE design is dependent on the frequency band that is 
used for LTE.  The initial assumption is as follows: 

o No TMAs are to be used at 700 MHz for any site in the LTE polygon. Exceptions are: 

 Use of 700 Bypass TMAs 

 Tall rural sites with RH at the base of the tower or when simulation analysis 
shows the uplink as the limiting link. 

o In all, TMAs should NOT be used when the RH is located at the top of the tower, for 
rooftop deployments where the RH is near the antennas, or for in-building deployments.   
Recall that the first preference is to locate the RH at the top of the tower in which case 
this replaces the need for an additional TMA.  

Only the TMAs in the AT&T approved TMA list and their quoted specifications should be used in 
the designs. The list of approved TMAs and their specifications can be found at 
http://ns.cingular.net/sites/RFEng/tools_d.aspx . 

 
All the TMAs that have been approved for use in the LTE designs have been pre-configured and 
included in the default Atoll LTE project templates for use by the design teams. These settings 
include the following that are automatically considered by Atoll in the link budget calculations. 
 

o Noise Figure (dB) 
o Reception Gain (dB) 
o Transmission Losses (dB) 

 
These are the only TMAs that should be used. Their names or associated properties should not 
be changed in any way. The pre-configured TMAs are as shown below. 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Pre-Configured TMA Equipment Table in Atoll. 

 

http://ns.cingular.net/sites/RFEng/tools_d.aspx
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2.11 Existing Market Problem Areas 
 
All the problem areas in the current 3G network within the market‘s LTE polygon needs to be 
addressed through the LTE design. The problem areas include but not limited to those identified 
below: 

o Existing network churn maps or areas of concern. The churn information is in the CMNDr 
web system located at http://titan.homer.att.com:54280/novarf/login.htm 

o Existing drive test data from GWS. The post processed data using NOVA RF should be 
used to identify areas with dominance issues. The polygons encapsulating all problem 
areas should be imported into the planning tool and used for the design exercise. The 
NOVA RF application is located at http://titan.homer.att.com:54280/novarf/login.htm 

o Existing network statistics summarized in the AT&T design scorecard. All issues 
identified on the scorecard needs to be addressed as part of the LTE-based design. 

o Existing Atoll design and simulations. This includes areas with pilot pollution/lack of 
dominance, degraded Ec/Io, degraded HS user throughput, coverage overshoot, etc. 

o IRAT problem areas and/or IFHO problem areas where service continuity on one 
technology and on one layer must be addressed. 

Note: The CMND web system and NovaRF system are both hosted and managed by AT&T Labs. 
Prior account creation is required for their use and is not available to outside third partly vendors. 
As a result the relevant information required from those systems must be managed by the local 
AT&T market LTE Design engineer representative. These items must be reviewed during the LTE 
design kickoff call with the LTE Design engineering team. 

When design reviews are carried out, these problems areas will also be reviewed to gauge how 
the problem areas are addressed by the LTE network design. 

 

 

2.12 LTE Link Budget Consideration 
 

http://titan.homer.att.com:54280/novarf/login.htm
http://titan.homer.att.com:54280/novarf/login.htm
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When looking at the LTE Link Budget it is important to note that the link budget is calculated for a 
single mobile (user) located at cell edge; for a single service and transmitting at maximum power 
in a network with only a single cell even though attempts are made to factor into the link budget 
the existence of other cells and their impact in terms of cell geometry. This is different from reality 
(multitude of services, cells, varying user distribution, varying site configurations, etc.). However, 
in order to establish a foundation to be used as a reference for the LTE design activities a link 
budget analysis is carried out taking into consideration different bit rates, services and site 
configuration options. An individual link budget is then generated for the different services and 
network configuration options. The purpose of using the different bit rates and services is to 
establish the foundation of the link budget for LTE design decisions and to demonstrate the 
dynamic nature of the LTE link budget. 

To account for the varying user distribution, varying LTE demand profiles, varying network 
configuration options, varying propagation environment, mix of services that must co-exist in the 
system and the interaction between cell sites, the Atoll Radio Network Planning Tool becomes 
the best option to analyze the system and not the standard LTE link budget spreadsheet. 

Note that the detailed link budget spreadsheet and document is available upon request from the 
HQ RAN Design and A&P teams. The document has also been posted on Solar at the following 
link:  

http://solar.edc.cingular.net/livelink/livelink?func=ll&objaction=overview&objid=15571095&viewTy
pe=1 

The LTE link budget information has purposely not been included in this document. The reason 
for this is due to the confidential nature of the link budget as it contains vendor specific 
information. However, the vendor specific parameters have been included in the Atoll radio 
network planning tool settings for use with the designs as will be seen in subsequent sections of 
this document. 

  

http://solar.edc.cingular.net/livelink/livelink?func=ll&objaction=overview&objid=15571095&viewType=1
http://solar.edc.cingular.net/livelink/livelink?func=ll&objaction=overview&objid=15571095&viewType=1
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3. Atoll LTE Traffic Model and Capacity Analysis  

The traffic model available in Atoll is based on the definition of bearers, services, user equipment, 
and user profiles. It is possible to create as many services and user equipment as required, and 
create and import traffic data in various formats. 

Atoll lets you create and import raster, vector, as well as live traffic data in the form of maps. The 
Atoll LTE module also includes a database for fixed subscribers, which allows one to model traffic 
demands from fixed user locations. You can study the behavior of the network for fixed and 
mobile users combined. 

For the AT&T LTE designs, project parameters have been customized to facilitate the design 
exercise as well as to ensure that the vendor specific LTE parameters are taken into 
consideration in the simulations. The following sections outline some of the configurations that 
have been taken into consideration.  

LTE Parameters Setup 
 
These parameters are automatically set up as part of the project template. However, it is required 
that the RF Design Engineer inspects the project to make sure that all parameters are set up 
correctly.  
 
Please note that all screenshots provided below are for illustration only and should not be 
used except specifically stated otherwise. 
 
Expand on ‗LTE Parameters‘ by clicking on the ‗+‘ sign to the left of it. 

 
Figure 9: Pre-Configured LTE Parameters Setup (Representative Sample). 
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Expand on ‗Terminals‘ folder by clicking on the ‗+‘ sign to the left of it.  Double click on ‗Terminals, 
Mobility and Services‘ to view its properties and make sure that nothing is amiss. Any issue seen 
must be reported to the HQ RAN design team responsible for Atoll for clarification or correction 
before any design activity is carried out using the settings. 

 

3.1 Bearers 

Bearers in Atoll define the modulation and coding schemes and their respective properties. 
Bearers support data transfer for the different services that the network might offer. The bearer 
tables in the Atoll templates on the thin client server have been configured with vendor specific 
parameters to reflect the capabilities of their system. Only the approved vendor configurations 
should be used in the designs. 

 

Figure 10: Sample Radio Bearer Index Table (Representative Sample). 

The most important parameter of a bearer is its efficiency, which is the number of useful data bits 
that the bearer can transfer in one modulation symbol (resource element) of the LTE frame. 

 

Figure 11: A Modulation Symbol or resource element.  

LTE equipment models the reception characteristics of eNode-Bs and UE in Atoll. The vendor 
(Ericsson and Alcatel-Lucent) specific equipment properties have been pre-configured in the Atoll 
project templates. The LTE equipment lists the SINR requirements for the selection of bearers, 
quality indicator characteristics, and SU-MIMO and diversity gains.  
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Figure 12: Reception equipment: LTE Bearer characteristics (Representative Sample).  

3.2 Services 

Of the different services that can be modeled in an LTE network, only the following two services 
will be considered design work. 

1. FTP  

2. VoIP 

These two services have been pre-configured in Atoll as part of the standard configuration with 
the vendor approved parameters. All design analysis and simulations leading to design 
certifications will be based on FTP (data services) only.  VoIP is included for those wishing to 
evaluate designs with future VoIP servers but VoIP is not part of the initial design process at this 
time..  

 

Figure 13: Sample FTP Service Definition in Atoll (Representative Sample).  
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Figure 14: Sample VoIP Service Definition in Atoll (Representative Sample).  

 

The actual demand for each service will be defined in the traffic mapping process. While these 
two services are pre-configured, if as an example, the design calls for FTP service only, then the 
simulations will be based on an FTP demand map only. 

3.3 User Equipment (Terminals) 

Two terminal types have been pre-configured in Atoll for use in the LTE designs. The two 
terminals are: 

1. ATT UE - MIMO 

2. ATT UE - Standard 

The transmission/reception properties of the UEs are the same and are as follows: 

Max Power: 23 dBm 

Min Power: -40 dBm 

Noise Figure: 8 dB 

Losses:  5 dB 

The key difference between the two devices is in their diversity support where one supports 
MIMO and the other does not. An example of the configuration of the UE terminal for the two 
vendors is as shown below. 
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Figure 15: Sample Terminal Properties Dialogue for ATT UE - Standard (Representative 

Sample).  

 

Figure 16: Sample Terminal Properties Dialogue for ATT UE - MIMO (Representative 

Sample).  
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3.4 Mobility Type 

Of the different mobility types that can be modeled in an LTE network, only the following mobility 
type will be used for all the initial designs. 

 Pedestrian 

This mobility type has been pre-configured in the LTE project templates of all the vendor specific 
performance curves linked to this mobility type. All the traffic demand from the traffic map will be 
linked to this mobility type only. 

 

 

Figure 17: Pre-configured Mobility Type for Use in LTE Designs (Representative Sample).  

3.5 Traffic Data 

Network traffic data can be input in Atoll in various forms - one of the forms being to create a 
traffic map directly within the LTE project. . However, for initial LTE designs the traffic will be 
spread in UMTS using DVCF forecast data and then imported into the LTE design ATOLL file.  
This imported traffic will be scaled for LTE design work as covered in Section 5.5. The key 
assumption here is that the initial LTE designs for certification will be based on HS data only and 
the profile of the LTE data demand will follow that of the existing UMTS network HS data traffic 
maps within the LTE polygons. By using the UMTS traffic density approach, unrealistic uniform 
loading of the sectors in the network for simulation is avoided. 

The high-level of the LTE demand map creation from UMTS for use in the LTE design is as 
shown on the flow chart below. Note that the latest available DVCF forecast should be used but 
with a forecast date of the current month.  This way, UMTS traffic should be spread based on 
existing on-air sites—avoiding NSBs.  When building the UMTS traffic map, any forecast data 
with multiple carriers should sum together the total traffic for all carriers on the sector before 
spreading and exporting the traffic map. 
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Figure 18: Going from a UMTS Traffic Map to Demand Map for LTE Simulations.  

Note: The same process as that outlined above can be used when a voice traffic density map is 
being exported from UMTS for any VoIP designs. VoIP is not used for initial LTE design work 
leading to certification. 

The step-by-step process in creating the UMTS traffic map is covered in the "UMTS Traffic 
Mapping Process". 
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4. Project Configuration and Additional Atoll Settings 

This section of the document outlines all the additional Atoll settings that are not included by 
default in the LTE project templates and may have to be manually configured by the LTE design 
engineer in the course of the design activities. All the configuration and settings in this section will 
be reviewed either as part of the LTE Design Kickoff Meeting, pre-design project configuration 
check; and initial project design review and/or as part of the final design review. 

4.1 Radio Head (RH) Locations and Atoll Configurations 
 
The distributed eNode-B is made up of two units. The two units are: 

1. Base Band Unit (BBU) or Main Unit (MU) 

2. Radio Head (RH) 

One MU can support multiple RHs. The common interface between the MU and RH is fiber. The 
fiber distance between MU and RH can be up to ~ 9 miles. Two options exists for installing the 
RH 

1. RH at the top of the tower close to the antenna – RF advantage (less feeder loss) but 
possible operations disadvantage 

2. RH at the base of the tower close to the MU – possible operational advantage (ease of 
maintenance) but RF disadvantage 

The default criteria for all the LTE designs is to assume the first option where all the eNode-B 
radio heads will be at the top of the structure close to the antennas. This configuration will yield 
the best LTE performance from an RF point of view. This configuration will also form the basis for 
all scoping RFDS sheets in Phase 1 of the LTE designs and simulations. 

In Atoll, a RH is configured as a separate transmitter linked to a site. However, the precise 
location of the RH may result in different configuration considerations. Here with the guidelines for 
configuration of the RH in Atoll depending on the location of the RHs with reference to the MU 
location. 

Main Unit 

 The physical location of the MU (Latitude and Longitude) should be configured as the site 
location in Atoll.  

 This is the latitude and longitude entry in the Atoll sites table 

 

Radio Head (RH) Location and Transmitter Coordinate Location 

 The physical location of the transmitter is accommodated in the current version of Atoll 
through the DX, DY offsets (relative to the Site Latitude-Longitude) in the transmitters 
table. The current version of Atoll (version 2.8) now allows the specific latitude and 
longitude of the specific transmitter entry to be entered directly instead of pre-calculating 
the DX, DY offsets as shown in Figure 18. When the Latitude-longitude values are 
entered in this manner, the offsets relative X and Y to the site location (MU location) are 
automatically calculated by Atoll. 
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Figure 18: Latitude-Longitude Entry Dialogue for Transmitters 

Now that RHs can be located at a variety of locations (In same shelter, at tower top, on different 
sides of a building, or ―remotely located‖ at a different address), it is important to correctly specify 
the correct transmitter table location in ATOLL for accurate analysis. 

The following configuration options should be used for the MU and RH in Atoll.  

 RH at base of Tower: MU, RH, and transmit antennas all located at the same physical 
location (Latitude, Longitude)  

o Configure RH served transmitter as any other regular transmitter in Atoll 

o No DX, DY offsets (that is: DX=0 and DY=0) 

o Configure feeder runs as required from RH to the antenna 

 RH at Base of Tower: but MU is at a different physical location (Latitude, Longitude) 
from  the RH  

o Configure RH served transmitter as any other regular transmitter in Atoll 

o Enter the precise latitude and longitude values for the transmit antenna location and 
ATOLL calculate the DX, DY offsets in the transmitters 

o Configure feeder runs as required from RH to the antenna 

 RH at TOP of Tower (or rooftop): MU, RH, and transmit antennas all located at the 
same physical location (Latitude, Longitude)  

o Configure RH served transmitter as any other regular transmitter in Atoll 

o Configure individual radiation centers for the RH served transmitters 

o No DX, DY offsets (that is: DX=0 and DY=0) 

o Configure only jumpers runs as required from RH to the antenna 

 RH at TOP of Tower (or Rooftop): but MU is at a different physical location (Latitude, 
Longitude) from  the RH  

o Configure RH served transmitter as any other regular transmitter in Atoll 

o Configure individual radiation centers for the RH served transmitters 

o Enter the precise latitude and longitude values for the transmit antenna location and 
ATOLL calculate the DX, DY offsets in the transmitters  

o Configure only jumpers runs as required from RH to the antenna 
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In all cases:  

o Configure interface between MU and RH as fiber (use loss/m for the fiber as 0 dB) 
in the feeder equipment table. 

o All other transmitter properties are configured as would be the case with any other 
transmitter. 

 

4.2 Jumper and Connector Losses 
 
The following assumptions have been established for use in the calculation of connector and 
jumper losses for the LTE designs. The composite loss for the connectors and jumpers are to be 
configured as a single entry towards getting the total of the Miscellaneous Losses column in Atoll.  

 

Connector Loss: 

Loss = 0.05 x (√(Operating Frequency in GHz)) (dB) 

This gives per connector losses of: 

 

700 MHz 850 MHz 1900 MHz AWS (2100 MHz) 

0.0418 dB 0.0454 dB 0.0689 dB 0.0724 dB 

 

For example at 700 MHz, the connector loss would be: 

Loss = 0.05 x (√ (0.7)) 

 = 0.0418 dB per connector 

Jumper Loss: 

Loss = Loss per ft x Jumper Length 

Assuming Jumper Length = 10 ft per Jumper, 

For 700 MHz, 

Loss = 0.0174x10 

 = 0.174 dB per Jumper 

 
Using the above calculations, several different configurations and the calculated loss values are 
shown in the following examples: 
 
 
Example 1: Single Carrier RH Configuration (Tower Base): 
 

For Figure 18 at 700 MHz: 
Miscellaneous Losses = 4 x connector + 2 x Jumper  
   = 0.515 dB  
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Figure 19: Single Carrier RH Configuration.  

 
 
 
Example 2: Single/Dual Carrier RH Configuration (Tower Top): 
 

For Figure 19 at 700 MHz: 
Miscellaneous Losses = 2 x connector + 1 x Jumper  
   = 0.258 dB  
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Figure 20: Single/Dual Carrier RH Configuration  

 
 
 
Example 3: Dual Carrier RH Configuration (Tower Base): 
 

For Figure 20 at 700 MHz: 
Miscellaneous Losses =8 x connector + 4 x Jumper + Insertion Loss (Diplexer) 
   = 1.03 dB  
 Where Diplexer Insertion Loss is 0.216 dB 
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Figure 21: Dual Carrier RH Configuration (Tower Base)  

 

4.3 Number of Transmitters per Site 
 
For all the LTE designs, a three (3) sector site configuration should be used as the standard 
configuration. All omni-directional or two-sector sites (except where highway coverage is the main 
targeted coverage objective) must be reconfigured to three sectors. This will lead to a better 
capacity management (interference control and greater overall number of sub-carriers on the 
site), better physical cell identifier planning which will ultimately result in an improved LTE 
network performance and end-user experience. 

In cases where an omni-directional or two sector site must be used for LTE, it must be reviewed 
and technically approved by the National RAN design review team before it is considered in the 
design. 

In cases where the coverage footprint from the site is expected to be less than 360 degrees due 
to natural obstructions, narrower horizontal beamwidth antennas should be considered so that 
proper isolation is maintained between sectors and at the same time three (3) sectors utilized on 
the site. Narrow beamwidth antennas typically require following the exception process to order 
the antennas. However, effort is being made to make the narrow beamwidth antennas to be 
available on the approved antenna list. 

For high capacity sites, a six sector configuration should be considered for use in the designs 
(subject to LTE Equipment support). When a 6-sector configuration is considered, it is important 
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to make sure that narrower horizontal beamwidth antennas are used and proper separation and 
isolation maintained between sectors. 

The summary of the transmitter configuration options is as summarized on the table below.  

Number of 
Transmitters Per Sites 

LTE Application 

Omni 
Not to be used for outdoor macros with 
prior approval from the HQ RAN Design 
Review team 

2-sectors Highways/Roadsides/Canyons 
3-sectors Standard Configuration 

>3 sectors (up to 6) High Capacity Sites 

Figure 22: Summary of Transmitter Configurations  

 

 

4.4 Sites-Transmitter-Cell Configuration and Frequency Band Definition 
 
For LTE it is important to note that the frequency band assignment has been taken to the cells 
table in Atoll. This allows for the easy configuration of cells of varying carrier bandwidth and to 
take into consideration of the power dimensioning (for example, Reference Signal EPRE) of the 
cells automatically based on the number of resource blocks available. The following should be 
noted as LTE projects are configured in Atoll. 
 

o 700 MHz and AWS projects should be configured in one Atoll project. This is consistent 
with the project templates that have been created for LTE. 

 
For dual band design markets, the site-transmitter-cells relationship for the sites that 
have both 700MHz and AWS cells configured in the design will be as shown below. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 23: Site-Transmitters-Cells for Dual Band Design Markets  

 
o In cases where a only a single band design is being carried out, then the site-transmitter-

cell relationship will be as shown below: 
 

Site 

Transmitter (700 MHz) 

Transmitter (AWS) 

700 MHz Cell 

AWS Cell 
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Figure 24: Site-Transmitters-Cells for Single Band Design Markets  

 
o On the transmitters table, all the transmitters are to be configured with their frequency 

band specific transmitters properties (propagation models, feeder assignment, antenna 
assignment, TMA/no-TMA, etc.). Only the pre-defined feeder equipment, imported 
antenna patterns and pre-defined TMA equipment in the projects are to be used for the 
designs. 

o On the cells table, the frequency bands and the corresponding channel bandwidth from 
the frequency band pull down menu are to be selected. Only the pre-defined frequency 
band table entries are to be used. 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Cells Table Frequency Band Pull Down Menu  

 

 

4.5 Clutter Properties Setup and Indoor Losses 
 
The default indoor losses configured for all the 38 clutter classes should be used for all phases of 
the LTE designs. However, if a market wishes to use non-standard indoor Loss values based on 
detailed measurements or other supporting data, RAN HQ approval is required prior to their use 
in the designs 

Under the ‗Geo‘ tab, double click on ‗Clutter Classes‘ folder.  Under the ‗Description‘ tab, verify 
and set the following: 
 

 Height (m) or (ft) depending on units used in the project 
 Model standard deviation (dB) 
 C/I Standard Deviation (dB) 
 Indoor Loss (dB) 
 SU-MIMO Gain Factor 
 Additional Diversity Gain (DL) (dB) 
 Additional Diversity Gain (UL) (dB) 

 

Site 
Transmitter (AWS or 

700 MHz) 
AWS or 700 MHz Cell 
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Clutter height values should be the ones that your propagation models are based on. The values 
should not be changed and should be an exact replica of the clutter heights delivered with the 
propagation models for 700 MHz and AWS designs.  Any modifications to the ‗Height‖ column 
invalidates all propagation models in the project.  The penetration losses for all the clutter classes 
in the LTE analysis should be set as shown below: 
 

 
 

Figure 26: LTE Design Clutter Property Parameters.  

 
As part of the project template creation, any project pulled from the Atoll master server using the 
Atoll GeoSelector will automatically have the clutter properties configured by default. However, 
the LTE design engineer must review the clutter properties to make sure that it is accurate. If 
upon review, the clutter properties are seen to be inaccurate, then they must be re-configured. To 
facilitate the re-configuration of the of the clutter properties, the clutter script should be used that 
will automatically update all the clutter properties except the clutter height. 
 
The following steps should be followed when using the scripts to update the clutter properties. 
 

 Open the LTE project in Atoll located on the AT&T thin client server 
 From the Atoll menu, go to “Tools” -> “Add-ins and Macros” and select “Add” 
 Browse to ―F:\GlobalData\LTE Parameters‖ and select script called 38ClutterUpdate.vbs 
 Select the script and click on ―run‖ to update the clutter properties 
 Verify that clutter properties to make sure that the parameters were updated successfully. 

 
Notes: 
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1. If analysis are being done outside the AT&T thin client facilities using the same set of 
clutter data as those used by AT&T, the clutter update script can be requested from HQ 
RAN design for remote use. 

2. The penetration losses must be set in order to take into account the additional 
penetration for the percentage of users that that are allocated as in-building users (during 
the traffic map configuration) when the Monte Carlo simulation is run. If the penetration 
losses are not set, all the users are considered as outdoor users during Monte Carlo 
simulations. 

 

4.6 Propagation Model Assignment to Transmitters 
 
When the area-based calibrated propagation models are delivered, polygon areas corresponding 
to the areas where each model applies (Assignment Map) is also delivered. All the models and 
the model tuning reports are located on the Atoll thin client servers in the folder 
F:\GlobalData|LTE_Models. Two sets of models are delivered: 

1. 700 MHz Propagation Models 
2. AWS Band Propagation Models 

For clarity, the following terminology will be used in this section.  

Model Template: This is the reference Atoll project file (*.atl) created by Newfield Wireless that 
contains the calibrated propagation models, Model Assignment Maps, 
Measurement data after filtering, processing and editing together with the drive 
test site information. 

LTE Project:  This is the LTE Atoll project file (*.atl) that is currently being used for the design 
into which the calibrated propagation models will be imported and assigned to 
the transmitters. 

The steps to be used when working with the propagation models are as follows: 

Copying the Models from the Model Templates into the LTE Project: 

1) Open the Model Template for the market under consideration 
2) Select  ―Modules‖ Tab in the Explorer pane 
3) Open ―Propagation Models‖ folder 
4) Select the propagation model 
5) Copy tuned model (Ctrl + C) from Newfield project 
6) Open LTE project to be updated 
7) Select model from the ―Modules‖ Tab in the Explorer pane 
8) Open ―Propagation Models‖ folder 
9) Paste the tuned model (Ctrl + V, not right-click) into the LTE project – Ctrl + V has to be 

used to paste the model otherwise it will not work 
10) Repeat the process for every model that needs to be copied and immediately save the 

work upon completion. 

Once all the models have been copied and the work saved, the next step is to have the 
models assigned to the transmitters. 

Assigning the Models to Transmitters: 

 700 MHz Model Assignment to 700 MHz Transmitters 
o Assign the 700 MHz Band models to the 700 MHz transmitters in the LTE Project 

using the Model Assignment Maps provided with the models 
o No offsets are required for 700 MHz to account for the delta between the uplink 

and downlink frequencies. 
 AWS Model Assignment to 2100/1700 MHz Transmitters 
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o Assign the AWS Band models to the 2100 MHz transmitters in the LTE Project 
using the Model Assignment Maps provided with the models 

o In the case of the 2100/1700 MHz modeling, the delta of 400 MHz needs to be 
accounted for in the modeling. Since two propagation models (2100 MHz and 
1700 MHz) cannot be used on a transmitter to account for the downlink and 
uplink differences, a correction offset value is used.  

o The difference is quantified as 20log(2100/1700) which is equivalent to a gain of 
1.83 dB in the uplink. 

o Correct the uplink (Reception) Miscellaneous Losses for the AWS transmitters 
with a gain of 1.83 dB (that is a loss of - 1.83 dB). Despite the fact that there 
could be other hardware components (connectors, jumper cables, etc) that have 
different losses at the two different frequencies, they have deliberately not been 
included here as they will be within the margin of error of the analysis. 

Note: 

 For the life-cycle of the design, the propagation names and properties must not be 
changed. They should be identical to what was provided in the Model Template for the 
market. Any unauthorized changes will void the design when they are reviewed. 

 

4.7 Considerations for Dense Urban Area Designs 
 
While as part of the model assignment process, models other than Ray Tracing may have been 
assigned to Dense Urban transmitters, it is important to note that the SPM-based models are not 
the best suited models for designs in these dense urban areas. Until Ray Tracing models become 
available, the following guidance should be used in the dense urban areas. 
 

o The dense urban polygons should be used as a starting point to define the areas that are 
considered as dense urban (where transmitters are consistently below clutter). 

o The transmitters in the dense urban areas should be locked when wide area ACP runs 
are being carried out. 

o The current optimized UMTS configuration (azimuths and tilts) should be used as the 
starting point for manual optimization using the best engineering judgment possible 

o Consideration must be made for in-building users that are located in the vertical plane 
(3D) so that coverage is maintained. 

o Special considerations to be made in the neighbor list and Physical Cell ID planning in 
the dense urban areas. 

 

4.8 Main Calculation Radius and Resolution 
 
Atoll uses the concept of main calculation radius and calculation resolution to determine the 
number of radials needed for path profile extraction in calculating pathloss before interpolation is 
used between the profiles. The relationship between the geo-data bin resolution and main 
calculation radius is as shown below. 
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If the main calculation radius and resolution are not set correctly, it may result in an additional 
burden on computing resources, possible analysis failures and less efficient use of design time. 
To ensure that that the accuracy of the design analysis is maintained, the main calculation radius 
and resolution should be set for the transmitters in the Atoll transmitters table using the guidelines 
below:  
 

Morphology Main Calculation 
Radius 

 “Main Resolution" 
Settings 

Urban and Suburban Sites 30 km 100 m 
Rural Sites 50 km 150 m 

 
 
 

4.9 Indoor/Outdoor Distribution of Users 
 
The percentage of LTE in-building users that are located in-building must be set when the traffic 
density map is imported into Atoll. The values vary by clutter and for LTE have been set between 
a value of 75% and 100%.  The table below shows the distribution on a clutter by clutter basis. 
For completeness, the default weights used for the traffic spreading is also included in the table. 
However, it must be noted that the clutter weights had already been taken into consideration 
when the traffic density map was exported from the UMTS project. 
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Figure 27: Distribution of In-building vs. Outdoor LTE Users and Clutter Weights  
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5. LTE Network Design Analysis 

This section of the document outlines how the LTE design analysis should be carried out and lays 
the foundation of what will be considered in the design reviews in order to make sure that the 
designs are meeting the design goals. 

 

5.1 LTE Design Views 

The LTE designs will make use of a lot of existing network resources (existing sites, radiation 
centers, etc.). Using the various design options allowed (outlined in Section 1.3), it is therefore 
important that not only is the performance level with the minimum number of changes looked at 
but also to measure the gains made in performance as a result of considering the design choices 
outlined in Section 1.3. Only by doing a comparison between the design views can a cost-benefit 
analysis be carried out. As a result, the following three views are expected from every design. 

1) Baseline Network View 

2) Optimized Network View (―Best Possible RF Design‖ considering all allowed options) 

3) Constructible Optimized Network View (based on feedback from C&E scoping and cost 
benefit analysis).  

The "Baseline Network View", "Optimized Network View" ", and "Constructible Optimized Network 
View‖ forms the foundation of what will be considered as part of the LTE network design review 
and design acceptance.  

Note: 

The LTE design process differs from past UMTS and GSM practices in that the initial optimized 
RF design considers all possible design options (site relocations, radiation center changes, 
sparsing, separate antenna systems, etc.) without considering civil constraints.  This yields the 
―best possible‖, or ―wish list‖ RF design to maximize customer performance without considering 
constructability constraints.  Then after C&E investigates construction and other limitations, the 
final design, the ―Constructible Network View‖ is then generated and optimized. 

 

For clarity, the various design views are as defined below:  

 

Baseline Network View: 

The baseline network view reflects the starting point of the LTE design.  The baseline 
performance is the basis upon which all optimized design efforts are compared against. 

The baseline network view is an LTE converted project, using the LTE module with the 
following considerations 

a. Reviewed and approved LTE proxy design with the proxy design configuration 

 or 

b. If no LTE proxy design was done, existing UMTS network configuration with the following 
adjustments: 

o 850-only transmitters configured for 700 MHz or 1900 only transmitters 
configured for AWS. Broadband antennas applied to project and 
tilts/azimuths/heights maintained as those for UMTS 
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or   

c. If outside the UMTS polygon, existing GSM network configuration with the following 
adjustments: 

o 850-only transmitters configured for 700 MHz or 1900 only transmitters 
configured for AWS. Broadband antennas applied to project and 
tilts/azimuth/heights maintained as those for GSM 

 

Optimized Network View: 

The Optimized Network View represents the ―Best Possible RF Design‖ considering all eight 
―degrees of freedom‖ listed in Section 1.3 (Design Options).  The goal here is to not limit the 
initial design to ―preconceived‖ limitations but instead come up with the best possible RF 
design the let C&E meet the challenge.  Note the Optimized Network View is not the final 
design nor is it the design which sent to the vendor for certification. 

 

Constructible Optimized Network View: 

This Constructible Optimized Network View applies feedback from C&E to the Optimized 
Network View to finalize the LTE design.  This essentially is taking the ―best Possible RF 
Design‖ and applying what can, and can‘t, be built to produce the final design.  To arrive at 
this decision, C&E feedback is reviewed and a cost-benefit analysis of each site is 
completed.  After this is completed, another round of optimization is typically required based 
on final ―constructible‖ site configurations. 

The Constructible Optimized network View is considered the final RF Design and is the 
design which is passed to the vendor for design certification. 

 

The next section of this document provides guidance on each of the design views and how they 
should be configured as a project and designed with the aid of the Atoll LTE simulation module. 

5.1.1 Baseline LTE Network View from LTE Proxy Design Projects 

When the input to the LTE design analysis is based on the LTE proxy designs, the following 
checks must take place to ensure that the work done in the LTE proxy design does not go to 
waste. 

 Only the approved design following an HQ RAN technical design review should be converted 
for LTE. This ensures that work done so far does not go to waste. 

 The feedback from HQ RAN from the proxy design technical review, LTE Design Kickoff 
review and/or Pre-Design session (Section 6) must be included in the project as part of next 
phase of the LTE designs.  

The next phase of the LTE design will make use of the converted proxy design project into an 
Atoll LTE module. The process for carrying out the conversion activity is as follows: 

The HQ RAN design team facilitates the conversion of the proxy design project to an Atoll LTE 
module and this forms the baseline project for the LTE design. As part of the conversion, all non-
standard and approved project content elements (non-approved antenna patterns, etc.) are 
deleted from the project and a default value used that will help the design engineers in identifying 
the transmitters whose properties needs to be reconfigured using the approved equipment 
properties that have been included as a standard configuration in all the converted LTE projects. 
The output of the conversion is entered in the Atoll master database where the engineer can then 
pull a copy for further design analysis. 
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It is the LTE Design engineer‘s responsibility to complete the configuration of the project to make 
sure that it is ready for LTE design analysis. The list of items to be further configured by the LTE 
Design engineer includes, but not limited, to the following: 

[   ]  Re-naming of sites, transmitters and cells using the AT&T approved naming convention 
outlined in ND-00067 

[   ]  Project updates using feedback from the HQ RAN Technical Review team 

[   ]  Importation and Assignment of tuned propagation models (700 MHz and AWS) to 
transmitters 

[   ]  Calculation and assignment of miscellaneous losses for every transmitter in the project 

[   ]  Assignment of appropriate feeder types to transmitters using the pre-configured feeder 
types 

[   ]  Assignment of TMAs from the approved TMA list using the TMA guidelines 

[   ]  Configuration of the appropriate main calculation radius and main resolution for all the 
transmitters using the guidelines 

[   ]  Configuration of the RH locations in the project using the guidelines for RH configuration 

[   ]  Importation and Configuration of traffic density map for LTE Analysis 

 

Once the steps above are completed and the project configuration completed, design 
analysis can then begin. The following flow-chart summarizes the steps that have been 
outlined above. 
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Figure 28 : Baseline LTE Designs from LTE Proxy Design Projects 

 

5.1.2 Baseline LTE Network View from Existing UMTS Projects 

In markets where LTE proxy designs where not done, existing UMTS project information has 
been used to establish the markets LTE project design template. The projects have been 
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converted as a one-time activity and stored in the Atoll Oracle master database. As part of the 
process in creating the LTE project template for the market, all existing 850 MHz UMTS 
transmitters have been converted as 700 MHz LTE transmitters and all existing 1900 MHz UMTS 
transmitters have been converted as 2100 MHz LTE transmitters. Note that this is only to 
facilitate the conversion work being carried out for LTE. The converted sites should only act as a 
portfolio for candidate site selection and not as a mandate to use all the converted sites for LTE. 
Site selection is governed by the LTE network performance alone. 

It is the LTE Design engineer‘s responsibility to obtain a copy of the project from the database to 
facilitate the LTE design activity.  

The LTE Design engineer should carry out the follow 

[   ]  Obtain a copy of the project from the master database and save it as an Atoll LTE *.atl 
document. 

[   ]  Filter or choose the appropriate sites, transmitters and cells that are applicable to the 
markets LTE design condition under consideration (for example, sites within the LTE 
design polygon, transmitters applicable to the frequency band under consideration, 
making sure that only one transmitter per face is selected, etc.) 

Once this is completed, the LTE Design engineer should proceed to the next steps outlined below 
to complete the configuration of the project in order to make sure that it is ready for LTE design 
analysis. The list of items to be further configured by the LTE Design engineer includes, but not 
limited, to the following: 

[   ]  Re-naming of sites, transmitters and cells using the AT&T approved naming convention 
outlined in ND-00067 

[   ]  Project updates using feedback from the HQ RAN Technical Review team 

[   ]  Importation and Assignment of tuned propagation models (700 MHz and AWS) to 
transmitters 

[   ]  Calculation and assignment of miscellaneous losses for every transmitter in the project 

[   ]  Assignment of appropriate feeder types to transmitters using the pre-configured feeder 
types 

[   ]  Assignment of TMAs from the approved TMA list using the TMA guidelines 

[   ]  Configuration of the appropriate main calculation radius and main resolution for all the 
transmitters using the guidelines 

[   ]  Configuration of the RH locations in the project using the guidelines for RH configuration 

[   ]  Importation and Configuration of traffic density map for LTE Analysis 

 

Once the steps above are completed and the project configuration completed, design 
analysis can then begin.  
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5.1.3 Baseline LTE Network View from Existing GSM Projects (no UMTS) 

There may be situations where a market did not go through and LTE proxy design exercise and 
does not have an existing UMTS network. In this case, HQ RAN will facilitate the creation of an 
LTE template using the existing GSM project information and archived in the database. As part of 
the LTE template creation, 850 MHz GSM transmitters will be converted to 700 MHz LTE 
transmitters and all existing 1900 MHz GSM transmitters will be converted as 2100 MHz LTE 
transmitters. Note that this is only to facilitate the conversion work being carried out for LTE. The 
converted sites should only act as a portfolio for candidate site selection and not as a mandate to 
use all the converted sites for LTE. Site selection is governed by the LTE network performance 
alone. 

It is the LTE Design engineer‘s responsibility to obtain a copy of the project from the database to 
facilitate the LTE design activity.  

The LTE Design engineer should carry out the follow 

[   ]  Obtain a copy of the project from the master database and save it as an Atoll LTE *.atl 
document. 

[   ]  Filter or choose the appropriate sites, transmitters and cells that are applicable to the 
markets LTE design condition under consideration (for example, sites within the LTE 
design polygon, transmitters applicable to the frequency band under consideration, 
making sure that only one transmitter per face is selected, etc.) 

Once this is completed, the LTE Design engineer should proceed to the next steps outlined below 
to complete the configuration of the project in order to make sure that it is ready for LTE design 
analysis. The list of items to be further configured by the LTE Design engineer includes, but not 
limited, to the following: 

[   ]  Re-naming of sites, transmitters and cells using the AT&T approved naming convention 
outlined in ND-00067 

[   ]  Project updates using feedback from the HQ RAN Technical Review team 

[   ]  Importation and Assignment of tuned propagation models (700 MHz and AWS) to 
transmitters 

[   ]  Calculation and assignment of miscellaneous losses for every transmitter in the project 

[   ]  Assignment of appropriate feeder types to transmitters using the pre-configured feeder 
types 

[   ]  Assignment of TMAs from the approved TMA list using the TMA guidelines 

[   ]  Configuration of the appropriate main calculation radius and main resolution for all the 
transmitters using the guidelines 

[   ]  Configuration of the RH locations in the project using the guidelines for RH configuration 

[   ]  Importation and Configuration of traffic density map for LTE Analysis 

 

Once the steps above are completed and the project configuration completed, design 
analysis can then begin.  
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5.2 Optimized LTE Network View Design Steps 
 

No matter what the source of the baseline project is, once it is properly configured to LTE, traffic 
maps imported into the project and all sanity checks completed, the LTE design analysis process 
can then be started towards the goal of the "best possible LTE RF design". This step must 
include considerable design freedom utilizing all eight ―degrees of freedom‖ listed in Section 1.3 
(Design Options).   The Optimized Network View is not the final design, but the best possible RF 
design to pass to C&E for attempt to build.  

 

5.3 Constructible Optimized Network View Design Steps 
Once all the feedback from C&E is received for every site in the LTE design polygon, it must be 
reviewed by the entire review team (to include but not limited to the LTE Design team, C&E,  
market RF management, HQ RAN) the final results of the review is then incorporated into the 
optimized design. This is followed by a re-optimization of the design using the results of the 
approved feedback from C&E as constraints. This then forms the constructible optimized design. 
 

The flow chart below summarizes the migration from one design view to the next. 
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Figure 29 : Going from an LTE Baseline Design to an LTE Optimized Design 
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The details on each section of the above flow chart are outlined in subsequent sections of this 
document. 

 

5.4 Monte Carlo Simulations and Settings 

The calculations performed during a Monte Carlo simulation include determining the serving cells 
for each mobile, performing fractional power control and power adjustment, calculating the uplink 
allocated bandwidth, calculating the SINR (radio conditions), determining the best available 
bearers for mobiles, calculating channel throughputs at mobile locations, scheduling and resource 
allocation to mobiles, and calculating the user throughputs depending on the resources allocated 
to them. MIMO systems are fully modeled in the calculations during Monte Carlo simulations. Due 
to all the advantages of Monte Carlo simulations using a traffic map compared to a fix load in the 
cells table and carrying out a static analysis, the guideline is that on Monte Carlo simulations are 
to be used for AT&T's LTE designs. 

Once the project configuration is completed, traffic density map imported and configured into the 
project and pathloss generated, Monte Carlo simulations can then be run. All the designs in Atoll 
will be evaluated based on Monte Carlo simulations only and the pre-defined prediction studies. 
All LTE designs using Atoll should be based on the following Monte Carlo simulations settings. 

 

Iterative simulation runs when looking at different design options: 

 Number of simulations:    5 
 Max DL Traffic Load:    100% 
 Max UL Traffic Load:    100% 
 Global Scaling Factor: This is market dependent and is derived following the 

process in the next section 

 Maximum number of Iterations:   100 
 DL Traffic Load Convergence Threshold:  5% 
 UL Traffic Load Convergence Threshold:  5% 
 UL Noise Rise Convergence Threshold:  1 dB 

 

Final simulation run leading to LTE design certification: 

 Number of simulations:    20 
 Max DL Traffic Load:    100% 
 Max UL Traffic Load:    100% 
 Global Scaling Factor: This is market dependent and is derived following the 

process in the next section 

 Maximum number of Iterations:   100 
 DL Traffic Load Convergence Threshold:  2% 
 UL Traffic Load Convergence Threshold:  2% 
 UL Noise Rise Convergence Threshold:  0.5 dB 
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Figure 30 : LTE Monte Carlo Simulation Settings (Representative Sample) 

 

5.5 Determining the Global Scaling Factor for LTE Designs 
 
Since the UMTS HS traffic density map is being used as the foundation for the LTE design 
analysis, a key step needed in the process is to determine the global scaling factor to be used in 
the design once the data is imported into the LTE project. The steps below explain how this is 
accomplished. 

Information Needed: 

o UMTS HS Data Forecast - That is, Traffic Map from UMTS Project (*.bil Export) 

o Downlink Cell Aggregate Throughput Commitment. For the purpose of the traffic 
scaling, the following values should be used. 

o Aggregate DL Cell Throughput:  

o 13.4 Mbps for 10 MHz BW 

o 6.7 Mbps for 5 MHz BW 

o Cell Edge throughput requirement of: 

o 1.0 Mbps for 10 MHz BW  

o 500 kbps for 5 MHz BW 

The key assumption here is to estimate the approximate number of users per cell based on 
the cell edge throughput requirement and aggregate cell downlink throughput. This works out 
to be as follows: 
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o Approximate number of users per cell   = 13.4 (for 10 MHz BW) 

o Approximate number of users per cell   = 13.4 (for 5 MHz BW) 

 

Having established the approximate number of users per cell, the traffic density map will then 
be looked at in relationship to how the LTE services are configured. In this case, FTP is being 
looked at. 

1. Import UMTS *.bil traffic density map into LTE as LTE Traffic map 

2. Set the traffic properties by assigning 100% of the imported traffic density map to 
the  FTP Service configured in the LTE project (for Data Only Design) 

3. Apply indoor/outdoor distribution - that is 75% and 100% depending on clutter 
type (see Section 4.9) 

4. Make sure only the baseline transmitters in the LTE project are active. 

5. Run 1 baseline Monte Carlo simulation (Number of Simulations = 1) to obtain the 
number of LTE users linked to the FTP service (Request only – not the served 
users). The single simulation is used here for the calibration of the traffic map 
only  

6. Obtain number of active cells in the network from the same results of the single 
Monte Carlo simulation. Make sure that during this step, either NO focus zone 
exists in the project or the focus zone is set identically to the computation zone 
(LTE design polygon). This is to ensure that the cells under consideration are the 
active cells in the entire design area. 

7. Calculate Average Number of LTE users Per Cell  = [Total LTE Users 
(Request)]/[Number of active cells] 

8. Scaling Factor = [13.4]/ [Average Number of LTE users Per Cell] 

This market specific scaling factor forms the basis for all the LTE designs (and subsequent 
simulations) for that market associated with the particular UMTS *.bil file. 

IMPORTANT: This scaling factor shall be considered the ―Maximum Load‖ point for design 
efforts.  That is, if the ―Scaling Factor‖ from step 8 above is Y, then the Global Scaling Factor 
(GSF) used in simulations would be set to Y for any simulation runs requiring the "Maximum 
load". Note that depending on the UMTS HS traffic volume, Y can result in either a scaling up 
or a scaling down of the source data to getting the average of 13.4 users per cell in the LTE 
design polygon. Due to the profile of the UMTS HS data, some cells may show higher than 
the 13.4 users while others may show lower than 13.4 users as the input demand. However, 
the average across the design polygon will be about 13.4. 

 

Note: Scaling factor and supporting material used in its calculation must be reviewed by the 
HQ RAN Design Review team and approved as part of the Pre-Design check (Section 6) 
before it is used for design optimization of the LTE designs. 

 

5.6 Predefined Prediction Studies Settings 
 
As part of the LTE designs various prediction studies are required to facilitate the review of the 
designs and to judge the quality of the network designs. All the predictions studies that are 
specified as part of the design KPIs have been pre-configured for use in the projects. The pre-
configured prediction studies ensure that all studies are generated consistently across all LTE 
projects. 
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The pre-configured prediction studies are as shown below and is made up of the baseline set of 
prediction studies as well as the optimized view of the design which should be used once the 
design options have been utilized to bring out the best LTE network configuration. 

 
Figure 31 : Pre-defined LTE Network Prediction Studies (Representative Sample) 

The prediction studies configuration file (LTE_Predictions.cfg) is located at F:\GlobalData\LTE 
Parameters. 

 

All the statistics for the prediction studies and Monte Carlo results that lead towards the design 
review and cluster certificates should be carried out on a cluster by cluster basis or on a super 
cluster basis. For clarity, the following definitions and process should be used to establish the 
cluster and super clusters to be used during the design process. 
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5.7 Clusters, Super Clusters, Computation and Focus Zone Definitions 

This section of the document gives the definitions of some key polygons that will be used during 
the course of the LTE designs. 

5.7.1 Clusters 

Per Attachment H, an E-UTRAN Cluster is defined as all Products, including but not limited to 
Cell Sites and E-UTRAN Network Elements within a geographic zone defined by the contiguous 
coverage area of a group of adjacent cell sites including the greater of ten (10) cell sites or thirty 
(30) sectors without exceeding thirty (30) cell sites or ninety (90) sectors as defined by AT&T.  

For the purpose of the LTE design and to establish the cluster boundaries at the start of the 
design, using the baseline network design, an average of a group of twenty (20) adjacent cell 
sites within a geographic area providing contiguous coverage is used. Note the following: 

 The defined cluster should not be changed for the life of the design. Once the clusters 
are established, AT&T shall have the right to add additional sites within the cluster or 
remove sites as part of the design optimization towards achieving the end goal of an 
efficient LTE network design. 

 The sum of the areas of the individual clusters within an LTE polygon must equal that of 
the LTE polygon. No overlap is allowed between clusters. 

 For LTE polygons with less than a group of 20 adjacent cells sites in a geographic area, 
the cluster is made up of all the cells sites in the LTE polygon. This is defined as a small 
cluster.  

 The Pre-launch KPI GNG Drive process will use the cluster definitions as used in the 
design process.  That is, Drive clusters are identical to design clusters. 

Locking down the polygon to the average group of twenty (20) adjacent cell sites within a 
geographic area ensures that as sites are added or removed in the cluster, we stay within the 
original definition of a cluster as outlined in Attachment H. 

5.7.2 Cluster Boundaries 

Cluster boundaries must be defined and developed in ATOLL for any LTE polygon with more than 
one cluster.  The general rules for cluster boundaries are: 

 Cluster boundaries along the outer edge of the LTE polygon should follow the approved 
LTE polygon boundary. 

 Where two (or more) clusters abut to one another within the same LTE polygon, the 
cluster boundary along the cluster edges should follow the best server profile of the cells 
within each cluster. 

Cluster boundaries should be saved as *.agd files in ATOLL and given file names to clearly 
identify the market and cluster. 

5.7.3 Super Cluster 

A ―Super Cluster‖ is defined as a contiguous LTE service area covered by 2 to 4 contiguous 
clusters. For the LTE designs, the classification of a ―Super Cluster‖ is based on the size of the 
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market and the number of baseline sites in the LTE polygon. Note that even when super clusters 
are utilized, the individual clusters must still be defined. 

 

The table below summarizes how statistics should be computed and cluster certificates 
generated based on market size.  

 

 
All clusters and super clusters must be jointly created by the LTE RF Design team and the AT&T 
market and approved by the HQ RAN Design Review team before they are used for statistics 
generation. 

5.7.4 Computation Zone 

The computation zone is used to define the area where Atoll carries out calculations. When you 
create a computation zone, Atoll carries out the calculation for all transmitters that are active, 
filtered and whose propagation zone intersects a rectangle containing the computation zone. 
Therefore, it takes into consideration transmitters that are both inside and outside the 
computation zone if they have an influence within the computation zone. Additionally, the 
computation zone defines the area within which the coverage prediction results will be displayed. 

For all the initial LTE designs, the LTE design polygon (see section 2.7) should be set as the 
computation zone.  

5.7.5 Focus Zone 

The focus zone is used to define an area in Atoll on which statistics can be extracted and on 
which reports are made. It is important not to confuse the computation zone (defined in section 
5.7.4) with the focus. The focus zone only defines the area taken into consideration when 
generating reports and results. Atoll bases the statistics on the area covered by the focus zone. 

o If no focus zone is defined, Atoll will use the computation 
o By using a focus zone you can select the areas of coverage predictions or other 

calculations on which you want to generate reports and results. 

For all the LTE designs, when statistics and reports are being generated, focus zones used will 
be based on the cluster and super cluster boundary criteria outlined in sections 5.7.1, 5.7.2 and 
5.7.3 above. The sum of the individual focus zones must equal the computation zone. 
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6. LTE Design Evaluation Process 

 
The goals of the LTE design specifically calls for the LTE designs to achieve the following: 

o Provide outstanding service to the customer 
o Maximize the efficiency of deployed network resources 
o Provide an efficient inter-technology overlay LTE network 

 

These goals can only be achieved when particular attention is paid in every aspect of the LTE 
design by the LTE Design engineer. To this end, the design evaluation process has been divided 
into four categories namely: LTE polygon, site, cluster and network performance evaluations. 
 
The following reviews and checks are mandatory and must be scheduled with the HQ RAN 
Design reviewer responsible for the specific LTE design market: 
 

Milestone Review and Prerequisites: 

LTE Design Kickoff 
and Polygon 
Evaluation 

Purpose:  
 Review the initial baseline ATOLL file (baseline simulations not 

required at this point) as ready for RF design team to start design 
work.   

 Review LTE Design Polygon 
 Establish LTE Design Project Plan (including timelines for 

deliverables) 
 
Prerequisites:  
a) LTE ATOLL file conversion complete 
b) HS Traffic file built and exported 
 

LTE Pre-Design 
Review 

Purpose:  

 To establish the correct foundation for the LTE designs 
 
Prerequisites:  
a) Scaling Factor Review 
b) Cluster and Super-Cluster Definitions  
 

LTE Optimized 
Design Review 

Purpose:  

 Review the output of the LTE optimized design 
 
Prerequisites:  

 LTE Design Optimized completed, Design KPIs generated and all 
optimized design output ready. 

LTE Constructible 
Optimized Design 
Review 

Purpose: 

 Review the output of the Constructible Optimized Design 
  
Prerequisites: 

 All C&E feedback incorporated into design 
 Design optimization after C&E feedback completed 
 All constructible optimized design output ready 
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6.1.1 LTE Polygon Evaluation 

The LTE polygon is to be used to drive most of the decisions as to where LTE service is desired. 
As a result, it is extremely important that the polygon is carefully reviewed to make sure that no 
"smart" border issues exist. The following includes but not limited to the items that should be 
taken into consideration when reviewing the LTE polygon: 
 
 LTE polygon boundaries relative to AT&T key customer account locations 
 LTE polygon boundaries relative to convention centers 
 LTE polygon boundaries relative to shopping malls 
 LTE polygon boundaries relative to University campuses 
 LTE polygon boundaries relative to major Airports 
 LTE polygon boundaries relative to major sporting venues 
 LTE polygon boundaries relative to major high traffic road intersections 
 LTE polygon boundaries relative to existing extremely high carried data volume sites on the 

UMTS network 
 LTE polygon boundaries relative to downtown urban areas 
 
The use of Google Earth and feedback from the local market (market knowledge) can greatly 
facilitate the review process. All issues identified must be brought to the attention of the HQ RAN 
design review team within the first five (5) business days of the start of the LTE design for each 
market. The issues with the polygons will then be routed to the FNP team for resolution. 
 
Evaluation Milestone: Reviewed at Kickoff and Polygon Evaluation Meeting 

6.1.2 Individual Site Performance Evaluation 

This stage of the evaluation looks at each site in the design with the aim of achieving the 
following: 
 
 Verification of location of site relative to its intended service area (traffic centers). Having a 

site as close as possible to the users and demand center will yield the following benefits: 
o maximizes resource efficiency by having all the transmitters/cells of the site uniformly 

distributed to carry the load of the intended service area  
o users will be using the network resources in a more efficient manner 
o since the users are closer to the site, in-building users will experience a much better in-

building service due to the improved pathloss between the eNode-B and the users 
o Reduction of dominance issues (number of servers) in the demand areas as a result of 

the presence of a dominant server in the area. 
o Less interference in the area where the users are thereby resulting in good signal quality 

(RSRQ) and SINR 
 

 Verification of antenna selection (antenna type, vertical and horizontal beamwidth, gain, etc.) 
choices on a transmitter by transmitter bases 

 Verification of azimuths of the transmitters relative to the intended service area 
 Verification of the coverage footprint of every transmitter on the site 
 Verification of the radiation center (antenna height) 
 Hardware configuration (feeders, RH location, TMA choice, etc.) 
 Number of configured transmitters on the site 
 Azimuth separation between transmitters of the same site 
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Evaluation Milestone: Reviewed at Optimized Design Review and Constructible Optimized 
Design Reviews. 

 
The following subsections emphasize and provide further guidance on some of the evaluation 
items not covered elsewhere in this document. 

6.1.2.1 Azimuth Separation between Transmitters (Sectors) 

 
A minimum Azimuth separation/Isolation between transmitting antennas on the site must be 
maintained. The minimum separation between the sectors of adjacent transmitters of the same 
site should be calculated as follows (based on an interlocking grid 3 sector configuration on a 
site covering 360o: 

 
[360

o
 /(Number of Sectors)] +/- [30/(Number of Sectors)]

o
 

 
The table below summarizes the separation between sectors and its relationship to the number 
of sectors on the site: 

 

 
 

Initially, most of the sites in the LTE network will be configured for three sectors (transmitters). 
In this case, the general rule for the separation between sectors is governed by: 
 
Separation between Sectors (Transmitters) = 120

o
 +/- 10

o
 

 
All designs will be reviewed to make sure that this rule is closely followed. 

 

6.1.2.2 Antenna Selection Rules and Maintaining Separation Between Sectors 

Selecting the correct antenna and maintaining the separation between sectors while making 
sure coverage/capacity is not compromised goes hand-in-hand. The following equation has 
been used to establish the separation between sectors based on the horizontal beamwidth of 
antennas on two sectors. 
 
Derived Separation = Max (θsector1, θsector2) + 0.5* (θsector1+ θsector2)  (degrees) 
 
Where θ is the horizontal beamwidth of the antenna 
 
For a 3-sectored interlocking grid design, taking into consideration the choices of antennas in 
the AT&T approved antenna, proper antenna selection can be carried out.  The table that 
follows gives the guidance on antenna selection so as to meet the spacing requirements 120o 
+/- 10o. The following diagram illustrates the relationship between antenna horizontal 
beamwidth and azimuth separation between sectors of a typical site separated by 120o.  
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Figure 32 : Depiction of Antenna HBW with for Three Sectors with 65 degrees with Required 

Azimuth Sector Separation 

 
Sometime due to coverage or capacity concern, two antennas (azimuth separation) may be 
close to each other. This results in an excessive overlap between some of the sectors on the 
site as well as capacity and coverage loss in the network. The diagram below illustrates this 
undesired configuration - excessive separation between some of the sector on the site and not 
enough separation on between the other sectors. 
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Figure 33 : Depiction of Antenna HBW with for Three Sectors with 65 degrees with Undesired 

Azimuth Sector Separation 

 
 
The tables below show two examples (for 3-sectored and 4-sectored sites) of the derived 
azimuth separation between any two sectors of a site. Note that the tables are based on the 
precise HBW values of the antennas at the different supported frequencies. Only the HBW of 
the antennas in the current approved antenna list is considered here.  
 
Derived Separation for a 3-Sectored Site with 120

o
 +/- 10

o
  

 

 
Figure 34 : Choices of Antenna Horizontal Beamwidth and Impact to Minimum Separation on 3-

Sectored Sites  
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Derived Separation for a 4-Sector Site with 90
o
 +/- 8

o
  

 

 
Figure 35 : Choices of Antenna Horizontal Beamwidth and Impact to Minimum Separation on 4-

Sectored Sites  

From the above tables, it can be seen that to maintain the required separation and also control 
the amount of overlap between sectors, the following guidelines should be used in choosing the 
antennas (HBW) for use on any site. 
 
Antenna HBW Choice ≈ 0.5 x Required Separation between Sectors 
 
From the above analysis, it is clear that only antennas with a horizontal beamwidth of 69o or less 
from the approved antenna list should be used in most cases for the LTE designs with a standard 
3-sector site configuration. For a 4-sectored interlocking grid design, the best and only antenna 
that can currently be used (based on what is available on the approved antenna list) is one with a 
maximum of 52o of horizontal beamwidth. 
 
 As a result, the use of any antenna with a HBW equal to or greater than 70o for a 3-sectored site 
must be pre-approved by the HQ RAN Design Review team prior to its use on the site for any 
LTE design activity. 

 
Five (5) and (6) sectored sites will require much narrower horizontal beamwidth antennas that are 
not currently available on the approved antenna list. The use of the currently available wide 
horizontal beamwidth antennas on the approved antenna list is not allowed for the LTE designs 
due to the performance degradation that will be caused as a result of larger sector overlaps. The 
diagram below illustrates the need for a narrower HBW antenna when higher order sectors are 
considered in the design. 
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Figure 36 : Illustration of 6-Sectored Site with narrower HBW Antennas 

 
When the narrower horizontal beamwidth antennas are made available, guidance on their use for 
higher order sectors will be made available.  

6.1.2.3 Downtilt Evaluation 

 
Downtilt should be used to reduce inter-cell interference and help in confining the signal of each 
transmitter to its own intended service area. It is therefore important to carry out a verification of 
the tilts on all the transmitters while also taking into consideration the vertical beamwidth of the 
antenna used on the transmitter. 
 
The image below depicts how the tilt on a transmitter should be selected with the intended 
service area of the site taken into consideration. 
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Figure 37 : Depiction of tilt against the intended service area of the site.  

 
The tilt on the site should be selected in such a way that the upper 3 dB point of the main lobe 
across the plane of the coverage falls over the maximum intended service area of the site. On an 
even plane, the tilt value that will achieve this criterion is half of the vertical beamwidth of the 
antenna. Without sufficient tilt on the transmitter's antenna, it is very likely that the coverage of 
the site will not be contained. As a result, it is extremely important that all the tilts of all the 
transmitters be reviewed to make sure that coverage is contained within the expected service 
area of the sites. Further guidance on tilts is as follows: 
 
 Electrical downtilt should be used as it produces a relatively even coverage in the azimuth 

plane.  
 If the design calls for the maximum electrical tilt capability of the antenna to be used, then a 

mechanical tilt should be applied to the transmitter so as to always allow 2o of electrical tilt for 
use if needed during Go/No-Go optimization or BAU.  

 When using both mechanical and electrical tilt care should be taken not exceed 2 degrees of 
mechanical without considering blooming (backlobe gain increasing).  

 All transmitters with total downtilt 12o (700 MHz) and 6o (AWS) must be flagged and further 
evaluation carried out on the following:  

o Carried load/capacity analysis 
o Inter-site distance with neighbors (cluster evaluation step) 
o Effective radiation center  of site 
o Antenna choice with particular attention to vertical beamwidth 

 
Evaluation Milestone: Reviewed at Optimized Design Review and Constructible Optimized 
Design Reviews. 

 

6.1.3 Individual Cluster Performance Evaluation 

This step of the evaluation will make sure that the site to site performance in the cluster is 
evaluated for an optimum LTE network configuration and performance across the entire cluster 
where LTE demand exists. The following should be evaluated: 
 
Evaluation Milestone: Reviewed at Optimized Design Review and Constructible Optimized 
Design Reviews. 
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 Evaluation of inter-site distance between the sites in the cluster to make sure that in a 

cluster of uniform demand, the sites are uniformly configured to form an even interlocking 
grid. Review dominance, RSRQ, SINR as shown in Figures 34, 35, and 36. 

 Evaluation of the overall location and number of sites in the cluster with respect to the 
traffic density map to give an indication on the quality of the design. 

 Radiation center evaluation (site height) to make sure that in a cluster with similar 
properties (demand, morphology, etc.), the difference between the radiation centers of 
the sites is as small as possible. 

 Coverage containment evaluation to make sure that the coverage from one transmitter 
should not be stronger than -110 dBm beyond the first tier of the neighboring sites. 

 Evaluation of the main lobe of antennas from one site should be pointing to the null of the 
neighboring sites. The mean beam of one antenna should not be pointing to the main 
beam of a different site. If this criterion is not met and the LTE performance in the area is 
degraded as a result, the cluster‘s design will be void. The ideal configuration is as 
depicted on the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 38 : Depiction of Interlocking Grid Configuration 

 Carried load balancing evaluation to make sure that the optimized transmitters in the 
cluster should result in a fairly uniform carried load (resource block utilization, etc.) on the 
sites. Load balancing used here refers specifically to the cell eNode-B level only and not 
core entities such as the MME, etc. The goal of load balancing is to spread user traffic 
across system radio resources in order to provide quality end-user experience and 
performance. Massively uneven carried load on the cells would point to a sub-optimal 
design and corrective measures with design optimization must therefore be carried out. 

 Evaluation of the LTE design KPIs is carried out at this stage of the process (see section 
1.2 for the LTE design KPIs). 

 
Evaluation Milestone: Reviewed at Optimized Design Review and Constructible Optimized 
Design Reviews 

 
The figures below illustrate some of the issues with dominance and signal quality when an 
inefficient network configuration exists. 
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Figure 39 : Demonstration of Dominance Issues in the Network with Uneven Site Placement 

 
 

 
 

Figure 40 : Demonstration of Signal Quality (RSRQ) in the Network with Uneven Site Placement 

 

 
 

Figure 41 : Demonstration of SINR in the Network with Uneven Site Placement 
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6.1.4 Network Performance Evaluation 

This step of the process basically looks at the inter-cluster performance to make sure that there is 
no performance discontinuity as one goes from cluster to cluster. Additional network-wide deign 
KPIs are also provided here and are further evaluated against the individual cluster performance. 
The inter-cluster performance should not be less than those of the individual clusters. 
 
Evaluation Milestone: Reviewed at Optimized Design Review and Constructible Optimized 
Design Reviews 

6.1.5 Inter-technology Network Evaluation 

While most of the evaluation steps have focused on the LTE network it is important for the LTE 
design engineer to evaluate the output of the various LTE network design views against those of 
the existing technology (GSM and UMTS) networks in order to provide an efficient inter-
technology overlay LTE network. 
 
In "Attachment H", provisions are made on how the comparison is going to be carried out during 
the GNG KPI drives. At the LTE design phase, the following process should be used in carrying 
out the evaluation between the LTE network design views with the existing UMTS or GSM 
network for review. The idea here is to have the relevant material that can be used during the 
design evaluation to ensure that consistent LTE end-user performance will exist when the LTE 
network is deployed without unnecessary transitions between technologies. Hence, the 
deliverable from this section will be used in conjunction with the other LTE design KPIs to 
establish the overall quality of the design. 
 
The steps outlined in this process will help towards: 
 

a. The bin-by-bin comparison of two signal level grid files from Atoll 
b. The generation of a delta grid file that shows the bin-by-bin difference (in dB) between 

the two grid files 
 
Note: 
The process is only to be used at the different LTE design phases prior to live network data 
becoming available. Additionally, the process does not account for link budget differences or 
technology differences. 
 
In order to use the process, the following input data and tools are required: 
 
Project Data: 

1. LTE Design View Project Grid Files (Created by LTE Design Engineer). One grid file is 
needed for each LTE design view: - Baseline, optimized and constructible optimized 
views. 

2. UMTS and GSM Grid Files (Supplied by the market) using the existing UMTS and GSM 
on-air sites only and network configuration. 

 
Tools Needed: 

1. Atoll Best Signal Export Add-in: Used to generate the grid files 
2. MapInfo with Vertical Mapper Installed: Used to process the grid files and generate a 

delta grid 
 

With the Atoll project file configured so that only the transmitters relating to the specific scenario 
(LTE Network View, UMTS on-Air or GSM on-Air), the steps below should be followed: 

a) Open the Atoll project file of interest 
b) Import the LTE polygon as the reference focus zone for grid file export 
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c) Import the LTE polygon as a filter zone in the Atoll projects 
d) Activate the on-air sites and deactivates any other site (UMTS and GSM grids only) 
e) Click the "Best Signal Export" icon in the Toolbar in Atoll to open the Best Signal Export 

add-in dialog 
f) Set "Attributes" to "None" except when you are working with a filtered transmitters set 
g) Configure the "Best Signal Export" as follows: 

- Activate ―Calculate Invalid Pathloss Matrices‖ 
- Min Reception (dBm) : -98 dBm (or as desired) 
- Max Number of Servers/bin : 1 
- Set Max Signal Difference (dB) : 1 
- Grid Resolution (m): 90 (or as desired) 
- Output format: Vertical Mapper Files (*.grc *.grd) 

 
This configuration is as depicted on the Atoll configuration screen illustrated below. 
 

 
 

Figure 42 : Atoll Best Signal Export Configuration Screen 

 
h) Click on "OK" 
i) Select a destination folder, file name and click on "Save". 

 
This process should be repeated when a grid file is being created for any of the LTE Network 
design views. The following naming convention should be appended to each of the exported grid 
files to ease the review process: 
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o GSM On-Air Grid File:    GSM_Export 
o UMTS On-Air Grid File:    UMTS_Export 
o LTE Baseline Network View:   LTE Baseline_Export 
o LTE Optimized Network View:   LTE Optimized_Export 
o LTE Constructible Optimized Network View: LTE Const_Opt_Export 

 
 
Out of the files exported from Atoll, only the following set of files are needed for the import into 
MapInfo/Vertical Mapper for the comparative analysis. 
 

o xxx-signals-0.grd 
o xxx-signals-0.tab 

 
As an example, if comparison is being carried out between a UMTS network configuration and an 
LTE network configuration, two set of files should be available for comparison (example shown 
below). 
 

 
 

Figure 43 : Sample of Grid Files for Use in Comparative Analysis (Representative Sample)   

 
The following steps should then be used to compare the grid files. 

 
1. Launch MapInfo/Vertical Mapper  
2. Browse to the folder with the grid files and select all the *.tab files for import into Vertical 

Mapper  
– The two grid layers should open and be visible on the screen 

3. Open the Vertical Mapper Grid Manager (Vertical Mapper -> Show Grid Manager) 
– The two grid files should be shown in the grid manager and should be enabled 

(checked) 
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Figure 44 : Launching the Vertical Mapper Grid Calculator 

 
 

4. Select  ―Analysis‖ then ―Calculator‖ 
 

 
Figure 45 : Using the Vertical Mapper Grid Calculator for Delta Analysis 

 
5. Within the ―calculator‖ double-click on the first grid 
6. Select ―-‖, that is (minus) 
7. Double-click on the second grid (Expression should now read something like: Grid12– 

Grid1). That is UMTS – GSM. 
8. Select ―OK‖ and confirm the save by clicking ―OK‖ again 

– The results (delta) grid is then calculated and the third grid appears in the 
Vertical Mapper grid manager 

– This is the bin-by-bin delta between the two layers 
9. Use the grid query to show areas where the delta is greater than a pre-defined threshold 
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10. Select the results grid and click on the ―Info‖ button within the grid manager to generate 
histograms of the delta 

– Legends to the delta plot can be generated using the ―Colour‖ key  
 

 
Figure 46 : Sample Grid Delta Histogram (Representative Sample) 

 
The complete process is as illustrated using the pictorial flow below: 
 

 
 

Figure 47 : Comparative Grid Analysis Pictorial Process Flow 

 
The result of the delta analysis is then generated and new grid file appears in the Vertical Mapper 
grid manager. The next step is to carry out a grid query on the resultant grid to show areas where 
LTE coverage is 3dB weaker than that for UMTS. Note that if UMTS coverage is weaker than -98 
dBm or UMTS does not exist in the area, a GSM grid file applies. 
 
The pictorial flow below shows the example of the comparison with UMTS. 
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Figure 48 : LTE vs. UMTS Coverage Comparison with Areas where LTE is 3 dB Weaker than 

UMTS shown in Red 

These comparative views should be evaluated in every phase of the LTE network design. This 
will give the first indication of the interaction between LTE and the other existing deployed 
technologies. 
 
Evaluation Milestone: Baseline, Optimized and Constructible Optimized Design Review 

6.1.6 LTE Design Exit Criteria 

The LTE design exit criteria are met once all the design evaluation steps are successfully 
completed on the Constructible Optimized Network Design. 
 
Evaluation Milestone: Constructible Optimized Design Review 
 
A summary of the steps outlined above is as depicted in the following high level flow-chart. 
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Figure 49 : LTE Design Evaluation Process 

 

To aid the design process and to facilitate the evaluation processes outlined, the Arieso LTE ACP 
tool should be used. The detail process on the use of the Arieso ACP for LTE design optimization 
is covered in the LTE ACP process document. 

Once an LTE RF network design is successfully completed and approved, some of the required 
outputs such as the neighbor relationship files and physical cell ID plan required for the network 
configuration should then be generated. The process for use in generating the neighbor plan and 
the physical cell ID is covered in the "e-UTRAN Neighbor List and Physical Cell ID Planning" 
section of this document. 
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7. E-UTRAN Neighbor List and Physical Cell ID Planning 

The scope of the first release on SON (Release 8) includes two key 3GPP functions namely: 

1. Automatic Neighbor Relation (ANR) 
2. Automatic Physical Cell ID (PCI) Assignment 

However, it is important to provide an initial set of neighbor relations and PCI plan to the system 
following a successful LTE RF network planning exercise before some of the benefits on ANR 
kicks in. This section of the guidelines focuses on the standard process to be used for the initial 
E-UTRAN neighbor list and physical cell ID planning from Atoll. 

 

7.1 Neighbor List Planning 
 
The automatic neighbor allocation algorithm in Atoll should be used in creating the initial neighbor 
relationships for LTE. The process below should be used. 
 

 Right Click on Transmitters -> Cells -> Neighbors -> Automatic Allocation 
 

 
 

Figure 50 : Using Atoll's Automatic Allocation Module of Neighbors Relations Planning 

 
Use the settings shown below to set up the automatic allocation of the neighbors for the initial 
network configuration. Using the settings as shown below will result in: 
 

o The best initial network plan after which SON features will kick in for neighbor additions 
and removals. 

The coverage conditions should be set as follows: 
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Figure 51 : Setting the Coverage Conditions for Neighbor Relations Planning 

 
Resolution: 90m 
Min RSRP: Checked 
Min RSRP value: -120 dBm.  

Value based on worst case scenario from link budget (cell edge RSRP 
values for a rural  

RSRP Margin: 10 dB 
Shadowing: Unchecked 
Indoor Coverage: Unchecked to ensure worst case scenario 
 

 
 

Figure 52 : Setting the Automatic Neighbor Allocation Algorithm in Atoll 

 
The remainder of the configuration should be set as follows: 
 
Max Inter-site Distance:  15 miles 
Max No. of Neighbors:  32 
% Min Coverage Area:  1%  
Force co-site cells as neighbors: Checked 
Force adjacent cells as neighbors: Checked 
Force symmetry:   Checked 
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Delete existing neighbors: Checked (since this is the initial neighbor list, it must be 
checked to ensure the database is cleaned of neighbors 
prior to the automatic allocation. 

 
Once the setup is completed click on ―Calculate‖ to start the automatic neighbor allocation 
process. This will generate the LTE neighbor relations as shown below in the results view. 
 

 
 

Figure 53 : Sample View of Generated Neighbor Relations in Atoll 

 
Click on ―Commit‖ to save the generated Neighbor Relations into the Atoll project file. 

 
The neighbor relations can be audited by using the Atoll audit tool. This is accessed as depicted 
below. 
 

 
 

Figure 54 : Accessing the Neighbor Relations Audit Tool in Atoll 
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Set the Neighbor audit as shown below and select ―Run‖. The idea about the audit is to identify 
issues associated with the neighbors so that correct measures could be taken. 
 

 
 

Figure 55 : Neighbor Relations Audit Tool Settings in Atoll 

 
 
Clicking ―Close‖ in the Atoll Event Viewer will display the results of the audit (example shown 
below. 
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Figure 56 : Sample View of Neighbor relations Audit results 

 
 
Once all issues have been addressed, the neighbors can then be exported from the 
neighbors table for system configuration. This is done by opening the neighbors table and 
exporting the neighbor relations. 
 

 
 

Figure 57 : Accessing E-UTRAN the Neighbor Relations Table 

 
With the Intra-technology neighbors table open, either click on the table and select export 
or directly select all, copy and paste the neighbor relations into Excel to feed the neighbor 
relations configuration. 
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Figure 58 : Sample View of E-UTRAN Neighbor relations in the Neighbor’s Table 

This process completes the neighbor relations planning in Atoll. The next step is to carry out the 
physical cell identity planning. 

 

7.2 Physical Cell Identity (PCI) Planning 

This section provides a method to be used for the planning the LTE Physical Cell ID in Atoll. It is 
important to note that the Physical Cell IDs are to be planned only after the network is design-
optimized using the radio network planning tool with RF dominance established and the design 
exit criteria met. 

By using Atoll for the PCI planning, it takes the propagation environment into consideration to 
reduce the possibility of Physical Cell ID conflicts which is usually the case when physical cell IDs 
are planned without consideration for the propagation environment. The process to be used here 
accomplishes the following: 

o Prevents cells with the same Physical Cell ID from overlapping 

o Takes into consideration the neighbor cell relationships in the assignment of Physical Cell 
IDs 

o Provides a method for reserving codes for use with new LTE sites in the network to avoid 
a total re-plan of the Physical Cell ID 

7.2.1 Overview of Physical Cell IDs 

The function of Physical Cell IDs in LTE is similar to that of scrambling codes in UMTS. The 
Physical Cell ID is unique with the area served by any transmitter. When conflicts (duplicates) in 
Physical Cell IDs occur within the serving area of the cells, performance issues will occur that will 
have a massive impact not only to how network resources are utilized but also lead to a 
degradation of the end user experience of the LTE network. The following is a brief highlight on 
Physical Cell IDs. 
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o The cell identity is a global cell ID that is used to identify the cell from an OAM 
perspective.  

o The physical cell identity has a range of 0 to 503 (total of 504 PCIs) and it is used to 
scramble the data to help the UE separate information from the different cells.  

o The Physical Cell ID determines the primary and secondary sync signal sequence.  

o Primary Synchronization Signal ID (PSS ID) is in the range from 0 to 2  

o Secondary Synchronization Signal ID (SSS ID) is in the range from 0 to 167. This is what 
constitutes the physical layer cell identity groups. 

o Physical Cell ID = PSS ID + 3*SSS ID 

The complete Physical Cell ID table and their relationship to PSS ID and SSS ID are as shown at 
the end of the physical cell ID planning section of this document. 

The goal of the Physical Cell ID planning process outlined here is to automatically assign both the 
PSS ID and SSS ID to cells in the network and automatically compute their corresponding 
Physical Cell IDs without causing potential conflicts in the serving areas of the cells. 

7.2.2 Prerequisites for the Physical Cell ID Planning 

The following prerequisites must be met before any physical cell ID planning is initiated 
o All the sites, transmitters and cells to be considered for planning must have been properly 

configured in the Atoll LTE project 
o The correct vendor specific parameters must have been used for all the configuration 
o Design-optimization must have been carried out in the project and the project reviewed 

and approved by OEM vendor and HQ 
o The project must reflect that configuration that has been approved for implementation in 

the field 

7.2.3 Creating Neighbor Relationships for Physical Cell ID Planning 

The automatic neighbor allocation algorithm in Atoll should be used in creating the neighbor 
relationships for use in the physical cell ID planning. 
 

 Right Click on Transmitters -> Cells -> Neighbors -> Automatic Allocation 
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Figure 59 : Using Atoll's Automatic Allocation Module of Neighbors Planning 

 
Use the settings shown below to set up the automatic allocation of the neighbors. Using the 
settings as shown below will result in: 

o The capture of all the possible LTE neighbors in the network 
o Avoiding conflicts in Physical Cell ID allocation when the neighbor relationships is used 

for Physical Cell ID planning   
o The neighbor list created here is only for Physical Cell ID generation and is not to be 

used as the neighbor list for the deployed LTE system.  Here, the neighbor list needs to 
be artificially large to generate the best Physical Cell ID plan. Neighbor list will be 
managed by SON.  
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Figure 60 : Neighbor List Generation for the Purpose of Physical Cell ID Planning 

 
 
After completing the setup, the automatic neighbor allocation algorithm should be run 
(―Calculate‖) and the results committed to the LTE project. 
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Figure 61 : Setting up the Automatic Neighbors Allocation for Use with Physical Cell IDs 

Planning 

 
 
Clicking on ―Calculate‖ will initiate the automatic neighbor allocation computation 
 
After completing the setup, the automatic neighbor allocation algorithm should be run and the 
results committed to the LTE project for the purpose of Physical Cell ID planning only. 
 

 
 

Figure 62 : Neighbors Planning Progress Status in Atoll 

 
 
When the run is complete, the close button becomes enabled. Click on the close button to view 
the generated neighbor list. 
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Figure 63 : Sample Results of Generated Neighbors in Atoll 

 
Click on ―Commit‖ to save the automatically generated neighbor list to the project and ―Close‖ the 
automatic allocation window. At this point, the generated neighbor relationships can be used for 
the physical cell ID planning. 
 
With the neighbor relationships in the system established, the automatic physical cell ID 
allocation algorithm in Atoll can now be used for proper Physical Cell ID planning.  
 

o The pre-requisite for using the algorithm is that  the neighbor list relationships have been 
established and committed (saved) into the project 

o Start the algorithm by right-clicking on Transmitters -> Cells -> Physical Cell IDs -> 
Automatic Allocation  

 

 
 

Figure 64 : Using Atoll's Automatic Allocation Module of Physical Cell IDs 

 
 
Launching the ―Automatic Allocation‖ will bring up the configuration screen for the generation of 
the physical cell ID as shown below. 
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Figure 65 :  Physical Cell ID Planning Setup 

 
 
Use the settings below to set up the automatic allocation of the physical cell IDs. By using these 
settings and the pre-established neighbor relationships, all physical cell ID conflicts are avoided. 
 
Existing Neighbors - Enabled: 
This enables the use of the neighbors saved in the project for the physical cell ID planning. 
 
Min Reuse Distance - Enabled: 
The minimum distance acts as an additional check to make sure that after the neighbor list has 
been considered, Physical Cell IDs are only re-used after  the specified min distance. Note that 
this is an optional step as a much wider distance was used for the neighbor list generation which 
is used for the physical cell ID planning. 
 
SSS ID Allocation Strategy - Same per Site: 
Using the same SSS ID per site allows for better management and trouble shooting in the 
network. This is applicable when we have a maximum of three sectors per site. It also allows for 
optimal synchronization times in the system. 
 
Once all the setup above has been completed click on "Calculate" to initiate the Physical Cell ID 
allocation planning. This will bring up the cost status in the event viewer as shown below. 
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Figure 66 : Progress Status Indicating Cost for Physical Cell ID Allocation 

 
When the run is complete, the close button becomes enabled. Click on the close button to view 
the generated physical cell ID plan. 
 

 
 

Figure 67 : Generated Physical Cell ID Plan in Atoll 

 
Click on ―Commit‖ to save the automatically generated physical cell IDs to the project. This 
populates the cells table of the project with the generated physical cell IDs. The cells table with 
the populated physical cell ID will look like the example below. 
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Figure 68 : Atoll Cell's Table with Sample Physical Cell ID Plan 

 
 
A geographic view of the Physical Cell ID, PSS ID or SSS ID plan can be viewed as depicted 
below through the use of the following steps. 
 
Right-click on Transmitters -> Properties -> Display and set the properties as follows: 

o Display Type: Discrete Values  
o Field:  Cells:Physical Cell ID  
o Label:  Cells:Physical Cell ID  
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Figure 69 : Setting Physical Cell ID Display Properties in Atoll 

 
 

Upon clicking on ―Apply‖ or ―OK‖ the plan on the plan will be displayed on the map window as 
shown below. 
 

 
 

Figure 70 : Geographic Depiction of Physical Cell ID Plan 

Once all sanity checks and audits have been completed to make sure that the plan was 
successfully generated, it should then be exported from the cells table to feed the implementation 
configuration files. 
 

7.2.4 Physical Cell ID table and their relationship to PSS ID and SSS ID 

For reference, the complete Physical Cell ID table and their relationship to PSS ID and SSS ID 
are as shown on the table below. 
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Figure 71 : Physical Cell ID table and their relationship to PSS ID and SSS ID 
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8. MediaFlo Coexistence with the AT&T LTE Network 

MediaFLO is a mobile digital TV service owned and operated by Qualcomm. This service is 
marketed as FloTV and  is also marketed through both AT&T and Verizon as a mobile TV service 
and is available on some handsets.   Their license area is the entire US and it operates in the 700 
MHz band adjacent to the AT&T licensed band. 

MediaFLO transmitters do not occupy an entire 6 MHz channel.  The AT&T LTE equipment also 
does not occupy the entire channel.  Additionally, the LTE receive and transmit frequencies are 
being deployed with a bit of an offset from the center of our assigned channels in order to provide 
some additional guard band between the two services.  The diagram below shows where they are 
(55) relative to the AT&T uplink (53, 54). 

 

 
Figure 72 : MediaFlo Channel Relative to AT&T Uplink Channels 

 

The potential for interference exists between the two technologies despite the guard band.  This 
document covers the steps necessary to avoid or at least minimize this potential degradation.   
There are cases with LTE interfering with the operation of MediaFLO but those are not covered.   

8.1 Interference modes 

There are two primary interference modes where MediaFLO can have an impact to the LTE 
network.  
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8.1.1 Out of Band Emissions (OOBE) 

Out of band emissions, also called spurious emissions, is energy appearing outside of the 
transmitters licensed spectrum.  In this case it refers to MediaFLO signal which is out of their 
band but in ―our‖ band.  This type of interference has to be filtered at the transmitter or MediaFLO 
end.   We cannot filter this interference at the LTE receiver since it falls within our uplink receive 
band.   

MediaFLO has installed a 6 pole filter at all of their transmitter sites which reduces this 
interference type to level considerably lower than required by the FCC.   Any interference which 
does reach our receivers falls into the upper end of our uplink band and deceases rapidly.   

 

 
Figure 73 : Depiction of OOBE and MediaFlo 

 

 

8.1.2 Desense and Blocking 

Receiver desense and blocking can occur when a very strong signal is present at the receiver or 
first active component in the receiver chain.  The signal does not have to appear within the 
receiver passband to cause this problem.  A&P has included substantial filtering in the vendor 
requirements which should make this an unlikely problem.   

Both Alcatel/Lucent and Ericsson have told us that their respective equipment will operate  with a 
composite input signal of  -6 dBm with 1 dB of degradation or less. 1 dB refers to the expected 
increase in the noise floor and is the defacto standard that has been used as a benchmark for 
―interference.‖ 

Desense refers to a situation where the offending off frequency signal is causing the receiver to 
operate in a degraded way.  Normally, this would mean that radio paths at the limits of the link 
budget would no longer operate. 

Blocking is a complete disabling of the receiver.  Internally generated IM products or an amplifier 
going into saturation are the result. 
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8.2 LTE Equipment  

The LTE equipment vendors have included filtering in their receivers that will allow operation in 
close proximity to MediaFLO in most cases.  There are likely to be exceptions.     

The total power of the entire MediaFLO spectrum must be -6 dBm or less after the feeder but 
before any filters or LNA‘s.   This type of measurement is made with a spectrum analyzer but it is 

important to have it set up correctly.  This is discussed in a later section. 

8.2.1 1 dB Noise Floor Degradation 

A degradation of the thermal noise floor by 1dB is a standard method for determining 
interference. The presense of an interfering signal that is 6 db below the noise floor will cause the 
noise floor to rise by 1 dB.   This ‗standard‘ has been adopted for MediaFLO to LTE interference. 

8.2.2 Receiver desense  - rule of thumb for MediaFLO -> LTE 

Rule-of-thumb 1:  A composite signal level of -6 dBm or less from MediaFLO measured before 

any filters, LNA’s or the LTE receiver is required for <= 1 dB noise floor degradation due to 

receiver desense. 

8.3 MediaFLO  

MediaFLO transmitters operate at up to 50 KW EIRP and transmit antennas are typically > 300‘ 

AGL.   In situations where antennas are lower, the power level is also lower.    

8.3.1 Spectral mask 

The actual MediaFLO measured transmit spectrum is shown below.  This is the output of one of 
their transmitters without any additional filtering.   The signal is relatively flat over a 5 MHz 
bandwidth and drops by just under 40 dB at the edge of their 6 MHz channel.   
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Figure 74 : Actual MediaFlo Measured Transmit Spectrum 

 

8.3.2 Normal configuration 

MediaFLO transmit sites are all equipped with a 6 pole bandpass filter which provides an 
additional ~60 dB of filtering at the edge of the MediaFLO 6 MHz channel.   These filters are 
present at all MediaFLO sites.   The combination of the MediaFLO transmitter and the bandpass 
filter provides an attenuation of OOBE of -100 dB.   The filter bandpass is shown below: 
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Figure 75 : Filter Bandpass of MediaFlo Transmit Sites 

 

8.3.3 Required path loss for 1 dB noise rise 

Based upon the measured MediaFLO spectrum and the amount of filtering provided by their 
bandpass filter, a required path loss value can be calculated.  An assumption has been made that 
15 dB of antenna pattern isolation will be possible. This is the total amount of isolation from 
transmit and receive antenna patterns and is below maximum gain.   This value would drop to 0 
dB if the antennas were pointing directly at each other.   

 
Figure 76 : MediaFlo – Required Pathloss Calculation 
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8.3.4 OOBE – Rule-of-thumb MediaFLO -> LTE 

Based upon the standard MediaFLO transmitter configuration,  LTE equipment noise figure and 
using 1 dB noise rise as the reference, the measured MediaFLO signal needs to be -11 dBm/4.5 
MHz RBW or less.   

Rule-of-thumb 2:  A composite signal level of -11 dBm/4.5 MHz  or less from MediaFLO 

measured before any filters, LNA’s or the LTE receiver is required for <= 1 dB noise floor 

degradation due to out of band emissions.    

8.4 Isolation Requirements – Overall 

There are two requirements which need to be met in order to achieve 1 dB or less noise rise from 
MediaFLO.   If the MediaFLO signal measured at the LTE site (before filtering, amplifiers) is -11 
dBm/4.5 MHz or less, both interference cases are satisfied.   This is the ideal situation and is 
likley to occur in the vast majority of cases.  There may be cases where the MediaFLO signal 
measurement is between -6 dBm and -11 dBm in which case the receiver desense case is met 
but noise rise due to OOBE will occur.  If additonal isolation can be achieved through antenna 
selection, azimuth or tilt and it doesn‘t come at the expense of needed coverage, the problem can 

be avoided altogether.  Since the OOBE from MediaFLO rolls off from their emission edge, this 
noise rise will only affect our portion of the spectrum closest to them.   

8.4.1 Measuring the MediaFLO spectrum 

Measurement of the MediaFLO spectrum requires an understanding of the limtiations and 
settings of spectrum analyzers.  The signal levels that are being measured will generally require 
additonal attenuation to be switched in.  This is usually an automatic function in the analyzer 
when a high input level is sensed.  The measurements given in the rules-of-thumb are for a 4.5 
MHz resolution bandwidth.  It is very important to know the resolution bandwidth when 
measurements are made.  The table below shows these values adjusted for different resolution 
bandwidths (RBW‘s): 

 
Figure 77 : Spectrum Analyzers – Adjusted Values for Different Resolution Bandwidths 

 

8.4.2 Antenna pattern isolation 

Obtaining isolation with the horizontal antenna pattern is more difficult than with the vertical 
pattern. MediaFLO is nearly always omnidirectional and LTE antennas are much broader in 
horizontal plane than in the vertical plane.  There also sigicant differences in the vertical pattern 
for antennas with the same horizontal beamwidth but different antenna gain. The diagrams below 
give an example of antenna isolation for both H and V planes: 
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Figure 78 : Example of Antenna Isolation for both H and V Planes 

 

8.4.3 Rule-of –thumb antenna isolation requirement 

Rule-of-thumb 3:  If a separation distance of 1.25 km or more exists between MediaFLO 

and LTE antennas AND if there is 15 dB of antenna pattern isolation, there will no 

degradation to LTE. 

The distance increases quickly as antenna pattern isolation decreases. The table below shows 
the amount of antenna isolation that needs to be obtained for a given distance based upon free 
space path loss at 700 MHz.  Keep in mind that there is likely to be an unobstructed view 
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between the MediaFLO sites and a large portion of the LTE sites so free space path loss is not 
out of the question. 

 

 
 

Figure 79 : Rule-of–thumb Antenna Isolation Requirement 

8.4.4 Antenna Selection 

Small antennas are often selected because of their lower visual impact or for zoning and lease 
requirements. This comes at a cost however.  For an antenna pattern of a given horizontal 
bandwidth but different gain, the higher gain antenna will have a narrower vertical beamwidth.  
Higher gain antennas are larger (longer) but provide more potential for isolation between 
MediaFLO and LTE sites.   

8.4.5 LTE Carrier Positioning 

This section describes the recommended LTE receive filter center frequency for the 10 MHz and 
5 MHz allocations. MediaFLO is centered at 719 MHz with 5.4 MHz occupied bandwidth. 

For 10 MHz carrier, a 1 MHz offset from the nominal 9 MHz occupied bandwidth is recommended 
 the UL center frequency is 709 MHz. 
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Figure 80 : MediaFlo – LTE Carrier Positioning (10 MHz) 

 
 

For 5 MHz carrier  the UL center frequency is 712.5 MHz. 

 

 

 
Figure 81 : MediaFlo – LTE Carrier Positioning (5 MHz) 

In all of the above cases, the downlink center frequency would be 30 MHz higher than the uplink. 

8.4.6 PUCCH Over-Dimensioning 

The Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) carries uplink control information. The resource 
blocks (RB) reserved for these channels are allocated at the edge of the supported LTE 
bandwidth. In the case of MediaFlo interference in Channel 55 (downlink) to the LTE base station 
in Channel 53/54 (uplink) may cause harmful interference to the PUCCH, so certain precautions 
on guard bands are required. 
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Figure 82 : Depiction of MediaFlo Broadcast Channel towards PUCCH Over-

Dimensioning 

 
 

Over-dimensioning the PUCCH is an alternative solution to this problem for LTE sites in the 
vicinity of MediaFlo. Over-dimensioning means moving the PUCCH (resource blocks) 
symmetrically towards the middle of channel, i.e., lead to additional guard bands.  PUCCH over-
dimensioning will not be available during initial launch of LTE, but will be available in the future 
LTE release. 

 

 
Figure 83 : Depiction of PUCCH Over-Dimensioning as an Alternative Solution for LTE 

Sites in the Vicinity of MediaFlo. 
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9. LTE Design Deliverables 

This section of the document outlines all the design deliverables required as part of the LTE 
design and also an estimated phase during which the deliverables must be provided. 

Initial LTE Baseline RF Design Phase 

In this phase of the design, the deliverables are: 

1. Scoping RFDS delivered using the AT&T approved RFDS template. 
2. Review results of the LTE design polygon evaluation against "smart" borders 
3. LTE Atoll Project Conversion Completed and Audited 
4. Traffic Density Map (Demand Map) to be used for LTE simulations  

 

Initial LTE RF Design Phase 

In this ―Best Possible RF Design‖ phase of the design, the deliverables are: 

1. Cluster polygons with a breakdown of the sites in each polygon 
2. LTE design analysis results - PowerPoint document with prediction studies and 

Statistics comparing the "Baseline Network View" with the "Optimized Network View" 
3. Atoll *.atl file containing the following: 

i.  "Baseline Network View" with the "Optimized Network View" results 
ii. Linked traffic density map with saved traffic import configuration 
iii. Saved Monte Carlo simulation results 
iv. Saved LTE polygons 

4. Antenna breakdown and tilt analysis spreadsheet 
5. Revised RFDS reflecting the AT&T approved RFDS template. 
6. Optimized Network Review Meeting. 
7. Comparison between LTE Coverage and existing UMTS Coverage using the best 

possible optimized LTE design 

 

Constructible LTE RF Design Phase 

Based on C&E feedback and cost-benefit analysis, the deliverables are: 

1. LTE design analysis results - PowerPoint document with prediction studies and 
Statistics comparing the "Baseline Network View", "Optimized Network View" and 
"Constructible Optimized Network View" 

2. Atoll *.atl file containing the following: 
i.  "Baseline Network View" with the "Optimized Network View" results 
ii. Linked traffic density map with saved traffic import configuration 
iii. Saved Monte Carlo simulation results 
iv. Save LTE polygons 

3. Antenna breakdown and tilt analysis spreadsheet 
4. Completed LTE design checklist 
5. Delivery of Atoll *.atl files to the vendor for certification 
6. Comparison between LTE Coverage and existing UMTS Coverage using the 

constructible optimized LTE design 
7.  

 

Final LTE RF Design Phase 

In this DFCD phase of the design, the deliverables are: 

1. Final (Implementable) RFDS delivered using the AT&T approved RFDS template. 
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2. Cluster Certificates which includes but not limited to: 
o Final LTE design results  - prediction studies and statistics 
o Final breakdown of sites in each cluster 
o Table with antenna selection, tilts, azimuths and heights per transmitter in the 

cluster 
3. e-UTRAN Neighbor Relationships 
4. Physical Cell ID assignments 
5. LTE Design Punchlist 
6. Completed Data Translations 
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Appendix 1: Clutter Class Descriptions 

The 38/39 Clutter Class description (2008 Vintage) is as provided below:  

Class Name Class Description 

Core Urban 
Areas of closely spaced tall buildings or skyscrapers 
associated with a city‘s central business district. Buildings in 
this category typically exhibit heights greater than 20m. 

Dense Urban 
High-density building clusters. May include variable height 
buildings of 10m to 20m typically associated with dense 
economic activity and high-rise apartments. 

Urban 
Urban areas consisting of mixed commercial and multi-family 
residential structures. May include variable height buildings of 
5m to 15m, including hotels, hospitals, and office buildings. 

Commercial /Industrial 

Areas that include buildings with large footprints (e.g., 
warehouses, shopping centers), obvious industrial activities 
(e.g., manufacturing facilities, ports), or extractive land uses 
(e.g., quarries, strip mines). Structures in these areas are 
typically 5m to 15m in height. 

Suburban, few trees 

Residential areas in cities with populations greater than 
100,000 people, and with population densities greater than 
2,500 people per sq. mile. Suburban areas in close proximity to 
the greater metropolitan area consist of both single and multi-
family dwellings approximately 5m to 15m in height. These 
areas have relatively few mature trees and can include dense 
residential building blocks, apartment complexes, and newly 
constructed residential communities. 

Suburban with trees 

Residential areas in cities with populations greater than 
100,000 people, and with population densities greater than 
2,500 people per sq. mile. Suburban areas in close proximity to 
the greater metropolitan area consist of both single and multi-
family dwellings approximately 5m to 15m in height. These 
areas have many mature trees, sometimes forming or nearly 
forming a closed canopy. 

Residential, few trees 

Residential areas outside of 100,000 (population) urban areas 
with population densities of 1,000 to 2,500 people per sq. mile. 
Residential areas consist of both single and multi-family 
dwellings that are approximately 5m to 15m in height. These 
areas have relatively few mature trees and can include dense 
residential building blocks, apartment complexes, and newly 
constructed residential communities. 

Residential with trees 

Residential areas outside of 100,000 (population) urban areas 
with population densities of 1,000 to 2,500 people per sq. mile. 
Residential areas consist of both single and multi-family 
dwellings that are approximately 5m to 15m in height. These 
areas have many mature trees, sometimes forming or nearly 
forming a closed canopy. 
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Rural, few trees 

Low-density residential areas (fewer than 1,000 people per sq. 
mile) separate from metropolitan areas. These areas are 
primarily comprised of individual houses approximately 5m in 
height with few trees, separated by yards or other vegetation. 
This class may also contain small towns and villages. 

Rural with trees 

Low-density residential areas (fewer than 1,000 people per sq. 
mile) separate from metropolitan areas. These areas are 
primarily comprised of individual houses approximately 5m in 
height with mature trees, separated by yards or other 
vegetation. This class may also contain small towns and 
villages. 

Convention Centers Convention centers in major cities. These structures typically 
have large footprints and are 10m to 20m in height. 

Major Stadium 

Stadiums and arenas for major sports teams (professional and 
major college). Primarily basketball and football stadiums, 
these structures typically hold between 20,000 and 100,000 
people. 

Minor Stadium, Amusement 
Park, Fairgrounds 

Smaller stadiums, coliseums, amusement parks and 
fairgrounds. 

Hotel/Casino 
LAS VEGAS ONLY. This class contains major hotels and 
casinos in Las Vegas, NV. Typical heights range from 10m to 
over 25m. 

Schools: K-12 K-12 schools, as designated by US Census data. 

University / College Universities, colleges, community colleges, and technical 
schools. 

Airport Runway Runways and tarmac areas of airports classified by the FAA as 
Major Commercial or Major Commercial Reliever airports. 

Airport Terminal 
Terminal buildings of airports classified by the FAA as Major 
Commercial or Major Commercial Reliever airports. Typical 
airport terminal areas are 5m to 15m in height 

Airport Building 

Hangars, maintenance, and other buildings at airports 
classified by the FAA as Major Commercial or Major 
Commercial Reliever airports. Typical airport buildings are 5m 
to 15m in height. 

Airports - Rural 
Airport runways, terminals, and associated buildings of airports 
classified by the FAA as Non-Commercial. This class includes 
rural airports, airstrips, and airbases. 

Primary Roads 
Major interstate freeways and expressways, typically greater 
than 15m wide with elevated ramps and controlled ramp 
access. 

Secondary Roads 
Major intrastate highways, typically 5m to 15m wide with traffic 
light controlled intersections and direct access to residential 
and commercial areas. 

Tertiary Roads 

Assorted connector roads and major commercial roads, 
typically 5m to 15m wide with traffic light controlled 
intersections and direct access to residential and commercial 
areas. 
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Other Paved / Impervious Parking lots, small streets, and other flat ground-surface 
impervious surfaces within the urban environment. 

Golf Courses / Parks / 
Urban Recreation 

Recreational areas within the urban environment, including golf 
courses, parks and urban recreational grasslands. 

Open In Urban Open areas within the urban environment including empty lots, 
grass fields, or open industrial areas. 

Open In Suburban-
Residential 

Open areas within the suburban and residential environment 
including empty lots, grass fields, or open industrial areas. 

Open - Rural Areas of open land with little or no vegetation outside the 
Urban-Suburban environment. 

Grassland / Rangeland 
Vegetated areas of mixed non-agricultural grassland, 
rangeland, and scattered low scrub vegetation less than 1m in 
height. 

Cultivated Cropland 

Areas characterized by herbaceous vegetation that has been 
planted or is intensively managed for the production of food, 
feed, or fiber; or is maintained in developed settings for specific 
purposes. Herbaceous vegetation less than 2m accounts for 
75-100% of land cover. 

Scrub Vegetation Vegetated areas of open rangeland and mixed low scrub 
vegetation, typically 2m – 5m in height. 

Shrubland / Woodland 

Areas characterized by natural vegetation generally less than 
6m tall, with individuals or clumps not touching to interlocking. 
Includes both evergreen and deciduous species of shrubs, 
young trees, and mixed trees or shrubs with mixed herbaceous 
understory ground cover. 

Deciduous Forest 
Areas dominated by trees generally greater than 6m in height 
where 75 percent or more of the tree species shed foliage 
simultaneously in response to seasonal changes. 

Coniferous Forest 
Areas dominated by trees generally greater than 6m in height 
where 75 percent or more of the tree species maintain their 
leaves all year. Canopy is never without green foliage. 

Mixed Forest 
Areas dominated by trees generally greater than 6m in height 
where neither deciduous nor evergreen species represent 
more than 75 percent of the cover present. 

Forested Wetland 

Areas of wooded or forested vegetated land that is frequently 
or seasonally inundated with standing water. Vegetation 
structures are typically comprised of mixed coniferous and 
deciduous trees of 6m to 20m in height. 

Wetland 
Areas of open or vegetated land frequently inundated with 
water or containing shallow standing water. Vegetation is 
typically less than 6m in height. 

Inland Water Areas of water including rivers, ponds, lakes, and reservoirs. 

Sea Water Areas of open water including oceans, bays, and estuaries. 
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Build-Out Demonstration and Engineering Justification  

Build Performance: 48% 

 

AT&T Mobility Spectrum LLC, a subsidiary of AT&T Mobility LLC (“AT&T”), is licensed 

to operate a lower 700 MHz system on Block B in the Philadelphia CMA.  AT&T is a national 

wireless provider of voice and data services, as demonstrated at 

http://www.att.com/shop/wireless.html#fbid=RX7GTlpbqsR.  Maps identifying AT&T's voice 

and data coverage (which is not segregated by spectrum band) can be found at 

http://www.wireless.att.com/coverageviewer/#?type=voice.  Section 27.14(g) of the Federal 

Communication Commission (“Commission”) rules requires lower 700 MHz Block A, B, and E 

licensees to provide signal coverage and offer service over at least 35% of the service area for 

this license (the “Licensed Area”) (a) no later than June 13, 2013, or (b) within four years of an 

initial license grant after June 13, 2009.  The authorization for this license was granted on or 

before June 13, 2009, and thus, the build-out deadline is June 13, 2013.  Section 27.14(k) of the 

Commission’s rules require licensees to demonstrate compliance with this performance 

benchmark by filing a construction notification no later than 15 days after the build-out deadline.   

 

Build Showing 

The Licensed Area extends over 3359 square miles (after excluding any Government Lands 

where AT&T does not provide coverage).  AT&T serves with a signal level sufficient to provide 

coverage and offer service within 1612 square miles of that Licensed Area.  Therefore, as of the 

date of this filing, AT&T is covering and offering service in 48% of the Licensed Area.  A 

coverage map providing a visual representation of the areas where AT&T provides coverage and 

service is included with this performance showing.  The level of coverage and service may 

increase through the deployment of additional facilities before the build-out deadline.  The 

calculations and methodology described below provide the engineering justification to support 

AT&T’s build performance showing. 

  

Signal Level 

AT&T is deploying the long term evolution (“LTE”) air interface within its lower 700 MHz 

network.  AT&T defines the signal level sufficient to provide coverage and offer service in its 

LTE network as a minimum of -90 dBm for both 5 MHz x 5 MHz deployments (B block only) 

and 10 MHz x 10 MHz (B and C blocks combined) deployments.  This -90 dBm signal level 

corresponds to the “total” Reference Signal (“RS”) power, which is related to the more 

commonly specified Reference Signal Received Power (“RSRP”).  Table 1 demonstrates the 

relationship between the RS and the RSRP.  RSRP is measured on a per Resource Element 

(“RE”) basis where the latter corresponds to a single orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 

(“OFDM”) sub-carrier with 15 kHz bandwidth.   To convert to total RS power the RSRP per RE 

must be multiplied by the total number of of REs allocated to RSs.  Thus, although RSRP per RE 

is 3 dB lower for a 10 MHz x 10 MHz deployment than for a 5 MHz x 5 MHz deployment, there 

are twice as many REs or sub-carriers allocated to RSs for a 10 MHz x 10 MHz deployment, 

effectively offsetting the 3 dB difference in power per RE.  This analysis assumes equal total 

transmit power for a 5 MHz x 5 MHz deployment and a 10 MHz x 10 MHz deployment. 

 

http://www.att.com/shop/wireless.html#fbid=RX7GTlpbqsR
http://www.wireless.att.com/coverageviewer/#?type=voice
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Table 1.  Derivation of RSRP per RE from total RS power. 

Parameter 5x5 MHz 10x10 MHz Comment 

Total RS power, 

dBm 

-90 -90 Summation of power of all REs that carry 

RSs 

Terminal loss, dB -5 -5 Typical terminal antenna gain at lower 700 

MHz.  This loss must be included since it is 

not included in the total RS power 

calculation. 

Service body loss, 

dB 

-1 -1 Typical body loss for data card.  This loss 

must be included since it is not included in 

the total RS power calculation.  

Total RS power at 

Rx antenna port, 

dBm 

-96 -96 Summation of above quantities 

Number of REs 

allocated to RS in 

dB 

17 20 In OFDM symbols that carry the RS 50 

REs are allocated for 5 MHz and 100 REs 

are allocated for 10 MHz  

RSRP per RE, dBm -113 -116 Total power at RX antenna port divided by 

number of REs allocated to RS.  In dBs 

subtract the number of REs. 

 

The resulting DownLink (“DL”) throughput that can be supported based upon the above total RS 

and RSRP per RE is a function of the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (“SINR”) on the 

Physical Downlink Shared Channel (“PDSCH”), and the number of Resource Blocks (“RBs”) 

allocated to a user.   For a LTE network, a RB is defined as 12 REs in the frequency dimension 

and 7 OFDM symbols in the time dimension, corresponding to a time duration of 0.5 

milliseconds (”ms”).  An RB-pair spans what is referred to as a sub-frame, which is 1 ms in 

duration, and is the smallest interval over which data can be scheduled.  Table 2 calculates the 

received SINRs for a 5 MHz x 5 MHz deployment and for a 10 MHz x 10 MHz deployment, and 

the resulting number of RBs required to support at least 1 and 2 Mbps, respectively.   

 

As shown in Table 2, the SINR is the ratio of the received PDSCH signal power over the 

summation of the interference plus noise, where all entities are calculated on a per RE basis.  The 

PDSCH per RE is equal to the RSRP per RE, even though AT&T’s LTE deployments use a 3 dB 

RS power boost since at the cell edge, which is the area of interest, the transmit diversity mode is 

enabled for the PDSCH, which implies that the same data is transmitted in both transmit paths 

(spatial multiplexing is not enabled).  The effect of this at the terminal receiver is a factor of two 

power combining gain for the PDSCH, which offsets the 3 dB RS power boost. The RSRP does 

not realize this power combining gain since to prevent serving cell RS-to-RS interference at the 

receiver, the REs carrying RSs in transmit path 1 are different from the REs carrying RSs in 

transmit path 2. 
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The interference calculated is due solely to the RS interference from the other cells where the 

interfering RSRP levels are assumed to be the same as the serving cell; -113 dBm for 5 MHz x 5 

MHz deployments and -116 dBm for 10 MHz x 10 MHz deployments.  These latter values are 

suitably adjusted by the cell geometry (also referred to as the Carrier to Interference Ratio), and 

other factors, including multiplication by the ratio of the total number of REs used for RS in a 

sub-frame to the total number of REs per sub-frame.  This latter factor converts the RS 

interference from an instantaneous power level to an average power level over the sub-frame.  

The interference term does not include any interference due to the PDSCH in other cells, which 

is consistent with the assumption of a zero data loading condition. 

 

The resultant SINRs, including a conservative implementation margin of 3 dB, are shown in 

Table 2 as 1.8 and 0.5 dB for 5 MHz x 5 MHz deployments and 10 MHz x 10 MHz 

deployments, respectively.  Link level performance curves are then used to determine the 

resulting bit rates per RB for each SINR, which are shown as 0.132 and 0.109 Mbps, respectively 

for the link level assumptions stated.  Thus, to support at least 1 Mbps in 5 MHz x 5 MHz 

deployments will require 8 RBs, and to support at least 2 Mbps in 10 MHz x 10 MHz 

deployments will require 19 RBs.  Since there are 25 and 50 total RBS for 5 MHz x 5 MHz 

deployments and 10 MHz x 10 MHz deployments the above throughputs are supported.  Since 

RB allocations are in integer values, the values calculated by dividing the target throughputs by 

the bit rate per RB are rounded up to the next highest integer.  Thus, the actual throughputs turn 

out to be slightly greater than the target values.  If less RBs are allocated, the throughput is 

decreased, and conversely, if more RBs are allocated, the throughput is increased.  As the load 

increases in the network, the throughput will decrease, but this can be offset somewhat by 

allocating more RBs up to the maximum available.  In addition, there is nothing to preclude 

allocating all of the available RBs to a given user particularly in initial deployments with no or 

very light loading.  In Monte Carlo simulations using the Atoll RF planning tool, it was shown 

that in a couple of representative markets with 1 to 2 users randomly distributed in each sector 

corresponding to a relatively low load that the resulting user throughput for a 5 MHz channel 

bandwidth was in the range of 1.7 to 2 Mbps at an RSRP per RE = PDSCH per RE = -113 dBm.  

These simulations assumed that the users had access to all of the available RBs.  An approximate 

doubling of this throughput is estimated for a 10 MHz x 10 MHz deployment.  

 

Table 2 also calculates the total PDSCH signal power for the RB allocations shown to be -93.2 

and -92.4 dBm respectively for 5 MHz x 5 MHz deployments and 10 MHz x 10 MHz 

deployments.  These values represent the actual signal power that the terminal receiver has to 

work with to recover the transmitted data stream.  Although it is often convenient to do 

calculations on a per RE basis, the receiver processes the total signal power.    
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Table 2.  Derivation of SINR, number of RBs required and total PDSCH power. 

Parameter 5 MHz 10 MHz Comment 

Received  average 

power of PDSCH per 

RE, dBm 

-113 -116 PDSCH per RE is equal to RSRP per RE 

since 3 dB RS power boost is countered by 3 

dB power combining gain of PDSCH when in 

transmit diversity mode at cell edge. 

Receive thermal noise 

power per RE, dBm 

-122.2 -122.2 Calculated in the RE bandwidth of 15 kHz 

with a 10 dB terminal noise figure.  

Interference power 

per RE, dBm 

-119.8 -122.8 In this analysis the interference is restricted to 

the RS interference from other cells assuming 

(1) a 95
th

 percentile cell geometry value of -

2.2 dB; (2) an instantaneous to average power 

conversion factor of about -11.7 dB, and (3) 

RSRP values before adjustment of -113 and -

116 dBm for 5 and 10 MHz. 

“Interference plus 

Noise” per RE, dBm 

-117.8 -119.5 Linear addition of interference and noise 

Received SINR, dB 4.8 3.5 PDSCH per RE – “Interference plus Noise” 

per RE 

Implementation 

margin, dB 

3 3 Margin to account for any additional losses 

not considered 

Received SINR with 

implementation 

margin, dB 

1.8 0.5 Received SINR – implementation margin 

Bit rate per RB, Mbps 0.132  0.109 Key link level assumptions include: (1) 

MIMO mode = transmit diversity; (2) 

Extended Pedestrian A (EPA) channel model 

with 5 Hz Doppler frequency; and (3) 

maximum of 4 HARQ transmissions. 

Number of RBs 

required 

8 19 Number of RBs required to support at least 1 

and 2 Mbps.  Since allocations are in integer 

number of RBs the respective values 

calculated by dividing the throughputs by the 

bit rate per RB are rounded up to the next 

highest number     

Actual throughput 

supported, Mbps 

1.06  2.07 Bit rate per RB times number of RBs 

Number of REs 

allocated to PDSCH 

in dB 

19.8 23,.6 8*12 = 96 REs for 5 MHz,  

19*12 = 228 REs for 10 MHz.  

Total received 

PDSCH signal power, 

dBm 

-93.2 -92.4 Summation of PDSCH per RE and number of 

REs allocated to PDSCH 
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Coverage and Service Area Prediction Tool 

The distance to contours for each lower 700 MHz site is calculated using network design and 

analysis propagation models.  These propagation models are based on the COST-231 Hata 

model, defined as follows: 

 

L = 46.3 + 33.9log(f) – 13.82log(Hb) – a(Hm) + [44.9 – 6.55log(Hb)]log(d) + C 

where 

a(Hm) = (1.1log(f) – 0.7)Hm – (1.56log(f) – 0.8) 

 

Calculation of Geographic Area of Licensed Area and Coverage/Service 

AT&T calculates its build performance under Commission rule 27.14(g) (i.e. where AT&T 

provides coverage and offers service) using the formula, 

 

Covered Licensed Area (sq mi) 

Modified Licensed Area (sq mi) 

 

where: 

 

 Licensed Area = The number of square miles within the licensed service area as 

generated by Alteryx, a data compiling, analysis, and reporting tool that can conduct 

spatial calculations, including distances in square miles between set boundaries.  Lands 

owned by tribal governments and lands held by the Federal Government in trust or for the 

benefit of a recognized tribe are included in the Licensed Area. 

 Covered Licensed Area = The total geographic area within the Licensed Area where 

AT&T provides coverage and offers service. 

 Modified Licensed Area = The Licensed Area minus the geographic area within the 

Licensed Area that is Government Lands where AT&T does not provide coverage and 

offer service. 

 Government Lands=Areas that are owned or administered by Federal Government 

agencies and entities and areas that are owned or managed by States, as explained by 

Commission Order.
1
  The geographic area (sq. mi) comprising Government Lands was 

generated based on data from NationalAtlas.com for Federal lands and from the State 

Parks files in StreetPro for State lands.  For this license, Government Lands were 

excluded from the Licensed Area. 

 

                                                           
1
 See Service Rules for the 698-746, 747-762 and 777-792 MHz Bands, WT Docket No. 06-150, 

Second Report and Order at 67 (2007). 
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Conclusion 

Using the methodologies above, AT&T calculates that it provides coverage and offers service in 

excess of the 35% performance benchmark as follows: 

 

 Calculation % Licensed Area 

Covered 

1612 sq. mi 

3359 sq. mi 
48% 
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December 7, 2016 
 
Ms. Carmelisa Morales 
Planning Department 
San Mateo County 
455 County Center, 2nd Floor 
Redwood City, CA 94063 
 
 

Re: ExteNet Response to Appeal of 10/20 Zoning Officer Approval 
Applicant:    ExteNet Systems (California) LLC (“ExteNet”) 
County Planning No.: PLN2016-00216 
ExteNet Site ID:  SW-CA-LAHONDA-ATT Node 61G  
Nearest Site Address:  Public Right-of-Way near 231 Cuesta Real  

   
 
Dear Ms. Morales, 
 
This letter and attachments are in response to the Appeal of ExteNet’s proposed public right-of-way facility approved 
at the San Mateo County Zoning Officer’s October 20th hearing.  As a brief introduction in response to the 
Appellant’s claim that we are a “subcontractor of AT&T,” ExteNet actually owns the proposed facility through which 
AT&T will transmit its signal.  ExteNet is a distributed network provider, a member of the Northern California Joint 
Pole Association and a telephone corporation licensed in California pursuant to certificate of public convenience and 
necessity utility number U-6959-C.  ExteNet uses existing telephone pole locations to host miniature, modern 
telephone facilities – the most appropriate existing infrastructure available that has been used for over a century to 
host telephone equipment.  
 
Our responses are as follows: 
 

1. ExteNet’s propagation maps and alternative site analysis exceed the County’s requirement for 
technical information and other justifications explaining why co-location is not feasible.  
 

Appellant alleges that ExteNet’s propagation maps and alternative site analysis fail to provide adequate technical 
information in support of its showing that co-location is not viable at an existing wireless facility within a 2.5 mile 
radius.   
 
The applicable San Mateo County Code Section 6512.5(B)(11) is as follows: 
 

Identification of existing wireless telecommunication facilities within a 2.5-mile radius of 
the proposed location of the new wireless telecommunication facility, and an explanation 
of why co-location on these facilities, if any, is not feasible. This explanation shall 
include such technical information and other justifications as are necessary to document 
the reasons why co-location is not a viable option. The applicant shall provide a list of 
all existing structures considered as alternative to the proposed location. The applicant 
shall also provide a written explanation why the alternatives considered were either 
unacceptable or infeasible. 
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The County Code does not specify what “technical information and other justifications” are “necessary to document 
the reasons why co-location is not a viable option.”  However, the propagation maps and alternative site analysis 
supporting ExteNet’s application are standard for such Planning applications, and were deemed to be sufficient by 
those most familiar with such applications: Planning Staff and the Zoning Officer.  Although drive test information is 
proprietary, we have obtained special permission to release the attached propagation maps that have been updated to 
include the specific radio frequency coverage thresholds.  These propagation maps are based on actual drive test data.  
Even if the original materials are deemed on appeal to be inadequate then the attached supporting information 
exceeds the County’s requirements.  It conclusively shows the existing macro antenna facility located at 155 Sears 
Ranch Road cannot be used to close AT&T’s significant gap in coverage. 
 
Appellant’s demand for more technical data is a distraction from the time, place and manner restrictions (and 
associated aesthetic regulations) within the County’s purview pursuant to California Public Utilities Code Section 
7901.  ExteNet is not a transmitting carrier but is a telephone corporation licensed to operate in the public right-of-
way irrespective of coverage provided.  Nevertheless, ExteNet has provided an abundance of technical information to 
honor the Appellant’s request, exceeding County and State requirements.  ExteNet’s ongoing good-faith cooperation 
should not be used to its detriment in support of this appeal. 
 

2. Appellant’s anecdotal showing of existing 4G LTE coverage fails to prove AT&T lacks a significant 
gap in coverage. 

 
Appellant argues that adequate 4G LTE coverage exists in the area around ExteNet’s proposed facility, and that the 
existence of such coverage means ExteNet’s Zoning Officer approval should be overturned. 
 
First, Appellant fails to show how this coverage argument is connected in any way to the County’s approval findings 
or to the County Code.  Without any connection to the County Code or Zoning Officer’s findings, Appellant’s 
argument is irrelevant and should be disregarded. 
 
Also, Appellant cites the existence of another carrier’s coverage as proof that AT&T’s coverage is adequate.  
Governing courts and the FCC have rejected the “one provider” argument in favor of the “own coverage rule” that 
each carrier is entitled to provide overlapping coverage to an area.1  As stated above, ExteNet is entitled to deploy its 
facilities in the public right-of-way irrespective of coverage, but even if Appellant’s anecdotal coverage evidence is 
factual (which it is not), Appellant fails to assert an argument that can legally be used to overturn ExteNet’s land use 
approval.   
 
ExteNet’s propagation maps and alternative site analysis show that a significant coverage gap exists, that the gap 
cannot be adequately filled by co-locating at the Sears Ranch Road site, and that we are using the least intrusive 
means to fill this service gap.  Exhibit 3 of the attached RF statement demonstrates that there is an existing 4G LTE 
service coverage gap.  When determining that Node 61G is the least intrusive location, Applicant formally evaluated 
18 alternative node locations and informally evaluated many more that are well outside the area that might reasonably 
be able to fill the service gap.  Exhibit 4 of the attached RF statement is a propagation map showing the proposed 4G 
LTE coverage for the existing nodes in conjunction with proposed.  Node 61G increases the green shaded areas 
depicting an acceptable level of in-building service coverage.   
 
Any blue or yellow colored area depicted in the attached maps portrays inadequate service coverage and constitutes a 
service coverage gap. The proposed location for Node 61G increases the in-building coverage while minimizing 
yellow “in-vehicle” coverage.  Most significantly, the proposed location significantly decreases the blue shaded area 
depicting a signal strength range that fails to provide a consistently acceptable level of service.   

                                                
1 MetroPCS, Inc. v. City & Cnty. Of S. F., 400 F.3d 715, 733 (9th Cir. 2005) (“[W]e elect to . . . formally adopt the First 
Circuits rule that a significant gap in service (and thus an effective prohibition of service) exists whenever a provider is 
prevented from filling a significant gap in its own service coverage.); Petition for Declaratory Ruling to Clarify Provisions 
of Section 332(c)(7)(B), 24 FCC Rcd. 13994, 14016-17 (2009) (“[W]e conclude that under the better reading of the statute, 
this limitation of State/local authority applies not just to the first carrier to enter into the market, but also to all subsequent 
entrants.”) 
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3. Appellant fails to show that an adequate signal is propagated or could be propagated from Sears 

Ranch Road. 
 
Appellant argues that because the Sears Ranch Road site is adequate for Verizon, it should be adequate for AT&T. 
 
As stated above, ExteNet is entitled to deploy its facilities in the public right-of-way irrespective of coverage, but no 
case can be made to support the appeal even considering Appellant’s coverage arguments. 
 
Assuming that the Appellant’s anecdotal coverage model accurately depicts Verizon’s signal levels, AT&T relies on 
different frequencies and different technologies that do not result in the same propagation as Verizon.  Furthermore, 
the existing Verizon coverage is not necessarily adequate – as presented by Appellant’s own supporters who testified 
at the Zoning Officer hearing that there was not a consistent signal in La Honda.  Even if adequate coverage could be 
provided from the Sears Ranch Road site, Appellant’s argument does not take into consideration the increased height 
that would need to be added to the tree-pole there, rendering it a much more intrusive solution than ExteNet’s current 
proposal at the existing telephone pole.  ExteNet’s proposal blends in with the surrounding trees and existing utility 
infrastructure without imposing any view impact to the surrounding community. 
 
 
For all of these reasons we respectfully request for the appeal to be denied and for ExteNet’s land use approval to be 
affirmed.  As this application seeks authority to install a wireless telecommunication facility, the FCC’s Shot Clock 
Order2 requires the county to issue its final decision on ExteNet’s application within 150 days.  Feel free to contact 
me if you have any questions.  Thank you. 

 
 
Best Regards, 
EXTENET SYTEMS (CALIFORNIA) LLC 

 
Matthew S. Yergovich 
External Relations Director 
 
 

                                                
2 See Petition for Declaratory Ruling to Clarify Provisions of Section 332(c)(7)(B), WT Docket No. 08-165, Declaratory 
Ruling, 24 F.C.C.R. 13994 (2009). 
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AT&T Mobility Radio Frequency Statement 
Small Cell Node 61G:  Utility Pole in Public Right-of-Way 

231 Cuesta Real, La Honda, CA 
 

I am the AT&T radio frequency (RF) engineer assigned to the proposed wireless 

telecommunications facility (“Node 61G”), which is a Small Cell Node to be located on a new utility pole 

in the public right-of-way near 231 Cuesta Real, La Honda (the “Property”).  Based on my personal 

knowledge of the Property and with the AT&T’s wireless network, as well as my review of AT&T’s 

records with respect to the Property and its wireless telecommunications facilities in the surrounding area, 

I have concluded that the work associated with this permit request is needed to close a service coverage 

gap in the area surrounding the Property. 

The service coverage gap is caused by inadequate infrastructure in the area.  AT&T’s existing 

facilities do not adequately serve its customers in the desired area, nor address rapidly increasing data 

usage.  Moreover, 4G LTE service coverage has not yet been fully deployed in this area.  To remedy this 

service coverage gap, AT&T needs to construct a new wireless telecommunications facility.   

AT&T uses industry standard propagation tools to identify the areas in its network where signal 

strength is too weak to provide reliable in-building service quality.  This information is developed from 

many sources including terrain and clutter databases and propagation modeling that simulates signal 

propagation in the presence of terrain and clutter variation.  AT&T designs and builds its network to 

ensure customers receive reliable in-building service quality. 

Exhibit 1 to this Statement is a map of the existing 3G UMTS service coverage in the area at 

issue.  It represents service coverage provided by existing AT&T sites.  The green shaded areas depict 

areas within a signal strength range that provide acceptable in-building service coverage.  In-building 

coverage means customers are able to place or receive a call on the ground floor of a building.  The 

yellow shaded areas depict areas within a signal strength range that provide acceptable in-vehicle 

coverage.  In this area, an AT&T customer should be able to successfully place or receive a call within a 

vehicle.  The blue shading depicts areas within a signal strength range in which a customer might have 

difficulty receiving a consistently acceptable level of service.  The quality of service experienced by any 

individual can differ greatly depending on whether that customer is indoors, outdoors, stationary, or in 

transit.  Any area in the blue or yellow category is considered inadequate service coverage and constitutes 

a service coverage gap.  
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Exhibit 2 represents service coverage in the vicinity of the Property if the Node 61G antennas are 

placed as proposed in the application.  As shown by this map, placement of Node 61G closes the 

significant 3G service coverage gap in the area immediately surrounding the Property. 

In addition to these 3G wireless service gap issues; AT&T is in the process of deploying its 4G 

LTE service in La Honda with the goal of providing the most advanced personal wireless experience 

available to residents of the City.  4G LTE is capable of delivering speeds up to 10 times faster than 

industry-average 3G speeds.  LTE technology also offers lower latency, or the processing time it takes to 

move data through a network, such as how long it takes to start downloading a webpage or file once a 

customer has sent the request.  Lower latency helps to improve the quality of personal wireless services.  

In addition, LTE uses spectrum more efficiently than other technologies, offering more capacity to carry 

data traffic and services and to deliver a better overall network experience.   

Exhibit 3 is a map that depicts 4G LTE service in the area surrounding the Property, and it shows 

a significant 4G LTE service coverage gap in the area.  Exhibit 4 shows that after Node 61G is on air, 4G 

LTE service is available both indoors and outdoors in the area.  This is important not only in providing 

4G LTE to residents of La Honda, but also allows customers to be migrated from UMTS to LTE and thus  

reducing 3G traffic, and mitigating 3G traffic congestion during peak usage periods.  

I have a Bachelor of Engineering Honors degree in Electronics, and I have worked as a radio 

frequency design engineer in the wireless communications industry for over 8years. 

 

  

   Brian Williams 
 Brian Williams 
  
       November 22, 2016 
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AT&T 3G UMTS Existing Coverage – without Node 61G Exhibit 1
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AT&T 3G UMTS Existing Coverage – With Node 61G Exhibit 2
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© 2013 ExteNet Systems, Inc. Confidential & Proprietary

AT&T 4G LTE Existing Coverage – without Node 61G Exhibit 3
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AT&T 4G LTE Existing Coverage – With Node 61G Exhibit 4
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